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KIRIBATI
CURRENCY EQUIVALEN

ANUAL AVRAGES

1981 $A 1.0$ - US$1.15
1985 $A 1.00 - US$0.70
1989 $A 1.00 - US$0.79
1990 $A 1.00 - US$0.78
1991 $A 1.00 - US$0.78

(The Ausualian dollar is the official currency and the main medium of exchange)

FISCAL YEAR

Jamuary 1 - December 31

MAh ..BRVl47IONS AND ACRONYMS
ADB - Asian Development Bank
BOK - Bank of Kiribati
DBK - Development Bank of Kiribati
EEC - European Economic Community
EEZ - Exclusive Economic Zone
EIA - Environmental Impact Assessment
FFA - Forum Fisheries Agemy
FTC - Foreign Investment Commission
GDP - Gross Domestic Product
ICAO - Ienaional Civil Aviation Ornizaton
IRB - Internal Revenue Board
KCCS - Kiribati Copra Cooperative Society
KIC - Kiribati Insurance Corporation
KPF - Kinbati Provident Fund
MA - Medical Assistant
MCH - Maternal and Child Health
MED - Marine Export Division
MFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs
MFEP - Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning
MTC - Marine Traiing Centre
NEMS - National Enviromnental Management Saeg
NGO - Non-government Organiation
NPO - National Planming Office
PHN - Public Health Nurse
PUB - Public Utilities Board
RERF - Revenue Equalizaion Reserve Fund
SPMS - South Pacific Marine Service
SPREP - South Pacific Regional Environment Programme
STABEX - Export Earnings Stabilization System
TML - Te Mautari Limited (National Fishing Company)
iTT - Tarawa Technical Istiute
UNCED - United Nations Conference on Enviroment and Development
UNDP - United Nations Development Programme
UNFPA - United Nations Family Planning Agency
WHO - World Health Organizaion

Couny Data

Land Area 810 sq. kn. Sea Area: 3,5S0,000 sq. mn.
Populadon: 75,000 (1992) GNP per capita: US$750 (1991)
Capital City: Betic Populaton of Capital: 24,328 (South Tarawa)
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Kiribati

EXCVTrrIVE SUMMARY

i. Kiribati is a small, remote country of 33 iii. Promo.ng Private Sector Development.
low-lying coral atolls widely dispersed across the Kiribati's private sector, which is at an embryonic
central Pacific Ocean. With a GDP that is among stage, will need to play an important role in
the smallest of World Bank members, it is a development of the economy. As assets in this
county extemely small in landmass (some 810 regard, Kiribati has a strong tradition of responsible
square kldometers) but covering a sea-area of 3.5 financial management, which has laid a solid basis
million square kilometers, roughly equal to the land for a sound business environment. Also, Kiribati
area of India. The population of some 75,000 is appears to be relatively competitive as regards labor
heavily concentrated in the western islands, and some ancillary costs such as telecommunica-
especially in the overcrowded capital of Tarawa. tions, although the cost of electricity is
Most of the population is employed in the e-ceptionally high. The most important barniers to
subsistence sector with formal employment private sector development stem from the
dominaed by the public sector. The private sector egalitarian nature of the society, the tax and trade
is small and underdeveloped. policy regimes, certain incentive programs, and the

traditional land tenure system.
i'. Since independence in 1979, Kiribati
has assembled a solid track record of financial iv. The single most important step that could
stability, deqnite a limited range of economic assets. be taken to develop Kiribati's private sector would
However, vver the same tine period income per be steadfast pursuit of the Govemnment's policy of
capita has been on the decline, notwithstnding comnerialization and privaization (see below).
generous amounts of donor assistance. Basic public Other important steps include: elimination of those
services-especialy health and education-have not exnpsions from import tariffs and corporate tax
been extended in an adequate way to the great currently granted to public enterprises and to
majority of the out-lying islands. The number of government departments engaged in commercial
graduates from the education system has not risen activities; for those exemptions that cannot be
in line with the nadon's needs. New job eliminated for social or political reasons, exemption
opportunities have been largely restricted to the should be extended to competing private sector
pjblic sector in overcrowded South Tarawa. The operations; and removal of the tax (of 15 percent)
gap between living standards in urban and rural on export of aluminum cans and other scrap metals.
areas has widened strikingly, and there has been Concerning the land tenure system, the long-term
considerable rural-to-urban drift. To be sure, this strategy should be to eliminate the backlog of court
situation is partly attrbutable to factors that are disputes and to survey all rral lands, with the
beyond control of the Kiribad authorities. But objective of elimnating ownership disputes.
domesdc economic and social policies have Priority should be accorded those lands that are
contributed to this outcome, and it is vital that those most likely to be put to productive economic use.
policy instruments under control of the authorities
are fuly exploited to improve significantly upon the v. Some changes would also be useful to
economic record of the first decade of Kiribati's foreign investment approval system,
idependec. which is too heavily oriented towards negotiating
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terms on a case-by-case basis. The srategy for a substantial proportion of IML to a reliable,
reform in ths area should stress promotion, not private sector partner, and reducing the downtime
control, beginning with the publication of a clear of shis (e.g. by negotiating with more neighbos
set of investment eligibility criteria and the for access to other EEZs when the fish cath drops-
introduction of more automaticity into the granting off at home). Also, the use of cultivated muilklsh,
of licenses. Also, the need for performance criteria which appears to have been an expensive.
should be re-assessed. unsuccessful experiment, should be requred to

demonstrate immediate results, or be abandoned.
vi. Kiribati's Jinmrdal sector occupies a key
role in national development. The strategy for this viii. As a sttegy for breaking into new
sector should focus upon nurturing an effective markes, regular, reliable air service must be
domestic demand for credit which, in turn, depends established between supply sources (Tarawa and
upon the development of i. private sector with the Kiritinati Island) and a prime tuna market, which
capacity to idefy and undertake credit-worthy could be Honolulu in the first instance. It is
projects. Beycid this, many of the steps that need desirable that the current one-flight-a-week service
to be taken are adminip4mative and institution- to Honolulu be expanded, initiafly usig charWred
specific. Most importat, re-stucuring of the freight aircaft if sufficient volume can be
Development Bank's portfolio is clearly in order, developed. As experience is gained, it may be
togeter with a significant strengthening of the possible to expand into the Japanese and west coast
institution's management skills, development of U.S. markets. As for new product lines, higher-
effective loan appraisal, and greater regulatory valued items appear desirable (for example, lobster,
supervision. AUl of these will probably involve slope-reef fish, shark fins, sea cucumbers, and
sizable amounts of long-term external technical pearl farming), with the primary problem being the
assistance. On the side of the supply of credit, need to get sales up to a level that overcomes high
measues could be taken to encourage private transportation costs. Regional experience suggests
savings, for example, by the intodion of a that fiture centers for commercial fish production
payroll savings scheme; savings could be deducted should emphasize drying, salting, smoking and the
at source and placed in time deposits with export of live lobsts; dependence should be
withdrawal restrictions, thereby insulating the reduced on cold stor4 ge, which is expensive and
working/saving individual nrom the claims of under-utilized. As a general proposition in this
extended family members. area, Kiribati should proceed very cautosly in the

introduction of nw technology (or in attempting to
vii. Secoral Growth Str s. Despite a penetrate new markets), even if equipment is being
narrow resource base, there are important sectors provided on a grant basis. Before accepting new
of the Kiribati economy that offer significant equipment, the Govemment could begin by leasing
possibilities for growth, most notably, fisheries, comparable equipment to test whether the desired
tourism, and agriculture. In this regard, fisheries gains in productivity are going to eventuate.
appears to offer the most promise owing to the
acknowledged vast extent of Kiribati's fish stocks. ix. To strengte icensing anangements of
However, successful development of tis resource Kiribati's EEZ, it is in the country's interest to
will not be an easy task owing to the highly compe- conduct negotiations on a multi-lateral basis through
titive nature of this industry, Kiribati's late start in the Forum Fisheries Agency to improve the
development, and several important sectoral con- country's negotiating power. Also, it may be
straints, such as: relatively high unit costs at the possible for greater gains along the lines that are
state commercial fishing company (TML); long, currently being pursued in the region, that is,
infrequet, indirect and sometimes unreliable air through the introduction of transponders into
service to major tuna markets; lack of facilities for foreign vessels and through aircraft survefillance.
shipment of iced/frozen tuna; and difficulties in However, there appears to be more room for
enforcement of licensing arrangements in its 200- relying upon adverse publicity to disuade violators
mile Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). The stra- from re-entering the EEZ; confied sightings of
tegy for development of this resource should unlicensed vessels in the EEZ should be reported to
emphasize tbree distinct goals: restoring TML to the FFA for placement on a regional black-list;
financial health; breaking into new markets; and legal systems should be explored to allow action
strengthening enforcement of EEZ licensing against offenders without confiscation of equipment
arrangements. To restore 7T to health, unit costs and catch; and an incentive framework could be
need to be reduced significantly by, for example, developed to encourage legal fishermen to report
allowing 7ML to generate its own ekctricity, illegal activities. Ultimately, however, it wiUl
increasing competon among fuel suppliers, selling probably be necessary for Kiribati to become more
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aggressve m enforcement, for example, based upon xiv. As a strategy for development of tourisnm,
priciples of mult-aa cost-sharing, satite the most essental element is a senous commimen
surveia conjunctdon with tspondr, high- by aional and local governmet to attract and
speex inception eqipment, and sfiff fmes and assist private sector investmen i the sector.
confaiscaion of equipment and catch. Beyond this, the srategy should be to develop an

effecve demand for tourism, drawing a sharp
x. Kiribati's other major primary sub-sector, distinction between Kiritimati and Tarawa. For
ag8ricuue, has powntial for further expansion if Kiritimati, several specialty markets exist in
several important constraints can be overcome. addition to the sports fishermen who already
These include an exceedingly smal land mass, poor frequent the island. Birdwatchers and odter
sandy soil with a high coral content, erraic rainfall, naturalists, divers, and eco- tad culture-tourists
high salinity brought on by sea spray and a shallow could be drawn to the island, which is reasonably
fresh-water lens, periodic pest infestations, accessible from Honolulu. However, a second
senescence of coconut palms, small local markets, flight each week, or ger use of charter flights,
and limited transportion links to the outer islands would be desirable. In the case of Tarawa, the
and export markets. immediate target market should be World War I

veterans-from both sides of the conflict-with an
Xi. As a stegy for deveopment of agricul- ideal window of opportunity in 1993 which is the
ture, the Government needs to approach the issue 50t anniversary of the Battle of Tarawa. Culture-
from several direcdons, more or less concurrently. tourists are another possibiit-, for Tarawa, as are
Concerning coconats, which are likely to remain pan-7acific cruise ships. In aU cases, a local clean-
the only significant source of cash to a large up campaign will be needed to improve the image
portioa of the popuaton for some time, several of South Tarawa.
stps need to be taken to increase productivity and
to improve producer incentive, for example: by xv. Improving Publk Sector Managemuet
removing the Island Council tax on copra; by Operations of the Kiribati public sector reach deep
direcfting STABEX funds (curently used for copra into all secters of the formal economy, and it is
price support) to the long-term development of al- imp rtant tor economic development that the scope
ternative production activities on the outer islands; of these opertions be sigwificandy narrowed. At
ad by providing secure tenure to copra clusters in the same time, there are impotnat sectors of the
the Line Islands. The aging treestck should be economy that have not been sufficiently well-served
replaced by new hybrid seedlings in a tightly by the government appartus (for example, basic
focused replantng program, especially among health and education, especially in the outer islands)
smallholders where externalities are grest. despite relatively generous funding; expansion of

such services will be vital in the coming years,
xii. For oher crops, there should be greater thereby placing the Govermment firmly between
commercialzaton of nurseries, livestock, and constraints of tight finance and the need to expand
vegetable farming whfle the activities of certain some services.
NGOs that are trying to introduce vegetables into
the local diet need to be expanded. Programs of xvi. One important means of public sector
pest cortrol need expansion, and skills of local staff reform is the withdrawal of the public sector from
such as vetrinarians and entomologists need to be those activities that are better undertaken by the
upgraded, including through wider distnbution of private sector. The Goverment's privatization
ocal-language iformton to improve cultivation policy recognizes the importance of this approach,
of crops and livestock. To facilitate the but there appears to have been little real progress
development of all crops, transportation links to the since the policy was announced in 1989. To regain
outer islands need to be improved by adopting a the momentum of reform in this area, the
more commercial approach to domestic shipping Government has obtained a sizable technical
and port operations. assistance grant (from the Asian Development

Bank), which will go a good distance towards
xiii. To develop its tourism potential, Kiribati restuctring this sector of the economy. However,
must overcome several constraints, including per- there are certain additional steps that would also
ceptions as an isolated destinafton, lacking in tourist serve to avoid stifling private sector development:
infiiasrcue and amenities. Also, air access is
poor, routing is erratic, and it can be difficult ob- * Greater use of private contracdng, e.g. for
taining accurate flight information. A lack of ade- public works projects, motor vehicle
quate marketing of Kinbatihas resulted in the desti- rentals and cleaning of the hospital and
nation having no parcular image in the market. offices.
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* Elimination of the monopoly/tax-eemptor investme program, preferably by holding down
dwy-fre swws enjoyed by several public current endiures and increasing the revenue
sector operadons. And base.1 And third, the Govement must improae

effectveness of its investment spending by ensuring
* R "aestning of Public Utilities Board's that the composition of spending matches the

organizaton and tariffs with a view to national priorities and by stgtning management
reducing cos-subsidization and settg along the lines discussed immediately below.
changes at commercially viable levels.

xx. To improve maaagement of pulic
xvii. Reform of Kiribati's civil service will be investment, Kiribati should undertake development
an increasingly important component of the of a Public Investment Program. As a first step,
country's development strategy. Pressure for the authorities could begin with a simple tatable
reform is likely to develop as a consequence of program for the highest priority sectors of the
condnuing financial restraint in the face of a need economy, say fisheries, agriculture, health, or
to improve the delivery of highly labor-intensive education. Concurently, on the side of donors,
public services-for example, education, health the should be a major shift in emphasis away
care, and transportation services-especially to the from the commissioning of expensive time-
outer islands. In addressing these issues, one consuming stdies and in favor of the provision of
approach would view the solution as calling for a long-term on-site technical assistance to support
smaller, better-trained civil service, staffed by officials in the more difficult task of policy
persons with better technical and administraive implementation. In addition, there seems to be
skills to replace unskilled and semi-skilled considerable scope for better utilizaton of NGOs,
employee3. To be sure, achieving such an end for example, in the areas of health care, women's
would not be easy for Kiribati. However, the issues, and community development, whic- >uld
strategy should begin with a widespread build upon the successes of churches in eduaion.
acknowledgement that the civil service can no
longer serve as the main source of new jobs in the xxi. There appear to be four other significant
economy. Other key elements of a strategy would weaknesses that need to be addressed in improving
include: firm implemenion of the program of the management of public investment. First,
privatzaion; overhaul of the salary strucure aimed Kiribati's &velopment budget is overly influenced
at alleviaing skills shortages; more systematic in- by donors, and the Government needs to gain more
service training; better counterpart training in control over priority-setting by increasing its
technical assistance programs; and higher priority contribution to the development budget-if
to education in public investment priorities. There necessary, by drawing-down more of the interest
should also be improved training to upgrade the earings of the Revenue Equaiation Reserve Fund
skills of Island Councils. (RERUi. Second, there appears to be a

cumbersome splintering of administrative
xviii. A nation's public investment program responsibilities beween the Ministry of Finme and
constitutes a powerfil tool for influencing national Economic Planing (MFEP) and the Ministry of
development. In the case of Kinbati, there is no Foreign Affairs (MFA). In the interesc of
fully-articulated Public Investment Program. expediting project implemation and fully
However, on the basis of partial information, the utilizing available funding, there appears to be a
composition of current and prospective capital strong case for retaining all responsibility for
spending has been roughly consistent with national financing within MEEP, which would be expected
prioities. Nevertheless, there has not been the to coordinate with MFA. Third, there needs to be
geographical spread of benefits to the outer islands better screening mechanism? to ensure that
that seemed to be intded by goverment policy. approved projects are consistent with national
In addition, the allocations for health and education priorities. MFEP's role in this regard should be
do not appear adequate to provide services to the strngthed; Ministries should not be allowed to
rural populadon as intended. by-pass MFEP by direct submission to Cabinet, and

the Planning Office should be willing to reject
xix. The Govemment has few options available projects that are not consistent with national
to bring the level and composition of its investment priorities. Fourth, in the area of managing aid-in-
spending more into line with national priorities. kind, which forms a large portion of Kiribati's aid
The first option that should be exploited is to package, arrangements need to be put in place to
ensure that all available financing from donors is monitor quality and to ensure convenient
being udlized. Second, the Goverment should termination of arangements that are falling short of
increase the size of is own contibuon to the expectations.
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xxii. E _nmm.al Is. The major following exhaustion of the county'8s phospht
envmal sues in Kirbati stem from low deposits and the cosdy nature of poviding healdh
materia standards of living in the face of growing and educational services to a e population
population pressures wthin the conet of a fagile residing in a few small, widely dispersed ilands.
atoll environent. The mamin issues m this area Notwithsuding tese constaints, there ar many
are: (a) groundwater depletion, nceased policy options that permit furthe significant
salinaion, and polludon from sewage ad animal advances. In the heath sector, there are seveal
excreta (b) shellfsh contamiaon from human coutses tha should be pursued:
wase; (c) overfishing of reefs and lagoons;
(d) waste disposal; (e) coastal erosion and * There should he greater recouse to userŽ^wv
sedimenton attributed largely to extraction of that are identifiably linked to the provision of
foreshmre materials and construction of causeways goods and services (e.g. drugs and surgery).
between islets; (t) depletion of mangrve and other
tree species reflecdng a shortage of fuelwood; and * Healh insurance should be intrduced for
(g) breakdown of the traditional subsistence fmancing of certain in-patient health services
production systems, resuting m maltriion and provided at the national hospital, and possibly
nutrition-related diseases. Desirable intervenions for the cost of emergency evacuation.
include:

* The outflow of doctors should be reversed
* To improve water supply, new water lenses tbrough: (i) improved pay and benefits;

should be tapped, rainwater catchment and (ii) the use of medical assistants to replace
storage facilities should be increased, and a doctors in many activities (such as radiology
grundwater monitoring program that includes and anesthesia); (iii) encouraging physicians to
private wells should be established. open part-tune practice on their own account;

(iv) the introduction of an effective bonding
• Conceming sewerage, major renovation is scheme for recipients of medical scholarsips;

needed of the South Tarawa sewerage system, and (v) greater use of the Fiji School of
including consolidation of the currenty Medicine's new, more clinically oriented
fragmented administration of water and program.
sewerage services under a single authority and
strict enforcent of WHO guidelines for rural * The Island Councis need to be encouraged to
sanitation. play an increasingly significant role in the

health field, for example, by lining central
* For solid waste disposal, there should be subsidies to adequae upkeep of key Comxil-

greater use of private conctng for disposa run assets, such as health centers. And
services; the export tax on scrap metl should
be removed; dumping should be restricted to * The fampiy pnning program needs to be
approved sites; and WHO assistance should be revived and stepped-up, especially in regions
used for a disposal program. of higher fertility and in the areas of improved

access to various forms of contraception,
* Intra-toll constroion should emphasize taining of field and clinical staff, and the

bridges and open-design causeways that do not development and use of management
unduly restrict natual current flows. And information systems.

* Regarding instutions, a second professional xxiv. In the education field, the government's
needs to be recruited into the Environmental objectives are laudable, namely: to improve the
Unit of the Ministry of Environment and quality and relevance of primary education; to
Natural Resources; legal regulations require expand participation-especially from the outer
updating, firm implemenation, and inegration islands-in secomdary education; to improve the
into a broader envirormental framework; and relevance, quality and articulation of the secondary
greater use should be made of Environmental school curriculum; and to increase the supply of
Impact Studies. skilled manpower for national development.

However, achievement of these objectives will not
xxiii. Humin Resource Development. lespite be an easy task, owing to competing demands and
substant gains since independence, Kiribati's high costs. Key initiatves that would be of
social indicators lag behind international standards assistance in this regard are the followig:
as well as regional comparators. At the heart of increased user fees, identifiably lUked to the
this problem lie the drop-off in fiscal revenues provision of goods and services (for example,
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books and uplmenty tutoring); pbasd is ikl to remain heavfly dependent upon extrnd
reacmn of sd o programs by sudent factrs (for example, tuna pris and foreign
las; and an effwctve bondng system for assisunce) for some tme to come, but the
beneficiaes of foreign taining. On the side of deence can be reduced appreciably through
expendite, priorities should be tilted more heavily appropriate domestic policies. And on the basis of
Infavorofprimayandseondayeducation. Asa reasonable assumptions about external
complementary device, grans should be increased developments, rising per capita real _imes can be
to non-govement authorities-with condidons atained in combinadon with contined intenal and
attaed-to ensure quality and expansion in extemal financial stability and expanding basic
secondary educaton opportunities. public services, especally to the outer islands.

Failure to implemet these polices wouwl lead to
xxv. Macr-ecnomc ProWect. On the further declines in per capita incomes; rding
explicit assumption tbat policy recommendations unemployment and under-employment; continued
oudined in the remainder of this County Report inadequate delivery of basic public services;
are followed, Kribati has good prospects for widening gaps in living stadards as between rural
improving significantly upon the record of declining and u.ban areas; still higher rates of urban drift into
material standards of living that chara ized the already-overcrowded South Tarawa; and the
first decade of independence. To be sure, Kiribati accompanying risk of socia' unrest.

ENDNOTES

Alteratives in this regard would include: increasing by a sizable margin the import duty on alcoholic
bevrages and other heath-related items, such as tobacco, sugar, and goods with a high salt content; taxing
the housing benes for civil servamts, or phasing in substantily higher rental rates; making exemptions from
import duties and other taxes less discretionary; and converting a number of specific duties (on gasoline, rice
and alcoholic beverages) to ad valorem taxes. It should be noted that there is curreny no genemal sales tax
in Kiribati. This is appropriate, coniderg the high share of impors (which are taxed through tariffs) in final
consmption and te difficulty of taxing retail value-added in an economy of Kiribati's size and at its stage
of development.
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1: Review of Recent Economic Developments

A. INTRODVCrION
1.3 With an esmated GDP per capita of

1.1 With a GDP (of some A$50 million in US$481 in 1990, Kiribati is in the category of low
1992) that is among the smalest of World Bank income countries. The blAk of the popuation is
members, Kiribat is a remote counry of 33 coral employed in the subsistce sector with formal
islands widely dispersed across e central Pafic employment being dominaed by the public sector,
Ocen, roughly astride the intersection of the which accounts for 95 percent of gross investment
equor and the intenional dateline. The total and almost half of GDP. The private sector is
land area of Kiribati is very small, comprising smal and underdeveloped. Although the natural
some 810 square kilomets', but the 200-mile environment and infertile soil consrain agricultural
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) totals 3.55 million development, the nation possesses abundant ocean
square kldometers, an aiu-a approximately equal to resources, principaly fish, seaweed, and
the land mass of India. The islands comprise three manganese. Kiribati also obtains large inflows of
separate groups. To the west is the main group, income from abroad in the form of eamnings from
the Gilberts, comprising 16 atolls to which has been the Revenue Equalization Reserve Fund (RERF, see
added the raised coral atoll of Banaba.2 The note 2), fishing licenses issued to foreign fleets, and
second group, the Line Islands (comprising 8 remitaes from I-Kiribati working overseas in
atolls), includes Kirimati, also known as shipping and mining.4 Official development
Chistmas Island, which is the world's largest atoll, assistance is also an important element of the
lying some 2,000 kilometers soudt of Honolulu. Kiribati economy, havmg financed a iarge public
The third group consists of a further 8 atolls, the sector and contributed to a relattiely under-
Phoenix Islands, which are situated about halfway developed private sector.
between the Line and Gilbert Islands. The vast
geographical spread of Kiribati is indied by the
distance from Banaba in the west to the Line B. RECENT ECONOMIC DEVEOPMENTS
Islands in the east, some 4,000 kdlometers; the
maximum north-south reach is roughly 2,000 1.4 Economc Growth. For many years pror
kilometers, in the Line Islands. to idepenence in 1979, the Kiribati economy had

been supported by rich phosphate deposits on the
1.2 The population (of some 75,000 persons) island of Banaba. However, mining ceased when
is heavily concentraed in the Gilbert Group, which these deposits were virully exhausted, causing a
includes Tarawa, the capital. One-third of the near-halving of GDP in 1980. Since that time,
population reside around the over-crowded principal GDP growth has been slow and erratic, reflecting
urban center on South Tarawa, where the popula- the vulnerability of the country's main export
tion density reaches 1,610 persons per square kilo- commodities (copra and fish) to price and
meter. By contrast, the Phoenix Group is virtually environmental shocks (see Figure 1.1). By the end
uninhabited. With the exception of Banaba, all of of the 1980s, GDP per capita-which is estimated
Kiribati is low-lying, with maximum elevations of to have declined by I percent per annum during
3-S meters above sea level-making the entire that decade-was less than half the level that
couty vulnerable to global warming. The prevailed prior to independenct, reflecting inability
I-Kiribati3 have a strong cultural tradition, a proud- of the economy to compensate for the loss in
ly independent nationalist spirit, and an egalitarian phosphate mining.
ethic that is based on mutual help and cooperation.
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FlJure 1.11: REAL GDP GROWTH, 1980-92
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1.5 Following a decline in real GDP of almost airline comections to Honolulu and Fiji that led to
5 percent in 1990, the Kinbati economy began a an increase in tourist arrivals; and lower lending
slow recovery in 1991 that is expected to continue rates at the Bank of Kiribati beginning in early
at a sluggish pace in 1992 (see Table 1.1). The 1992. The strength of the recent recovery has been
recovery has stemmed from the incentive effects of held in check by the temporary shutdown of
higher world prices for copra; successful operations at the stae-owned fishing company in
development of a new export commodity (seaweed); early 1991, followed by a resumption of only a low
high levels of construction activity; improved level of activity around the end of that year.
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Table 1.1: GROWTH OF GDP, 1981-92
(in percent)

1981-88 1989 1990 1991 1992
Est.

Real GDP 1.3 -3.0 4.5 2.4 1.5
Nominal GDP 7.1 2.1 0.1 8.0 6.6
Agriculture 11.7 -18.6 -16.2 15.3 15.3
Of which: Commercial Fishing 14.1 -6.0 -20.6 6.3 18.7

Copra 16.6 -52.6 -54.9 110.8 38A
ldustry 7.6 14.1 3.8 -11.1 0.7
Services 5.0 9.0 3.8 8.2 4.5

Source: Data provided by Kirbti authorities.

1.6 Labor ad Employmea Only limited sharply, from 7 percent, since the 1985 census
information, in the form of 5-year censuses, is (Statistical Annex Table 1.3). Males account for
available on employment in Kiribati. The 1990 roughly three-quarters of cash employment, while
census indicates total cash employment (of persons almost two-thirds of total cash employmen takes
15 years or older) amounted to 10,972 persons place on the heavily populate island of Tarawa,
versus 6,991 in 1985.5 Roughly adjusted for where public sector employment is concentrated.
differences mn coverge, these surveys indicate that
employment in the monedzed setor of the economy 1.7 Official wen1ymem in Kiribati is low,
has been incasing at an average annual rate of at just over 2 percent of the labor force. However,
near 4 percent, well above the rate of increase of anoter 70 percent of the labor force is categorized
total population. With real GDP barely increasing as being employed in "village work" or "home
over the same period, aggregate productivity has duties", suggestive of a large pool of under-
dropped sharply, implying that many employees are employed, especialy in the outer islands.
only participating in the cash economy in a very
marginal way. A sizable proportion of cash sector 1.8 Sags and lnvesnt. The savings-
employment is accounted for by agrilture and investment balace of Kirbati's economy exhibits
fishing (23'h percent) and by publk administration certain unusual dcacteristcs (see Table 1.2).
(19 percent), with the former having increased Most important, Kiai enjoys a higb level of

Table 1.2: SAVINGS INVESIMENr BALANCES, 1987-92
(In pereent of nominal GDP)

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
Est.

Gross Domestic Investment 29.6 28.2 26.3 24.9 23.5 21.7

Foreign Savig /a -32.3 -14.1 -18.9 -21.2 -34.7 -17.4

Gross Nationa Saving 61.9 42.4 45.2 46.1 58.3 39.1
Gross Domesdc Savings -54.8 -52.6 -54.0 -69.6 48.2 -75.7
Net Factor Income 47.8 40.4 45.7 47.5 44.7 38.4
Net Curernt Transfers 68.9 54.6 53.5 68.2 61.8 76.5

FResurce Gap 84.3 80.9 80.2 94.5 71.7 97.4

/a Curren Account Deficit

Source: Dat provided by Kiribat authonties and staff estiniates.
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re in the public sector, with the balance in the
1.7 After a weak performace in 1990/91, the private sector. A comparison of Figures 1. 1 and
prospet for an improvement in 1991/92 are not 1.2 shows that the setoral distribution of
encorging. Real GDP in 1991/92 is epected to employment and the sectoral compositon of GDP
decline by about 6 percent. lhe main factors in 1988 are similar. Nearly 60 percent of those
underying this weak performance are the employed were in the services sector, with the
deteriorting perfonmance of public enterprises, the remainder split about evenly between agiculture
effects of a 1phoon, and a large decline in (including fishing) and industry.

-grkuhm- 1.9 Utheaplyma Unewmployment in the
Wages and Empoyment RMI appers to have been on a declhing trend

been 1982 and 1988 but has since sanated.
1.8 Labr Fome. The rapid population Preliminay esfimtes suggest the unemployment
rowth expeienced over the past decade has rate in 1991 was about 16 pere Unemployment
conuted to a fast growing labor force. Labor rates in the two urban centers of Majuro and Ebeye
force data are colected through the Cenms and are, however, much igher as these areas consue
complemented by smaler surveys during some of about 85 percent of the total unemployed
the inter-Censal years. Although these are not very popuation. The unemployment rate in Majuro is
reliable due to i encies, they are indicative believed to be about 22 percent. A large proportion
of broad trends. On the basis of these labor force of the unemployed are young and relatively well
growth in the early 1980s was about 8 percent per educatd. According to the 1988 Census, over
annum, decliing to about 4 percent after 1988. 60 percent of the unemployed are in the
About oneo-q of the populatio i economically 15-24 years age group, and almost 80 percent of
active. Between 1982-88, total employment the unemployed had completed grade 8.
increased at about 8 percent per year (see
Table 1.2), more tan double the rate of popuation 1.10 Wages. In 1986 minimum wage
growth and faster than labor force growth. Most of legidation was enacted establishing a minimum
this increase came from the private sector as wage of US$1.50 per hour. The Government, as
employment in the public sector was constained the single lagest employer, upholds this standard.
due to a hiring freeze brought on by a tight In the private sector, especially in Majuro, some
budgetazy situation. In the period since 1988, employers find that a reservation wage exists as
employment growth has averaged 6 percent per even unsklfled laborers will not work for less than
year while real GDP growth averaged -0.1 percent US$2.00 per hour. Many small employers,
per year, suggestng a decline in average labor however, are believed to pay less than the
productivity. About a quarter of those employed minimum wage. According to the Majuro
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Tabe 1.4: SUMMARY OF CeNTAL GovENmENT FINANS, 1987-92
(In perceu of GDP)

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
Budget

Total Revenue and Grants 87.1 78.3 79.7 95.6 95.4 102.4
Tax Revenue 20.2 17.4 19.2 21.2 21.6 20.7
Non-tax Revenue 31.6 27.5 24.5 28.0 35.5 29.8

Of which: RERF drawdown 13.7 18.8 11.5 9.2 4.3 13.3
Grant 35.2 33.4 36.0 46.3 38.4 52.0

Current Expenditure 45.4 45.5 46.5 45.7 48.7 48.9
Of which: Personnel Emoluments 20.1 18.3 20.4 20.4 22.2 22.0

Capitl Expniue 36.8 34.3 36.5 49.3 40.0 55.1

Overall Balance 4.8 -1.4 -3.4 0.5 6.7 -1.6

STABEX Transacdons (net) 5.1 1.1 0.4 -0.4 -0.7 -1.5
Income Re-investment in RERF 16.3 8.1 18.8 22.0 27.0 14.0

Adjusted Overall Balance 26.1 7.8 15.8 22.2 33.1 10.9

Source: Data provided by Kiribati authorities and staff esdmates.

simplify loan operations. After remaining constant principally reflecig unexpectedly large one-time
since the mid-1980s, BOK's lending rates were fishig lcense fees under a teaty with the United
reduced by one percentage point on two separate States. This allowed room for exceptionally small
occasons during 1992 (in February and June), drawdowns from the RERF (see Table 1.4).9 In
laing secued and unsered lending rates at 10 1992, the overal balae is budgeted to shift into
and 11 percent, respectively. a small deficit (of approximately I ' percent of

GDP) and preliminauy indications are consistent
1.13 The growth of domestic credit in Kiribati with this outcome; there would be a drop-off in
is constrained by the limited supply of viable fishing license revenues (miroring the once-only
commera opportnities as well as by other nature of the payment in 1991, noted above) that
stuctural factos such as collateral considerations would only be largely offset by increased
(see the discussion on land tenure in Chapter 3). drawdowns from the RERF. At the same time,
During 1991, commercial bank credit expansion of capital spending, which has been on a rising trend
al forms-private, government and public for seve years, would climb steeply, in line with
enterprises-was essentially stagnant. larger foreign grants, notably to acquire a vessel for
Consquenty, the greater part of the commercial shipping.
bank's deposit growth, which has been roughly in
line with the rise in nominal GDP, has been placed 1.15 As part of the budget for 1992, changes
abroad, causing a moderate rise in net foreign were made to statutory personal and corporate tax
assets. rates to increase progressivity, to reduce anomalies

in middle-range tax rates, and to introduce a new
1.14 Piblic Finance. Notwithtading the rebate system for low income earners.
large size of its public sector (see Chapter 4), Concurently, import duties were reduced on some
Kinibati has a strong track recortd of fiscal basic food items. To make up for the lost revenue
prudence, which has been uepinnod by relatively and to encourage local production and employment,
large grant finaning from the donor community. import duties were increased on a range of luxury
After averaging a small surplus for several years, goods and on imports with local substitutes. The
in 1991 the ovall fiscal balance (including foreign budget also introduced a 5-year tax holiday on all
granots and drawdowns from the RERF) widened new businesses established in the outer islands (that
substantially to an estatd 6% percent of GDP, is, excluding Tarawa and Christmas Island).
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Table 1.5: SUMMARY OF BALANCE OF PAYMEN, 1980-
(in A$ millions)

1980 1985 1989 1990 1991 1992
Est.

Trade Baance -15.7 -15.5 -22.2 -28.9 -29.1 3e.3
Ebpors, f.o.b. 2.6 6.1 6.4 5.6 4.2 5.7
Imports, f.o.b. 18.3 21.6 28.6 34.4 33.2 45.0

Services (net) -2.2 1.3 7.2 8.4 16.4 8.4
of which: RERF Interest Receipts 4.3 5.5 13.2 13.6 15.0 14.0

Transfes (neo 15.0 19.1 23.2 29.6 29.0 40.0
Current Account Balance -2.9 4.9 8.2 9.2 16.3 9.1
Capital Account Balnce -1.4 -1.0 -3.0 -1.7 -0.4 -1.3
Errors and Omisions 4.7 3.0 2.6 3.4 0.4 -0.5
Overall Balance 0.4 6.9 7.9 10.8 16.3 7.4

Memo items:
Current Balance/ODP (%) -11.8 14.9 18.9 21.2 34.7 18.2
Officia AWd/GDP (%) 61.5 54.3 44.5 58.3 49.7 64.4
Gross Official Rserves (AMm) .. 167.1 228.4 222.5 263.5 275.2
(in years of imports) .. 7.7 8.0 6.5 7.9 6.1

Source: Data provided by Kiribati autonrties and staff estmates.

1.16 Bala of Paynen and Extnd DbL in 1991 and by spectacular growth in foreign sa
The strucure of the Kinbati balance of payments is of seaweed, which has become Kiribati's second
charactrized by a sizable deficit on merandise largest export in only two years. Aquarium fish
tade that is more than fully offset by net imflows also emerged as a significant new export in 1991.
on services account (principaly interest on the In 1992, exports are expected to recover, largely as
RERF and fishing royalties) and by large inflows of a result of higher copra prices, but the trade deficit
both official and private transfers, the latter mainly would continue to widen as a consequence of an
comprsing remittances from seamen abroad and aid-related purchase of a vessel for int-island
phosphate miers in Nauru. The capital account trade and imports of construction materials
tends to be in small deficit, owing to the modest associated with expansion of the Tarawa airport.
iflows of official foreign borrowing and the
tendency of Kinbati's fiani institutions to hold 1.18 After recording sizable surpluses for
much of their investment portfolio in the form of several years, Kiribati's services account widened
foreign assets. In recent years, official foreign significandy in 1991 as a r4tisequence of extraor-
exchange reserves have averaged the equivalent of dinmay receipts of fish royaltes under the recently-
approximately 8 years of merchandise imports, signed fishing agreement noted earlier. In 1992,
mainly acunted for by the RERF. the surplus will narrow to a net inflow more typical

of earlier years, reflecting the once-only nature of
1.17 In recent years, the trade deficit has been the special transaction in 1991; there would also be
on a widening trend (see Table 1.5), owing to a decline in insteret earnings on the county's
sharply lower exorts in the face of rapidly foreign assets as a result of sharply lower
expanding imports that stemmed in part from intemational interest rates. The swplus on private
construction of a new shopping center and a donor- transfers would continue to widen. principally as a
financed hospital, both on Tarawa. Lower levels of consequence of larger remitances from Kiribati
merchandise exports are due to steep drops in copra seamen working abroad; remittances from
prices and volumes in 1990, to poor fish catches in phosphate miners on Nauru have levelled off in
the same year, and to the temporary shutdown of recent years as the mineral deposits on that island
operations of Te Mautari Limited (TML), the state- approach exhaustion. The surplus on officiad
owned commercia fishery, in early 1991. These transfers, which has been stable in the past several
unfavorable developments on the side of exports years, is expected to widen noticeably in 1992, due
were only partly offset by a rebound in copra pnces to finning for the new vessel mentioned above.
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1.19 Kibati's capital account bas onstendy gove account-princply drawdownas of
recdod smal net outlows in recent years. Ther STABlX accounts held abroad and limited
have geneally boen small net ialicws on the borrowin from the Asian Developmen Bank

FIge 1.3: KIRuIATI: TR S IN EXCHANGE RATE 1983-92
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(ADB)-tat have been more tban fMlly offset by At the same time, developments in the financial
incrasd holdings of net foreig assts by non- sector are c osely monitored by the Ministy of
bank fin l instions. Finance, and te Government is well-represented on

the Boards of Directors of local financid
1.20 Reflecting its policy to limit foreign institutions.
borrowing, Kiri's exuenal debt and debt service
payments are very modest. At the end of 1991, dhe 1.23 DeAopiw Cieaes forEcooic
total stock of extral liabilities is etmated to Mgemen With a recovery-albeit slow-
have amounted to only A$2 million, viruay al on underway, the Kibai authorities now face the
concessional terms from the ADB. Consequently, challenge of maintaining domestic financial stability
debt service was less than 1 percent of expots of while setting the econmy on a stog medium-term
goods and services. By conta, Kiribati's exteal growth pat and extendig basic public services to
assets are quite large, amountig to some A$275 a wider porion of the populatin. The prime
million. Rougly tree-quarters of this amount is objective, of couse, is to find produtve
accounted for by assets of the RERF. The Krbati employment opportuities for Kirbi's rapidly
Provident Fund and the Bank of Kiribati also hold e labor force, to provide stronger income
substial assets abroad (sec Appendix Table 4.2). growth for those I-Kiibati who already hold a job,
Gross official foreign exchange reserves, which and to improve the health and level of educaion of
have been on a rising trend for many years, had the general population.
accumulad to some A$260 million by the end of
1991, equivalent to almost 8 years of import cover. 1.24 Achieving this objecdve will not be an
Official reserves are expected to continme their easy task. In Kiribti, the private sector-which is
climb during 1992, but the extent of import cover typically the key to strong, sustained growth-is at
would drop somewhat owing to the sharp, an embryonic stage of development, and
temporary rise in imports discussed above. disadvantaged in international markets by

remoteness and a small, dispersed, low-income
1.21 Ezch=geRateAnrr.gem=nv Asnoted, domesic market. At the same time, the reach of
the Australian dollar circulates as legal tender in the public sector-which is usualy an inmpdiment
Kirbauti, although the country does issue itS own to strong, sustained growth-extends deep into
comage at par value with Australian currncy, in virtually all sectors of the Kiribati economy. In
denominations up to A$2. As a consequence of this these cirwumstances, it will be important for the
arrangent, movements in Kiribati's effective Kinbati authorities to set economic policy in a
exchange rate are almost wholly demined by directon-with sufficient momentum-to permit the
external facos. Following a large depreciation public sector to withdraw from many commead
between 1985 and 1988 occasioned by a fall in the activities at a pace that is consistent with nuring
value of the Australian dollar, Kinrbati's nominal development of an efficient private sector.
effective exchange rate has fluctuated within a Withdrawal of the public sector from commercial
fairly narrow range, with a mild tendency towards acdvities will provide the Government with some of
depreciation since early 1989 (see Figure 1.3). The the flexibliy necessary to re-shape its activities to
country's real effective exchange rate has tracked meet legimate needs fcr improved basic public
the nominal effective rate very closely, indicative of services (especially education and health). It would
the tight relationship between inflation in Kiribati also provide room to develop a weZ-focused,
and its major trading partners. couny-driven public investment program, which is

an essental element in the effort to increase
1.22 This exchange rate arrangement has growth. To further support this effort, the
served Kiribati well, as evidenced by the solid Govemment will also need significantly increased
track-record of financial responsibiity that Kirbati resources. In the present aid environment,
has established since independence. By following appreciably greater accommodation cannot be
the prsent course, Kiribati has carefully weighed expected on the part of donors. Consequendy,
the advantages of swigniorage against the cost of meetng these goals will require a strategy that
note issue and administration, bearing in mind the includes access to greater financing, if necessary by
limited scope for monetary policy that would be drawing-down a larger proportion of interest
available with the issuance of domestic currency. earnings on the RERF.
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ENNOT

Previous reports on Kiribati have cited a land area of 792 sque kilometers, which cluded certain
ninhabited iands in the Souhern Line Islands.

2 BanMa was the souce of phosphates from which the main income of Kiribatl originaed prior to
independec, After beging oatons around the tum of the century, mining ceased in 1979 when the
depsit was exhausted. In anticipation, the authorities built up the Revenue Equalization Reserve Fund

,{ERF)the major part of Kiribati's external assets.

3 Nationals of Kiribati are referred to by the term l-Kiribati.

With lage icome ecips frm the RiF ad mittnc from workes abroad. GNP pe capit exceeds
GDP per capita by over 50 percent.

The levels of employment in these two surveys are not direcdy comparable, owing to broader coverage of the
1990 survey to include infonnal part-time activities in the definition of cash employment". This measure
of employment does not include I-Kiribati working abroad, who augment total formal employment by around
10 percent. Recent estimate (1987) indicate that apWoximatdy 1,100 persons were wokding as seame on
foreign ships and another 500 or so were employed as phosphate miners on Nauru.

6 Price controls are also in effect for a range of commodities, but the controls do not app to be binding (see
the discussion in Chapter 3).

Officdal Conditions of Service are binding on govemment employees as well as employees of the statutoy
corporations; other public enterprises are expected to treat the Conditions only as guidelines, but there appear
to be few diffces in practice. The small number of private sector managers seen to receive somewhat
highe remuneration than their coupas in the public sector.

s Government employees are also eligible for (tax-free) housing benefits; approximately one-qer of all civil
servants live in government housing on which minimal rents are chaged.

9 Each year roughly half of the Fund's earnings are drawndown as budgetay revenue and the reminder is
re-invested in the Fund. Tir Fund, whih is managed by a London-based investment brokerage firm is
subject to a number of prudental chaactics that are designed to ensure a conservative investment strategy,
including comprehensive audits every six years and performance reviews every two years.
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2: Sectoral Growth Strategies

A. INTRODUCTION planned a viable commercial fishing industay.
Under normal conditions, TML operates four pole-

2.1 Despit the striking lack of natral and-line vessels and a mother ship (all financed
resources in an atoll environment, Kinbati is not under aid programs). The catch is principally
without assets that can provide the basis for skipiack tna, most of which a efrigeatorcarrier
signiicant ecnmiC growth. For example, the ansports to a caneiy in Fijf (a small proportion
country's 200-mile Exclusive Economic Zone is sold locally in Tarawa). in additon to its own
(HZ) has vast stocks of fish and mineral reserves; fibing operations, TML normally purchases fish
dtere is potential for some tourism development; from artsan fishermen and manages brine
scope exists for expansion. f the agricultural sctor; feezing, ice-making machines, and cold storage
export of labor overseas is likely to conne; the facilities.
country's location on the equaor offers pos1bilities
for space exploration; and tie phosphate trust fund 2.4 Following a period of financial strain, the
(the REM has grown into a major finci asset. Govennt of Kiribati suspeded L's
The chaenge for Kiribati is to develop a sategy operatons in early 1991 and took a decision to
for exploitation of these possibilities in a way that break up the company into smaller companies along
maximizes the oppormunies for success. This the divisional lines of TML. Pending implemen-
Chapter outines some possibilities along these tation of this decision, the company resmed
lnes. with emphasis upon the sectors that appear to opertions in July 1991 (although not on the

hold the most promise: fisies, tourism, and previous scale) and has undertaken an inernal cost
agriculture. re-structuring.

2.5 Other types of fish are also reared
B. FISHES commercially in Kiribati. On Tarawa, milkfsh

have been farmed with limited success in specially-
2.2 Secto a c . On average built ponds, hnended in part for use as bait in the
during the past decde, fisheries conetrited around tna mdusty. Several outer islands also have
10 pern of GDP, but was subject to a great deal small-scale ponds (owned by local comcils) to
of fluctuation stemming from changes in the produce milkfish, and modified lagoons on
migration patterns of tuna and various operational Chmas Island (oringmally intended for brine
and finanial problems with the national fishing shrimp) have been converted to milkfshh
fleet. Output of this sector is split roughly equally producton. Chidled kifish, milkfsh, and lobster
between commerci and arsanal fisheries opera- have been exportd by air to Honolulu by the
tions. The latter constuts an impor activity in Marine Export Division of Kiritimad.
the outer islands. More than 85 percen of aU
households in the outer islands are engaged in some 2.6 Tshhig royaks from Japan, Korea and
fo-m of fishing, of which over half is subsistence.' the Unitd States arc another important source of

revenue for the Government. In recent years
2.3 Comwfrcialshiug in Kribai is manly tese have averaged around A$3 million per
accounted for by Te Mautari Limited (TML), the anmnm, and the Government expected tem to soar
natioal fisbing company, which was icorporated to almost A$12 milion in 1992 before levelling off
in 1981 as the main base on wbich the Government at a bit less than A$5 million in subsequent years.

A new multlater fisheries traty with the United
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1.33 With a poplation growth rate of and to ensure a comfortable level of income. This
4 percent per annum and over half the population will ree much effort in health and education as
wuder age fiftee employment creation in the both the requirements of a rapidly growing
private secwo will become an urgent part of the population and that of improved skills for the labor
Govenment's agenda. The Governent will need force wil} increaingly make demands on a system
to concenurte its efforts on improving its human constrained by declining resources.
resources in order to improve its competitveness

ENDNOTES

Aldmgh large grants from the US support a relatively high level of domestic incomeasmeased by GDP,
national income is significantly higher than domestic income. The divergeace between per capita GDP and per
capita GNP, averaged about one-thid of GDP duning 1989190-1990191. This difference can be attributed
principally to land rents received for use of Kwajalein Atoll by the US military as well as interest income,
derived principally from US-established tust funds for nuclear compensation. These relatively high per capita
incomes, however, probably overstate living standards quite significantly.

2 Statisical analysis shows a high degee of correlation between the US CPI and the Majuro CPI between 1980
and 1992, in excess of 95 percent.
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to the ntoducton of long-line fshing. As a cutly being pursued in the region, that is,
genal proposition, Kiibat should preed vey through the iroduction of tansponders into
caudoudy in the inoduction of new technology (or foreign vessels and through aircraft survellace.
In attempting to penetate new markets, see In particular, there ppsea to be more room for
below)-even if the equipment is being provided on relying upon adverse pubcity to dissuade violators
agramnt basis to avoid repetition of pat exprienes from re-catern the EEZ; confirmed sightings of
Befoe acoepig new equipm , the Government unlicensed vessels in the REZ should be reported to
should begi by leasing compable equipment to the FFA for placement on a regional black-list;
test whete the desited gains in producdvity are legal systems should be explored to allow acdon
going to materialize, against offenders witout confiscation of equipment

and catch; and an incentive fr4 aework could be
2.12 BreDag boo New Mar*kb. As noted, developed to encourage legal fishermen to report
Kiribati's remoteness represents a significantbut illegal activities. Ultimately, however, it will
not impenetrable-barrier to market development. probably be necessary for Kiribati to become more
As a first step, it is vital tbat regular, reliable air aggressive in enforcement. Looking ahead to this
service be establshed between supply sources day, the Government should be thinldkg in terms of
(Tarawa and Kiritimati) and a prime marke, wbich enforcement based on the following principles:
should be Honolulu in the first instance.7 The
current one-flight-a-week Air Nauru service to (a) multlatr cost-sbaring;
Honolulu is definitely at the lower end of
acceptbilitY. It would be bighly desirable to (b) random spot-checks using satelite
introduce a second flight per wede, perhaps as a surveillance in conjunction with
chartered flight initally, if sufficient export volume transponders;
can be developed. As expeience is gained, it may
be possible to eXpand into the Japanese and U.S. (c) high-speed interception equipment, such
test coast markets. as fast paurol craft or long-range

helicopters with boarding capacity; and
2.13 As for new product lines, higher-valued
tm-such as lobster and slope-reef fish-appear (d) stiff fines and concion of equipment
desirable. Other products with promise would and catch.
iclude shark fins, sea cummbers, and pearl
fanrng, with the primary problem in aU cases 2.16 Certainly there would be sizable up-front
bemg the need to get sales up to a level that costs with such an approach. But costS could be
overcomes high tansportaton costs. The best expected to drop-off dramaically, once credble
guide to success in this regard is likely to be enforceability were seen to be established.
Kiribati's own recent break-troughs in the export
of seaweed and aquanm fish, which offer potentia
for further expasion. However, regional C. TOURSM
experience suggests that fuure centers for
commercial fish production should emphasize 2.17 Secoral Charadesuts. Tourism in
drying, salting, smoking, and the export of live Kiribati is at an early stage of development, with
lobsters. Dependence should be reduced on cold viruay aU aivals accounted for by two locations,
storage, which is expensive and under-udlized. Tarawa and Kiriimati Island. In the case of

Tarawa, a few thousand visitors amve each year,
2.14 FEZ Lcesing Anwngemew. It is mostly from Austral, Fiji and Nauru. Visitors to
widely acknowledged that strengthening the Kiritmati Island nmaber several hundred annually,
enforcement of EEZ licensig rangemens repre- almost al from the United States and Japan. The
sents a major problem in South Pacific counries' average length of stay is relatively long, typically
securing maximm benefit from their fiheries aveging lmost two weeks, and there is relatively
resources. To strg licensig arrangements, lie seasonal variation in numbers of arrivals.
it is in KinW's interest to conduct negotiatons Apart from the very occasional cruse ship, all
on a multlater basis throug1h ie Pomm Fisheries visitors arrive by air. The country is presendly
Agency, (for example, along the lines of the served 6 tines per week by two intenional
agreement with the United States) to improve the airlines from Honolulu, Fiji (one flight via Tuvalu),
individual counny's negotiating power.8 Nauru, and the Marshall Islands. The two

inteaional airports can accommodate jet aircraft,
2.15 Concering enforcemt, it may be but not to fa1 ICAO standards.9
possible for greater gains along the lises that are
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2.18 After peaking at almost .4,000 in 1987, are another possibility for Tarawa, as are Pacific
tourist arrivas have been on a downward trend in cruise ships. None of these markets is large, but
recent years, to less than 2,500 in 1991. The main neither are Kiribati's present needs, and all provide
drop-off has been in holiday traffc to Kiritimati, an opening for the country to break into the highly
mainly as a result of the temination of a weekly air competitive intnational tourism business. It
service by Aloha Airlines of Hawaii between should be noted that, in all cases, a significant
Honolulu and Kiriffmati; business and recreation clean-up campaign will be needed to address
traffic to Taawa have incrased a lile in the past pollution in Tarawa'h lagoon and soLid waste
five years. In June of 1992, weekly service to disposal.
Honululn resumed, by Air Nauru which also flies
once a week to Fiji and twice a week to Naumu.
Inter-iand air service is provided by the D. AGRICULTURE
government-owned Air Tungaru.

2.22 Sectoral Chwuwdce,ics. Agricultural
2.19 Secioral Coasbin. Kiribati is activity accounts for only about 10 perct of GDP.
considered to be an isolated destin_.*n, lacking in It provides half of merchandise exports (in the form
tourist infrastructure and amenities, with one mam of copra) and a livelihood for a large proportion of
tourist hotel in Tqrawa and one in Kiridmati (both the actve labor force. Apart from copra, which is
govermnent-owncd). Air access is poor; routing is the only cash crop for much of the popuation in
erratic; and obtaining acrate flight information the outer islands, the main products are essentially
can be difficult. There has been a lack of adequate for subsistence:I rootcrops (taro and sweet
marken of Kiribati, resulting in the destination potatoes); tWpical fruits (banas, papayas,
having no particul image in the market. Indeed, pandauas, limes, and breadfruit); and small
government policy has been a cons_rain, insofar as livestock (consisting of pigs, chickens, and goats,
it has stressed "controlleddevelopment", apparendy the latter having been introduced recenty). The
to maintain domestic control over tourism Government has an active agriculWra research
development and, understandably, to preserve the program that aims at adaptng recent advances to
taditional way of life. local conditions.

2.20 Sbrteo for De,dopmeaL The most 2.23 Sectoral Conu*a&W. Kiribati faces many
essental element to tourism development is a constraints in trying to develop an agricultual
serious commitment by national and local sector. Prominent among these are an exceedigly
governments to attract and assist private sector small land mass, poor sandy soil with a high coral
investments in the sector.10 Beyond this, the content, erratic rainfall, high salinity brought on by
sategy should be to develop an effective demand sea spray and a shallow fresh-water lens (see the
for tourism, drawig a sharp distnction between enviomental discussion in Chapter 6), periodic
Kiritmati and Tarawa. For Kirimmati, several pest infestations, senescence of coconut palms,
speciaty markets exist in addition to the sports small local markets, and limited transportation links
fishermen who already frequent te island. All of to the outer islands and export markets.
these offer an opportunity to capitdize on the
island's remoteness and otber naural attnbutes; for 2.24 SOj for DevelopmenL The
example, birdwahers and other naturaqsts, divers, Government needs to approach development of its
eco- and culture-tourists could be drawn to the agricultural sector from several directons, more or
island, which is reasonably accessible from less concurentdy. Conceing coconuts. which are
Honolulu. However, for many of these visitors, likely to remain the only significant source of cash
one flight per week would represent a detent as for a large portion of the population for some
it forces a more extended stay tban might be time,12 certain steps need to be taken to increase
desired. Consequenty, a second flight each week, productivity (which is low by international
or great use of charter flights, would be standards) and to improve producer incentives:
desirable.

(a) the Island Council tax on copra (of A$20
2.21 In the case of Tarawa, the immediate per metric ton or roughly 10 percent of
target market should be World War II world prices in 1991) should be removed;
veterans-from both sides of the conflict-with an
ideal window of opporunity in 1993 which is th, (b) STABEX funds (which are currently used
50th anniversary of the Battle of Tarawa. Side to finaDr price support)13 should be
trips to visit war relics on other islands could directed more to the eventual
broaden the scepe of such visits. Culture-tourists development of alternative productive
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acivities on the outer islands (for (h) a distibuion systeua for vegetable seeds
example, production of seaweed and should be developed witout government
topical quarim fih) funing, preferably through cooperatives;

(c) secure tmre shold be provided to copra (i) skills of local staff need to be upgraded,
clusters in the Line islands; including those of highly technical fields.

such as veterinarians and entomologists;
(d) replanting of the aging teock should and

emphasize new hybrid seedings and
greatr use of local sklls and (j) there shoulct be wider distribution of
experince;14 local-languqae information to improve

cultivation of crops and livestock.
(e) transport liks to the outer island need to

be improved by adopting a more commer-
cial approach to domestic shipping and E. OTHER
port operaions (see Chapter 4); and

2.26 Minerals. Kiribati has proven depoits
(f) m ing should be reduced (see the of sea-bed manganese nodules and cobalt crusts,

environmental discussion in Chapter 6). residual deposits of phosphate on Banaba Island,
and a limited amount of coral minng.16

2.25 For oter crops, transportation links also However, exploitation of the manganese and
need to be improved, but in general, a different set residual phosphates is not financially viable at
Of measures is needed, Including: current levels of world prces for thes mieras.

Kiribati's strategy should be to leave decisions
(a) commercialization of livestock and regarding the timing of development of these

vegetable farming should be pursued as a resources in the hands of private sector compames
means to expand cash incomes and speed with interests in development. In the meantime, the
import replacement; Government should encurage exploration, monitor

developments in ocean mining, and-looldng
(b) the activities of certain NGOs, which ame further ahead-concentrate on developing its own

tying to introdue vegetables into the capacity to negotiate agreements with private
local diet (see Chapter 5), need to be compaies.
expanded;js

2.27 Oveneas Emp1menL As noted in
(c) nucleus units should be established to Chapter 1, overeas employment is important to the

supply surrounding islands with better Kiribati economy. Taken together, crewmen on
breeding livestock on a rotating basis; foreign ships and phosphate mmers in Nauru

represent around 15 percent of total fomual
(d) Island Councils that cannot look after employment. Prospects are dim for phosphate

their breeding stock effectively should not mning, as the deposit is nearing depletion and
be supported with loans; employment has been on the decline for several

years. However, crews worldng abroad represent
(e) programs of pest control (against the taro a potenial growth industry that deserves support in

beetde, which attacks banana tees, mealy the form of increased financial support to the
bug, and scale insects on breadfruit) need Manne Training Centre (MTC) in Tarawa (see
expansion; Chapter 5). The Government should also be

mindful of the possibility of this group's being the
(f) more structure should be incorporated in medium for the introduc ion of the AIDS virus to

recommendations of the Sustainable Kiribati. It would be very important to concentrate
System of Food Crop Production for the the distribution of educational information on this
Atolls project by significanty reducing group.
the number of recommended species
(presently at 45, which is a confusingly 2.28 Mawufacturing. At present, Kiribati's
large number) or 'y specializing manufacturing base is minmal, amounting to about
recommendations by groups of islands; 2 percent of GDP and mainly comprising boat

building, handicrafts, cement/coral block-making,
(g) nurseries should operate on a more bakeries, coconut timber sawmill, and garments.

commercial basis; Most of these are owned by the Government as
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E'NDNOTES

tu the outer islands, fih consuMon per capita is etmated at 1.3 kg per day, among the highest In wthe
world.

2 As of mid-1992, the eig r sbip was being lesed to a d party at the rte of $1,250 per day, and was
operg outside te ribati EEZ.

An ageemet with te USSR lapsed in 1987.

4 An agreement was sied with Taiwan in late 1992.

A tuna cannery study, finmced by the Commonweath Fund for Technical Cooperadon, is planned for the
second half of 1992. Without a large increase in tuna prices, it is very doubtful that a cannery in Tarawa
would be viable, particularly in view of other canneries that are already under consideration in the region.

6 Labor costs do not seem excessive. In addition, boat crews are conted according to the time acually spent
fishing, and salaries are already structured according to an incentive system (in a typical mont, 50% is basic
salaxy, 50% is bonus based on catch).

7 Shipment by air of iced tuna, wbich offers the possibility of a high retum, is risky in that such shipments are
extremely tme-sensitve. In particular, aift delays can lead to spoilage of an entire shipment and to loss
of reputatio as a reliable supplier.

a As a back-Up position, Kiribad might consider requiring foreign vessels to regisr in Kidbati, and then allow
those vessds fishing rights.

9 The airport in Tarawa was scheduled to be up-graded in late 1992 to full ICAO standards for B737 aircraft,
with financing provided in part by the Chine Government. This work was underway in early 1993.

10 It should be noted that larWscae developments are not necessay to achieve this end. Indeed, in view of
Kiribati's assets and inter in peseving local cttre, small- and medihwscale projects are more
appropriate. Nevertheless, even small-scale projects in the outer islands will be dependn upon foreign capital
and a supporte local government.

1' A smaU amount is maketed locally or sold direcdy to a few hotels and restuants.

1 As in most of the South Pacific, the coconut tree is a cornerstone of the local economy. Traditionafly, the
sale of copra has been the main source of cash income to a large proportionof the popelation. But this is only
one of several products of this life-giving tree: wood for constuction; palm leaves for matting, clothing and
construction; tasty, sterile drnking water from young nuts; and a traditonal beverage made from the sap.

13 All copra is purchased by the Kiribati Copra Cooperative Society (KCCS) from the regional copra
cooperatives. KCCS is in a strong financial position, capable of maintaining 1991 subsidies for another 5-10
years, owing to large surpluses that were built up during the 1980s.

14 For uees that are maturing but not senile, it may be possible to increase the use of manganese and potassium
fertilizer. However, this option needs futher research as the use of these fertlizers may be hazardous to
Kiribati's fragile fresh water supply.

is Two NGOs (Foundation for the People of the South Pacific and Save the Children) are currently active in this
area in Kiribati.

16 Tne coral is crushed, mised with imported cement and shaped into blocks for use in construcdon.
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3: P,ivate Sector Development

A. INlRODuIoN-: PROFE AND ISSUES B. BUSINESS ENvmoMzrrr

3.1 The private sector ofthe Kirit economy 3.4 Stblt of the Envir Kiribat
is at an embryonic stage of development. It mainly has established a strng tradion of financial
compris a large rual subsistence sector, a small stabilty, based upon fiscal restrai and relavely
amot of tourist development on Kiritiat Island, large amounls of fori assistance. Inflaton has
some tnsportaion compaies, and several small been kept under control; enal balance has been
ret stores and cooperatives, mainly on Tarawa. maintned; the value of the RERF has increased
Virually all other commerial operauons are significanly in real terns; and etal debt has
conducted by divisions of goverment ministries or been strictly avoided. These successes have gone
by public corporatons. far towards laying the groundwork for a sound

business envirnment, despite diffilt exral
3.2 Despite its embryonic state, the buwn of
setora development (as descried in Chapter 2)
wil need to be cae mainly by the private sector 3.5 Co _. Judged on the basis of
for three reasons: (a) govenment resources are the standard c indicos, Kiribati's
overstrtched and canmot provide jobs as they did in coitiveness ha remained roughly unhaged in
the years mmediatly afker independence; the pst six years after a large improvement
(b) scarce governmt resources are required to (rouy 30 percent) that smmed mainly from
expand the provision of basic public goods and depreciation of the Ausralian versus the US dollar
servies, especialy health, educadon, and (see Figure 1.3). Viewed from the perspective of
transportation in the outer islands; and (c) world- key selected costs, Kirbat appears to be re 9 ely
wie experience suggests that the private sector compettive as regards the cost of skiLed and
would be more productive than the government in unskilled labor. Also, some anclary costs such as
stmuatng growth in commercial activities. tcm ions are low by international

sWads. However, the cost of elecricity is
3.3 The policies needed to Muture exceptionally high, due in part to lack of economies
develooment of a private sector in Kiribatd are, of scale, which places an additional burden on
however, umsal owing to the early state of companies (such as fish exporters or tourism) that
development of Kiribati's private sector. Foremost make extensive use of refrigeration or air
among these is the necessity to implement-at an condtioning units.
early stage-the Govement's policy of
pratzatio and c a to create the 3.6 Foreign Invesbw Policy. As a mter
basis for a private sector. Beyond this, key of official policy, foreign investment is generally
elements include: (a) continued maineance of a encouraged in Kiribai. As stipulated in the
stable m onomic envhnent to stimulate Foreign Investment Act of 1985, investors who
private savings and investment; (b) improvements wish to establish an enterprise must make
in the tax, trade, and regulatory systems; application to the Foreign Investment Commission
(c) improved infrastructure; and (d) the (FTC), which is chaired by the Secretary for
development of financial markets and other Commerce, Idustry and Employment.' The other
supportng policies to facflitate private savings and members ate the Secretaies of Foreign Affairs,
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Natural Resou, Fimance and Plaig, and line with the degree of processing. Exemptons
Home Affairs, and the Atorey Geneal. from import tariffs ae specified in the Tariff Act

and include:
3.7 The g ting of licenses by the FIC is on
an ad hoc, case-by-case basis. There is no Fishing gear
investme code, no published guidelines for * Imports by the government and armed
submissions to the FIC, and no ist of priority or forces
reserved activides. Investors are required to Imports for the mining industry,
complete a simple form and may submit whatever agriculture or forestry
other information they wish. The FIC considers * Personal effects forexpatiates on cotract
the information and may give the investor an Religious materials
opportuity to appear before it.2 For investments * Health and safety equipment
over A$250,OO0, apprval must be sought fom * Foreign aid related imports
Cabinet on advice from the FIC; for investments
less than that amount, the PIC may approve the 3.10 The exemptions for government do not
investment directly. If the application is acqc d, extend to public enterprises engaged in tradig,
the FIC often sets prfomance criteria relating to which pay tariffs on the same basis as private
employment, traing of local staff, and production operatons. However, equipment and supplies for
targets, including a timetable for implementation. government operations and public enpises
To ensure compliance, the firm is expected to outside of trang do nOt pay tariffs; consequny,
submit quarterly reports. In pracdce, there does there are distortions favoring public enterpris and
not appear to be a formal review process to ensue favoring imports over domestic sources for
that pesormance criteria are met or that the rep p. Reqests for exemption are directed
are submitted. Consequenty, the FlC performs a to the Chief Customs Officer, who makes a
screeng funcdon only. In partiular, the FIC recommendation to the Minser of Finame; he can
does not facilitate investment; firms must directly accept the recommendation or overule it.
conct other depaments or government agencies
as necessary to undertake the investment. 3.11 ithere are essentally no non-taiffbariers

in Kinba. There are minor restrictions relating to
3.8 Kiibati's forign investment approval firearms and legitmat health and safety concerns,
system is too heavily oriented towards negotiatng but there are no import bans or quotas, and import
terms on a case-by-case basis and insufficiendy licenses are not required.5 As noted earlier,
directed towards the promotion and facilitation of currency is the Austalian dollar, and there are no
invesmt, including through becoming a "one-stop restictions on imports via currency control.
shop" for investors. There is no strong evidence
that potential Investors have been disouraged by 3.12 The overall stmture of the trade regime
the present system. However, in the interests of has the effect of offering protection to a handful of
traparency, evenandedness, and speed of enterprises in the very limited industial sector.
response, the strategy for reform in this area should Nominal protection rates range from SO to
stress promotion, not control, beginning with the 80percent for enterpris making biscuits,
publication of a clear set of invesment eligibilitr garments, metal goods (buckets, tubs, pails, water
critera (rles of the game) and the intoduction of tanks), metal chairs and soap. In some instnces
more autmatcity into the granting of licenses. the tariff protection extends to a wider class of
Also, the need for performance crieria should be goods than is actually produced locally. Ther
re-assessed. insnce, tariff rates for biscuits and for garment

are generally high although the specific product
lines offered by the local firms are very narrow.

C. RGLIZATORY POLiCY A }NCENTE
PROGRA. 3.13 Imported goods bear a Freight Levy

which is used to subsidize transportion among the
3.9 7lwde Policy. The trade regime of islands of Kiribati. The subsidy is intended to
Kinbati is very simple. The tariff schedule is based equalize the prices of imported goods toughout
on the Harmonized System, but with tariffs charged the islands and might be viewed as compensatig
on FOB rather than CIF, as is the standard the outer islands for the use of pubhc resources to
inrnational practice.3 Exceptng the Freight Levy establish the country's only major port in South
discussed below, there are no stamp duties or other Tarawa. The subsidy applies only to transort of
border taxes other than the tariff. Tariff rates n impord goods plus domesdcally produced food (to
frm 0 to 80 percen4 with rates rsing roUghlV in promote food self-sufficlency). The subsidies are
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set at scheduled res per tin for each isln and new entprises in Kiribat.' Thse firms may be
are paid to importes tegardless of whether they use allowed to pay a reduced 10 percet rate of inm
the state shipping company or private carriers. The tax for a period of five years. The applicaons for
sbsidy is sid to be slighdy less than enough to this incentive are judged by the 1nterl Reven
cover actual shipping costs for the more disat Board (IRB) wbich cosists of the Secretary and
islands. (Advisable policy cages to tie tariff Deputy Secretary of Finance, the Chief Planing
system are dicussed under Fiscal Reform in Officer, dte Under Secretary of the PSD, the
Chapter 4.) Secretary of Commerce, Industry and Employamen,

the Chbf Customs Officer, and the Inspector of
3.14 Tax Pcy. Ihe pesonal icome tax Taxes. The IRB makes ati to
sstem has gone though a number of revisions Cabinet which makes the fnal decision. To
since the original act was introduced in 1990.6 As encowuage the development of the outer islands,
a genera principal, the personal income tax from November 1992, Pioaeer Firms extning
structe should be kept simple to ease thdeir operations outside of South Tarawa and
admnistration and compliane. It appears that the Cristmas Island will be grated anot-her 5-year tax
Government is contemplating introduton of a new holiday.
set of rates for next taxato year. 25 percent up to
A$15,000; 30 percent between A$15,000 and 3.18 The Companies Ordinance, Chapter 78,
A$50,000; and 35 percet beyowl A$50,000. Ths provides for the licaeing of "procted inries,
would be moderaly progressive and less and investe promotion lItature makes
complicated to undetand and administer, as well reference to protected industry status. However,
as being relatively well coorind with the system the do not appear to be any fims holding
of corporate and withholding taxes. "protected industry" status, and awarness among

government officias of this ordinance, which dates
3.15 Corporate taxes have a structure similar back to the colonial period, is low. The ordinance
to that for personal income taxes-25 prce for does not specify the types of protecdon to be
taxable income up to A$S0,000 and 35 percent offered, but it does allow for the setting of
beyond. Non-resident corporations and individuals mamum prces for goods produced by such
are subject to a 30 percent withholding tax on industies.
K(irat-source income, dividends and profits, but
repatriecapital is not subject to tax. Kinti has 3.19 In practice, protection for domestic
signed a tax treaty with Australia and has attempted industries is granted on an ad hoc basis without
to tax the supplementary allowancss paid by the referece to the provisions of the Companies
Ausrlian government to expatriate aid workers in Ordiance. Government has interests in several of
Kirat, a matter that has led to some controversy the entrprises in the tiny industial sector via loans
between the couties. This issue, which needs to and equity positions held by the BOK (of which the
be resolved, is curetly under discussion between government is a shareholder) and trough the DBK.
the two Governmens. (See the discussion In this sense the goverment is in the position of
concering Fiscal Reform in Chapter 4 for offering protection to itself. For example,
desirable policy changes in the area of tax policy). protective tariffs have been instituted for fish

products and ga . Also, protection for egg
3.16 Pdc. Conarf. Kirnbati has price producers was matituted and persists despite the
controls covering flour, rice, raw sugar, tobacco, virul diaprn of the industry.
comed beef, toet rolls, mosquto nettig, exercise
books, bar soap, benzine, and kerosene (the list 3.20 While the range of existing add potn
differs from month-to-month).7 Retail prices in industrial activities in K ibati is not great, it would
Tarawa are lower than the current price controls, be advisable to sete on a more systemadc
suggesting that the contols are not binding at approach to dealing with requests for proteton.
preent. As of mid-1992, all the goods were This could be done through an overhaul of the
available in shops in South Tarawa, and there was -rotected Industres Ordinance, supported by the
no indiaon of recent shortages. Considering the publiation of clear rules and guidelines. The tariff
ineffective nature of its price controls, the system is about to undergo some adminstratie
Govenment should scale-back its involvement in changes. Once these are implemented and the
this area, to a small group of commodities.8 switch over from FOB to CIF is made, there should

be a ratlonalzation of tariffs, the institution of
3.17 iwndve P _grau. The Government sunset Mles for temporary protection for new
administers some incentive programs. First, indusries, and the esablishment of some stndard
Pioneer Stats may be grnted to fims establishing (and fairly narrow) criteria for gtng protection.
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These 8step should be intgrated with the process steps to address this general problem, an Investment
under which Pioneer Industry statst is granted. Cod,% should be developed, and a single govemment

agecy designated to implemenit its provisions.
3.21 Land Polky. Kiribati's lnd te
system reprset a significant impediment to 3.25 TS MSpeAW" poly." The geography
private sector development, especially for foreign of Kiribt requires an efficie transportation
investors who are not allowed to own land in the network to support the country's development. The
couty. The procedures by whidh a foreigner can Govenmment has recgnized this need in its
obtain access to land by lease are not, in development planning and in its policy of
themselves, overly complicated.'0 However, privadzation, which includes major holdings in the
complications can arise in several important ways. transport sector. It should also be noted that the
For example, in the Gilbert Islands," most land is private sector plays an important role in this sector.
owned communally by family and, while the It is responsible for bus services on Tarawa and for
Govenment will assist the investor in locating the land freight services (operations outside Tarawa are
landowners, it is the investor's responsibilhit to minimal and informal).
negotiate directly with the local landowners.12

Such negotiations can become quite extended, 3.26 In a recent decision to spur the key
particularly if land boundaries are under dispute maritime subsector, the Govemment has sepamed
among landownes.3 As a furtier complicating the Shipping and Ports Division of the Shipping
factor, there appears to be considerable variation Corporadon of Kiribati. The new arrangement is
among Island Councis conering policies related expected to provide a better basis for competition
to land use and adminisatiop. because it forces a more commercil approach to

the provision of shippi services by excluding the
3.22 In the case of an I-Kiribati who wishes to option of cross-subsidizing shipping from port
buy land, special problems arinse. Undendably, activities. In port operations, the Port Authority
boundary disputes become more serious when needs to meet its legaly-set commercial objectives
Ownersp is involved. However, in addition, there in the setting of chages and in its opaion.
are certain legiative resttions on the sale of land Maintenance, repair, and dredging of the port are
by landowners. Namely, the courts have the power also in need of urgent attendon.
to overtum any sale of land if. in the judgement of
the court, insufficient land w .emain for the sons 3.27 With regard to the aviation subsector, the
and daughtrs of the seller. Also, the Government Government is pcding to upgrade the Tarawa
is presenty unwiling to sel or leae to I-Kiibat and Krimati aports to improve air links. The
on Kiritimati Island. immediate financial viability of these projects is

doubtful, but they are virtualy a pre-condition for
3.23 To ease these constraints, the Govem- progress in oher sectors of the economy (see
ment's long-term strategy should be to eliminate the Chapter 2). A priority of govemment is to provide
backlog of court disputes and to survey all rural improved domestic air service to increase national
lands with the objectve of eliminating ownership cohesion, notwihsnding that direct financial
disputes. In tis prooess, priority should be viabiliy is unlikely.
accorded those lands that are most likely to be put
to productive economic use. At the same time, 3.28 On land transport, there is lhmited need
joint venture enterprises should be encouraged for new roads, and maintenance is not a central
whereby the local parter's contribution would be issue. However, road safety is an emerging
access to land. Moreover, the Government needs problem in Tarawa, and operation of the Plant and
to establish a policy regardig the sale and lease of Vehicle Unit should be privatized or placed on a
goverent land to I-Kinbati; the policy should fully commercial basis (see Chapter 4). Along
favorsale or lease of those lands likely to be put to similar lines, more maintnam operations of the
productive economic use. Depam of PubLic Works should be tendered to

private contractors.
3.24 Powicy Coordbadon. As a more general
proposition relating to the varous topics discussed
above, there is a need for integration of the systems D. FPONCZc4L SYSTEM
for tariff protection, tax concessions (under the
Pioneer Status), investment licensing, land access, 3.29 There are three sources of long-term
and other areas of investor-governmeat negotiadon. finance in Kiribati: the Bank of Kinbad (BOK),'5

These issues are currendy handled by separate the Development Bank of Kiribati (DBK), and the
govement agencies in an ad hoc manner. As Kiribai Provident Fund (KPF). The BOK is the
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sole commercial bank in Kribati; it is fiee to set all depends upon the development of a private wector
interest rates and to make loans as it wihe, with the capacity to ideni and undertak
althoughthe overm nt may inluem ban policy rdiworthy projs. Conwequdy, te early
through the Bank's Board of Drectors. As of implemenion of all steps noted elsewhere in tis
September 1991, BOK's assets totalled A$37 Chapter would constitute moveme in the right
million, of which A$28.S millio was held overseas dire.tion. Beyond this, many of the steps that need
as term deposits; only A$3.9 milion was in the to be taken are adminstraive and insiuon-
form of domestic loans and advances. Like the specific. For example, in the case of the DBK,
BOK, the KPF, operating since 1 July 1977, holds portfolio re-stcring is clearly in order, together
the bulk of its asets abroad, mainly in long-term with a significant srengthning of the isitution's
bonds, equites, mortgages and real estate. The managemet skils, development of effective loan
KPF is financed by a compulsory suea n appraisa, and greater reglatory supervision. All
scheme to which all formal sectwor emloees are of tee will probably involve sizable amounts of
requred to contrbute 5 percent of their wages and long-term ext technical assisace. The
salaries, with an equivalent contribution by portfolio and mana_gemen situaions at the KPF are
employers. less serious, mainly as a result of the great bulk of

the Fund's assets being placed abroad. However,
3.30 The DBK was established in 1987,"6 certain changes would also be useful at the KPF:
and cureny has total assets of some A$2.5 current interest rates paid by the Fund are
million; most are loans for small businesses, exceedingly high by internationd stadrs
especialy fishig vesels and buses.17 In (13½ percent in mid-1992), and should be brought
principle, loan procedures involve a project back more in line with innational yields;
evaluation by DBK staff and a credit check. In actuarial reports need to be done on a more regular
addion, there is a requirement for 20 percent of basis (the last was completed in 1985); records of
the invesor's own capital and 150 percent the Fund need to be computized; and the Fund
collate. Non-performing assets have increased needs to look ahead to the day when it will be a
sharply recenty, from 25 to 35 percent of the significant source of domestic investment capital.
Bnk's portfolio.

3.33 On the side of the supply of credit,
3.31 The main impediments to dometic meas could be tauken to encourage savmgs,
lending are a dearth of bankable projects and especially as regards offering alternatives to the
weaknesses in the local legal, land tenme and "bubuti" system, which enables I-Kiribati to lay
acuntg systems. As outlined above, there are claim on the resources of working (extended-)
restictions on the transfer of land and on freehold family members. One promising possibiity in this
land as collateral for securing loans that effectively regard would be payroll savings schemes; savings
disallow land as loan collateral. is In addition, the could be deducted at source and placed in time
lack of established financial houses and presence of deposits with withdrawal restictions, thereby
only one accredited accountant in the country insulang the worldng/saving individual from the
means that recods for most businesses are bubuti claims.
inadequate. As a consequence, most of BOK's
domestic loans are to state enteprises with a
governent guarantee.

3.32 The stegy for development of Kiribati's
financial sector should focus upon nuturing an
effective domestic demand for credit. This, in tum,
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ENDNaT

omestic investors must also regiser their companies. They pay an A$250 rgitroikn fee and buy a license
that costs ougly A$60, depending on the particular line of business. Changes or expansion of the business
also require a Ucense. However, these process are essentaly automatic and do not appe to represent a
banrier to investment.

2 The PIC meets monthly and uualy considers one or two applications. The decision tunarund is roughly
two months.

3 A shft to the CIF is planned for January 1, 1993.

4 There are 12 rates: 0, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 75 and 80.

5 Kiribati has a quota for sugar from Fiji, but this is a collective purchasing arangement in which public and
private imporers coordinate for purposes of negotiat with the Govenment of Fiji.

5 That act specified four rates of tax: 10 percent for $0 - $1,000 taxable income, 20 percent for A$1,001 -
A$3,000, 30 percent for A$3,001 - A$6,000, and 35 percent over A$6,000. However these rates were out
of alignment with those of the corporate tax and the system was modified to two rates-25 percent on income
up to A$50,000 and 35 percent above A$50,000. In addition, income up to A$1,616 was exempted from tax
and a rebate of 7.5 cents per dolla was instituted for income up to A$7,000. A tax credit of A$525, reduced
by 7.5 cents per dollar between A$1,616 and A$7,000, has been discussed as a means of smoothing the tax
payable in the lower ranges. However, this an _gemen would effectively create a 32.5 percent marginal tax
rate between A$1,616 and AS7,000, after which the rate would fall to 25 percent, and is therefore regressive
in that range. By early 1993, this anomaly in the tax rates had been corrected, and the proposal noted in the
main text had been adopted, including an exemption up to A$1,800.

7 It is curious that many price controls in Kiribati are brand-specific (for example, only one brand of soap, toilet
paper, and corned beef is controlled). In view of the large number of brands of these items, it is very
doubtfu that these controls are effective. It should also be noted that, if effective, the contols would
substitute artificially cheap, unhealthy substitut (raw sugar, tobacco and corned beet) for locally produced
foods. This would add to nutritonal problems and health care costs while stfling the most active private
sector activities in the country, agriculture and fishing.

The price samples were all taken on the main island, and it is possible that the situation may be different in
the outer islands. The freight levy should, however, tend to equalize prices throughout the country. The only
exception might be in tiny islands with intermittent supply connections where hoarding and monopoly pricing
might be a problem.

9 Curen=tly, there are four 'pioneer' firms.

to Neither does the length of lease (which is usually between 21 and 99 yeas) appear to be a problem.

In the Line and Phoenix Islands most land is owned by the Government; in the case of Kiritimati, atl the land
area is owned by the Govemment. In these cases, local landowners are not involved, maling procedures
relatvely simple.

12 Landowners will typically designate a trustee, who will negotiate on their behalf, in consultation with the
landowners.
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Outside South Taawa, land boundai are usually under dispute, and there is a long backog of court cases
oan land disputes waiting to be resolved. In addition, a shortage of local judges has resuted in forig judges
being used to her cases, a procedure that apparently leads to uneven court decisions. In South Tarawa, land
bounies are well-defined; in is region, the investor's problem Is mmre a maut of av ty of land,
which is In short supply due to heavy population presues.

4 lbe World Bank has just copleted a major study of the Pacific Islands tsport setor (Repot No. 10543-
HAP, 1993) including Kiribai. Man,y of fte isues summaried in the main tet are discussed in detail in that
study.

Is Tis is a joint vetre between a major private Australian bank (which holds a 51 percent share) and the
Government of Kirbati, which holds the remaining shares. The Board of Directors consists of a Chairman
and the Gener Manager, who are Austraian, and two I-Kiribati, curendy the MiUster of Finance and the
Attomey General.

K DBK assumed the portfolio of the Nationa Loan Board, which consisted of equity invemen and loans
totalling A$1.6 million in three subsidiaries: Abaunjoro Trading Company, Atoll Marine Motor Supply, and
the Odntaai Hotel. Since 1986, polcy has been to divest tde assets, but no sales have taken place as yet.

17 DBK had also been making peonal loans sewred against govemment wages, but this practice has been
stopped by the Attorey General, an action that Is to be commended.

is The BCK will also hold a bill of sale as collateral, but there are limits to this as a form of security because
the pace of deteriortion of the goods tends to exceed the amortization of the loan.
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4: Improving Publc Sector Management

A. INTRODUCmION: SCOPE OP Aclvmzms mens) opate in senlly all sects of the
economy, including wholesale and ret trade,

4.1 Operadons of the Kiribati pubc sector printg, food manufacture, shipping, arways, fuel
reach deep into all secors of the formal economy. spply, ownership of residendtal housing, baking,
Governmt staff number some 2350 persons insurane, hotel omm lecommuni-
(anothe 400 or more posidons are vacant), which cations, fishing, and seaweed harvesting. In total,
by intrnatonal sandards is only moderately high thirty-seven govenmen operatons are estimated to
relative to the population of the county. However, have been established for such purposes.
dect pubLc admnstataon accouts for almost 20
percent of total cash employment, and the 4.4 In recognition of the constrait on
Goverment currently operates and/or owns development resung from extensive public sector
virtualy all of the largerntepri in the economy ownersip and management, the Governmen
iludi key utilites through the Public Utides adopted in 1989 a policy framework that
Board (PUB). Public admnistrationa has been the emhised privatization of selectd government-
only source of sift emplm growth owned operations, or of the management fiuction
(rougsy 5 percen-t per year) since iede. in those cases where private ownerhp was
Th-is widpread public sector involvement in considered inappropriate. To oversee
economic aies was orinally occasioned by a implem on, a high-level Special Committee on
dire shrtage of skills, capital, and m gment Privatiion was establied. Since then, two
experin in the prvate sector at the time of goverme corporations have been converted to
independenc in 1979. Since then, the Goverwnt limited liability companies; two govment-owned
has been slow to shed its commercial activities, coies have entr into private management
despite an announced policy of divestiture shice as arragemnt; and approximately one-qurr of
early as 1987. shares in a tading company have been sold to

private inveso and to one of the Island Councils.
4.2 No this be presewe, of the
public sector in the Kiribati ecoomy, there are 4.5 Notwitsding these develoments,
impotant sectors of the economy that have not there appears to have been lite real progress
been suffienly well served by the governmen towards achieving objecdves of privatizadon and
aprs, for example, health and education (see corcialization.' Changes that were intended to
Chapter 5) and inter-island tansportation. promote common seem to have been
Exaion of thee services will be vita in the changes in name only, with management continuing
coming years, thereby placing the Govement to folow pracdces more akin to those of a civil
firmy between constaints of limited resources and service than to a commeial enterprise. Divested
the need to exand services. shares of the tradig company were sold to the

KPF, which only serves to change ownershi
among arms of the Govermen Also, subsidies

B. IssuEs RELATED TO PUBLIC condiue to be paid to the PUB, albeit at a much
ENTERPRISES lower levd than a few years ago.2 In addition,

there is evidence that the downstram costs of
4.3 inesjs otd imsctretr fficient public enterprises are endangering the

Ars s wascmeri ju mst noted public m setorCt- iaca health of other companies. For mxample,prises (or commercial arm s of government depart- the high cost of PUB's ecticity (see Chapter 2)
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has pushed up costs at TML, the fing company, d) show greater wdhngess to shut down
and the ptfolio of the Development Bank is weak, loss-making instdons pennanen_y.
n large part beause of loans to public enerpriss.
Moreover, and most important, the economy 4.7 It is important that these steps be taken at
coannues to rein a stong public-sector character. an early stage before inefficiencis in the o

become further entrened. Undue delay wil be
4.6 To regain the momentum of reform in this more costly. requirin more drastc adjustments in
area, Kiribati has arranged a sizable technica terms of employment, wages, and the provision of
assn grant from the ADB, which will go a services. Ealy implementation seems likely to
good distance towards restructig this sector of require long-term, on-site technical assistance; the
the economy. However. thee are certain additional donor community should give high pnority to
steps that the Government should take in order to funding this type of assistance.
avoid stfling pote private sector vene,
namely:

CG CIVIL SERVICE REFORMW
(a) make greater use of private conrating,

for example, for public works projects (if 4.8 A well-functioning civil service is a vital
necessay initially through use of foreig component of any country's development stegy.
contatr), motor vebicle rentals, In the specific case of Kiribati, there will be
cleaning of the hospital, offices etc.; parclarly strong pressurs to improve the

functioning of the civil service emanating from two
(b) eliminate the monopoly status enjoyed by directions. On the one hand, there is likely to be

several of the public sector opertions signifcant financial pressure to contain growth in
(e.g., Air Tungaru, the Housing Corpora- the number of civil servants and to reduce further
tion, the KIC, the Seaweed Corporation, real wages, partcularly if the Government wishes
and the Copra Cutting Scheme); to improve the salary sutre (see immediately

below) and to gain more contol over its public
(c) eliminate the tax-exempt stats of several investiment plan by increasing transfers from the

of the public sector operations (e.g., the recurrnt budget. On the other hand, there will be
Housing Corporation, the KIC, and the legitimate needs to improve the delivery of highly
Plant and Vehicle Unit); labor-intensive public services-for example, in the

areas of education, health care, and trnsportation
(d) eliminate the duty-free status of several of services, especially to the outer islands.

the public sector operatiens (e.g., Air
Tungani, the Housing Corporation, 4.9 Sawy Sbww. At the present dme,
Kiribati Shipping Services, the Export Kiribati exhibits unisakable signs of a salary
Marine Division, the Plant and Vehicle structue that makes insufficien allowance for
Unk, and TML); remueraton of skills that are in short supply. In

particular, specialized staff (such as certain health
(e) restuur PUB's tariffs with a view to workers) are being lost to neghbong counies,

reducing cross-subsidization (profits in and returnees from costly post-secondary overseas
electricity subsidize water and sewage training cannot be retained at present salary scales,
operations) and setting changes at despite a bonding arangement (these issues are
commercially viable levels; discussed further in Chapter 5). Salary scales are

tightly compressed, and there is lite financial
(f) restructure PUB's organization to return to promotion or experience.

stgthen management and to reduce
costs; 4.10 nb n. Following a period of

strong federalism during the years immediately
(g) appoint to Boards of Direuors persons after independence, Kiribati decentaized power in

with a direct finnl stake in the a significant way in 1984 when four District
respective enterprises; Centers were replaced by a system of nineteen

Island Councils. Aftr about two years, the
(h) prepare up-to-date audited report for process of dentralization leveled off. During this

entities;3 time, a great deal of responsibility was devolved to
the Councils, but in practice their limited

(i) broaden the use of user fees (see Chapter implemention capacity (for example, see Chapter
5); and 5) has resulted in the federal government contiing
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to bear most of the responsibflities through the O firm implementatio of the program of
provision of staff and support grants.S privadzation to allow the Governmen room to

wiidraw frm actvities that are better
4.11 S*ut#gyferfrg s. Seniorofficialsof provided by the piva seo.
the Kiuat Govement readiy acknowledge the
imporc of these generad issues. They are
keely aware of the chllenges to be faced in D. PzoRn'ws FOR PvUUC LNvESMNT
molding the civil service to meet the country's
needs. However, thr tinking as regards solutions 4.13 Kiribati does not have a fuly articulated
appears to be at a prelinary stage, and no well- Public Investment Program. Instead, there is an
defined strategy seem to be in place as yet to Anud Development Budget (see Appendix Table
provide a solution for ovecoming these problems.6 4.1), with a forward-looking prom based oni a
indeed, the Govement expects growth in the civil time hoizon that varies by doo." Consequeny.
service to continue trough the next 4-year information beyond the current year is somewhat
Development Plan. f . At the admistative level, al

responsibltes and proces elted to investment
4.12 In addressing these issues, one approach projet are well-deind on a prect cycle basis,
would view the slution as calling for a smaller, including an allowance for fast-trackig of urges
better-traned civi service, staffed by persons with proects. Despite this atnton to admnstive
better tecical and aminstrative skills to replace detail, there is little provision for the economic and
unskdlled and semi-sldlled employees. To be sure, financial evaluation of projects.
achieving such an end would not be easy for
Kiribati. However, a sta towards this end Tse Abi Invst Proa and &W Aid
should begin with a widespread acknowledgement Donor Comm_y
that the civil service can no longer serve as the
main source of new jobs in the economy. Other 4.14 As discussed in more detail in the
elems of a strategy would include: followmg sub-sectons, the level of Kiribati's

developme budget is highly dependent on enal
(a) a shift in culture of manaement away from assistance.9 Totad donor usistce over recent

the details of admiistrtion in accordae with years is esdmated to have been between 50 and 60
established conditions in favor of more cost- peme of GDP.10 Pour donos cnty provide
effective operations; around 80 percent of exnal assistace (see Figure

4.1 for the distnbution of asistance by aid donors).
(b) stregthened and more systematic n-service

taiing, partculady as concerns retaining, 4.15 In the past, the distnrbution of assisace
skils up-grading programs, and supervisory has varied significantly from year to year due to the
talents; small mnmber of relatively large projects spread

across different sectors. Over the last three years
(c) according higher priority to educaton, there has been a trend towards rising spending in

inchlding local trainig, in public investment the social services sector offset by declines in
priorities; expenditure for economic inrfastructure. However,

the social service sectors' sbare of aid declined to
(d) a localizaton plan for line positions; about 20 pern in 1992 owing to completion of

the hospital in Tarawa. Education (including
(e) better provision for couterPa training in support for overseas training) absorbs the majority

tecal assibmce programs; of social services spending.

(f) ovethaul of the salary strutue to offer more 4.16 Expenditure on economic infrastuctr
variation in salaries in line with grea skls; has expanded rapidly over the last two years, with

increased expenditure on telecommuncations and
(g) a cost-effective enforcement Mechanism for the constuction of a multi-purpose cargo vessel.

existng bonding system; Economic in ure's large share of total aid,
which is now about 35 pement, is expet to be

(h) a career path for spedalist that does not re- mainaned in the medium term as reconstuction of
quire abandonment of their professional skills; the Bonrild aiport get underway and programs to

support development of the outer islands proceed.
(i) improved training to upgrade skils of sand

Councils7; and
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FIg1ue 4.1: KImIATI: MAJoR SOURCES OF ExTzRumL AID, 1991192

Japon 26%

Austrolio 18%

Other 17%

United Kingdom 23

Source: Bank staff estimates.

4.17 The productive sector accouns for only between the various levels of Government and the
around 15 percent of extena assisace. Over the exist NGOs, as well as the exension of
iast two years it has been mainly concted on ivatons to new NGOs that offer services
development of arisnal fisheries, development of presntly in short supply in the country.
seaweed operations, and support for the
development bank. 4.19 Size and C _apeaWen of te Preraon

Based upon the available partdal informaton (which
4.18 In addition to these official aid flows, covers less tha half of etel assistance), exter-
Kiibati almost certainly receives sizable net inflows ni finacwing for publc investment in Kiribati ap-
of assistnice from the NGO community. Data are peas likely to stay roughly unchanged in real terms
lacking in this area. Nevertheless, the presence and over the next few years. By recent inteuadoonal
influence of several prominent groups, which are stadards, such an outcome woud be quite favor-
noted in various other sections of this report (see, able for Kiribati. But as idiated in other parts of
for example, the discussions of Education, Health, this report, an increase of this order of magniade
Women's Issues and the Environment), provide seems likely to faU short of the amount likely to be
indirect evidence of their important role in national needed in order to extend even a modest level of
development. These NOOs generally represent an public sevices to all the people of Kiribad.
underutlized resource whose stength lies in the
personally committed nat of their members, who 4.20 Por*iu of tde Phegi As presented
are prepared to serve in adverse ciumstans in in the President's 1991 post-election policy
the most remote locations of the county. In stement to the Pariament, priority would be
addition, the successful NGOs already have in place accorded to rural development programs, with a
an organization that is geared to the delivery of view to improving living standards on the outer
services at the village level. The mman challenge islands. To this end, poLicies to support sectoral
for the Govermnment is to better integrate this development outside the urban areas (e.g.,
valuable resource into its scheme of development. agricture, fisheries, and tourism in the Line and
Important means to this end would include the Phoenix Islands) would be a principal focus.
establisment of improved lines of con ic Emphasis would also be placed on infatucural
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development for the outer iands, especially and benefits to the rient. For example, as a
through an epnsion of nual asport, benft, te buden of administion is largedy
teleommunication, educational, and health borne by the donor, which conas sharply with
services. TO promote ru development furdher, the complicated procedure conning loan
effos would aso be made to sregh the conacting with, for instance, most mutiae
plani capacity of Ildand Councis as well as of hintons. In addidon, the couty benefits in this
the rural development planing unit in the Minstry type of arragemen because reruitment and
of Home Affairs and Rural Development screening of personel are typically done by the

donor, wvich should incee the quality of persons
4.21 The composidon of cunt and provided under the arrangement. On the otber
prospective capital pending has been very roughly band, aid-in-kind places ctain responsibilities on
consistn with these priorities. However, the the recipien country to esureeffectiveness. Most
lumpiness of ceruin large projects has meant that important, quality monitring is needed by the
resources for particular sectos (for example, health counry, and there should be some convenient
or fisheries) ted to have their locations mechanism in place to ensure ta the arrangement

concerated in pardcuar years and geograpbical can be ended prematurely without prejudice, if the
locaton. Consequenty, there has not been the quality of the aid-in-kidd falls short of the county's
geographical spead of bnefis to the outer islands expectaions.
that seemed to be intended by government policy.
In addion, the allocations for health and educaton 4.25 There appear to be four otber significant
do not appear adequate to provide senrices tv the weaknesses that need to be addressed to improve
rural population as intended (see the discussiou in aid management in Kinbti. First, as noted
Chapter 5). elsewhere, Kiribati's development budget is overly

influenced by donus, being largely a mater of
4.22 The Govement has few options available mag donors' priorites in aid allocations and
to bring the level ad composition of its invesnt the Govenmnt's sectoral needs. Local
spending more into line with nation piorities. contibutions to the budget are very small, typicaly
The fir option tbat should be exploited is to only a few percent of total development
esure that all available financing from donors is expenditures. As a matter of fudamental
being udlized. Second, the Govtmment should principle, it is vita that the Government gain more
increase the size of its own coanbution to the control over prioty-setfing by increasing its
investment progam, preferably by holding down contrbution to the development budget-if
current expenditures and broadening the tax base. necessary, by drawing-down m-re of the interest
And third, the Goverment must improve earnings of the RERF.
effeciveness of its investm spending by ensuring
that the composition of spending math the 4.26 The second weakness concerns what
national priorities and by inmanagement appears to be a cumbersome splintering of
along the lines discussed immediaely below. adminision responsibilities regarding financing

among Ministies. The Ministy of Finance and
4.23 Dreceioms for Improved Management Economic Planning (MFEP) is responsible for the
Most importat, Kiniati should undertake identificaton of fuing, but the Ministry of
development of a Public Sector Invetment Foreign Affairs (MFA) makes the formal rewquest to
Program. As a first step, the authorities could donors. In the interest of expediting project imple-
begin with a simple tractable program for the mentation and fully utilizing available funding,
highet priority sectors of the economy, say there appears to be a strong case for reining aU
fisheries, agriculture, health, or education. On the responsibility for financing within MFEP, which
side of donors, there should be a major shift in would be expected to coordinate with MFA.
emphasis away from the commissioning of
exensive, time-consuming assessment studies in 4.27 The third weakness to be addressed
favor of the provision of long-term on-site technical concerns screening mechanisms to ensure that
assistance to support officials in the more difficut approved projects are consistent with national
process of policy implementation. priorities. MFEP's role in this regard should be

strengthened; ministries should not be allowed to
4.24 Unlike most other developing countries, by-pass MFEP by direct submission to Cabinet, and
Kiiibati receives vually all its official assistance the Planning Office must show more willingness to
in the form of aid-in-kind. This umnsual reject projects that are not consistent with natil
charcteristic merits some special commentary, priorities.
because aid-in-kind involves certain indirect costs
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4.28 Finally, as noted earlier, tape that metl, as it runs couner to envionmental and
NM4Os coud be better utlized as a resoure for tourism promotion objcdves; and
d4velmt in Kibati. Against the backgound
of the churches' success in education, it seems tt (d) lookeig ABnher ahead, considton of
greatw uwse of NGOs' sevices could be made, for Introducg a duty drawback scheme for
example, in the areas of health care, women's exportng indusLies.
issues, and commuity development.

4.30 Some of the preceing measues would
serve to increase revenue, but in addition, the

E. STRATIGY FOR FISCAL REroRh Goverment should:

4.29 The Govenment's strat for fiscal (a) increase by a sizable margin the imqoxt
reform should have two key objectives: duty on alcoholic beverages and other
encouraging4development of the private sector, and health-related items, such as tobacco,
generatng sufficient domestic resources to provide sugar, and goods wih a high salt
the Goverment with more leverage over its public content;"
investment prgm. To spt the first objective,
certain changes to the tax systm would be useful, (b) tax housing befits for civil servants or
including: phase-in substantially higher tent

rates;12
(a) eliminaion of those exemptions from

import tiffs and corpoe tax curtly (C) make exempdons from impor duties and
grated to public enterprises and to other taxes less discretonay; and
govement departents engaged in
commercial activites (see the discussion (d) convert a umber of specific duties (on
of public enterprises in Chapter 3); gasoline rce, and alcoholic beverages) to

ad valorem taxes.
(b) for those exemptions tbat cannot be

eliminated for social or political reasons, 4.31 There is curreny no general sales tax in
exempton should be ex_tded to Kiribati. This is aWropriate, considerng the high
competing private sector opeations; share of imports (which are taxed through tarffs) in

final consumption and the difficulty of tang retail
(c) removal of the tax (of 15 percent) on value-added in an economy of Kiribad's size and at

export of alummum cans and otier scrap its stage of development.
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(a) a modest aquaium fish eot busines which negotid multilaterally. fisig rig acces fees
has been opeting successfully out of Majuro are paid to the RMI under terms of billy
for the last 10-15 years; negotid coats with the participation of the

regiona Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA). Japanese
(b) an outer-island giant clam project funded by access fees which averae about US$1 million in

the Government on Likiep atodl which Is stil the mid-1980s have recenty risen to about
in its fancy. Two oter clam production US$1.3 million in 1991 but can be expected to
projects are also ongoing, but opea ar decrease in 1992 becase of the declining world
comparatively small; and price of tua and the sharp drop-off in Jaanese

fihing effort in RMI waters. Similarly, the purse-
(c) the previously unused anhpment facility on seining access fees paid by the US have also

Majuro was leased under the ems of a joint declined frm about US$0.5 million in 1990 to
ventue between MIDA and a Hawaii-based US$0.3 million in 1991.
company which has based five long-line
fishing vessels in Majuro, in support of the 4.18 Enforcement of fishing rights access is a
operation. Fesh fish (rimaily sahimi-grade diffiult if not impossible undaking, given the
bigeye and yellowfin tuna) is air-freighted to vasss of the Marhall Islands' EEZ and the small
Hawaii and trans-shipped to Tokyo. Ten human and financial resources available to the
additional ships joined the facility in late Goverment. The Goverment has, however,
1992. recently stepped up its enforcement efforts in this

area and is reported to have sucessfully taken
Tla and Lare*Scak PThng actions against violators.

4.15 Tima Operaton. Tuna is the most New Project
important commerdal marine resource in the RMI,
forming an important part of the diet of the 4.19 A number of projes are presely in the
subsistence sector in the outer islands. Tunas are planning and impl n stages. These
also caught by small-scale commeial fiheries and include: (a) a joint-venture to purchase five long-
sold fresh in the urban markets of Ebeye and liners, to be financed by MIDA; (b) an expansion
Majuro. These acdvities are important locally, but of the Majuro transsipment operation through
production is insignificant compared to the acquisidon of five additional long-liners; (c) various
production of large-sale, distant-water-fishing- mariculture projects being considered by the
nation (DWFN) fleets. Marshall Islands Marine Resources Authority

(MMRA) in seaweed and giant clam production;
4.16 Large-scale foihing operations are carried (d) constuction of a tuna camnery aimed at the US
out by pole-and-line and purse-seine fleets primaily market, which would take advantage of the duty
from Japan and the United States. These v..sels exemption grnted by the US; and (e) an ADB-
harvest surface-dwelling tuna, the overwhelming funded project to build a transshipment facilit in
majority of which is skipjack. Japanese vessels Ebeye, simflar to the one in Majuro.
return to their home base to off-load their
production for caning or processing as Prospects and n
katsuobushi. American vessels deliver their catch
to cannery ceers or to t bases for 4.20 Despite the problems, the limited longline
transfer to canneries. Large subsurface tunas, fishing effort to date has demonsated that the
albacore, bigeye and yellowfin, are targeted by captue and shipment of sashimi grade tuna from
longline fishing vessels from Japan, Taiwan, and Majuro may be a viable undertaking Fishing
more recently the United States. Albacore operadons have confirmed catch rates and the
production is transferred to canneries, while lage, quality of tua in the area, and Air Marshall Islands
high-quality bigeye and yellowfin are delivered to has shown its air cargo capability to handle and
sashimi markets in Japan and increasingly Hawaii. deliver the fish to market though the airline is

opeating at a considerable loss. The high cost of
LicensiWg Anangements air freight and reliability of air service remains

problematic.
4.17 Both the pole-and-line and longline
fisheries in the Marshall Islands are dominated by 4.21 The constraints to commercial fisheries
the Japanese, while the US effort is concenated in development remain centered around the poorly
purse-seining. With the exception of the agreement developed domestic commercial fishery, remoteness
governing purse-seining with the US, which was of the RMI from major metropolitan markets, high
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5: Human Resource Development

A. HUMAN RESOURCE RRQUIRBNN FOR offer the promie of frther significan advances.
GROWN The key strategic targs in this report should be a

major expansion in the availability of basic helth
5.1 Development of Kiribati's human capital and education services, particulaly in the oudying
represents an important complement to the nation's islands. Following a short discussion of labor force
overall strategy for faster, susainable development issues, the remainder of this chapter lays out some
This approach is central to improving the welfare of options in tdis regard with particular reference to
low-income groups and to encouragmg broadly- the health and education sectors, which are
based participation in the growth process. In fndamn to human capital development. A brief
addition, appprit health and education programs summary of issues related to the role of women in
resl in a hetier and more flexible workforce, development is also inclded.
which serves to mcrease productvity, per capita
incomes, and intnational competitiveess.
Without substat improvents along these lines, B. THE POPUATION AND LAsOR FORCE:
other efforts to promote economic development are OuTZOOK AM ISSUES
hlely to be ineffectve, stalling economic growth
and hasteing declines in living standards. 5.4 Demographc Chactedsdcs and

Onlook Populatdon trends will largely deteme
5.2 Despite substantial gains since the size and mix of skills in the Kiribati labor
indeene (see Table 5.1), Kiribati's social force, the demand for social services, and the
indicators lag behind inunational standards as well capacity of families (and the economy) to support
as regional comparators.I Several factors have such services. Cenms information indicates that
disadvanged Kiribati in achieving rure rapid the popuaion is increasing at an average anmu
improvement in social development. Most rate of 2.3 percent, with ferdlity rates on a gentle
important among these has been economic decline. The age distribution of the population is
adjustment to the exhaution of the country's relatively young (more than 40 percent of the
phoshte deposits, which has necessitated strict population is under 15 years of age), and the
fsal discipline in the form of spending restraint, population is charactezed by a very high
occasional hiring freezes, and modest wage and dependency ratio.2 A contiuton of these trends
salay increases. At the same time, it is costly and would imply, for instance, a doubling of the
challenging organizationally to provide health and population in the next 28 years; primary school
educaion services to a small population residing entants increasing at around 2.5 percent annually;
in 33 small, widely dispersed islands. Health gains and a temporary drop-off in the demand for
are tied to the disposal of human waste and to the matenal and child health-care services. Policy
availability of clean water. Water supplies in these prescriptions that will be needed to acdress bsues
small, low-lying atoll setement are thratened by such as these are oudinri in the sections that
sea penetration, by crowded living condMions, and follow.
in some cases by the practice of burying the dead
near the family residence. 5.5 Labor Force Odoeks The youtfl

nature of the Kiribad population implies that the
5.3 Now ndig tese constrais, there growth of the popuation of labor force age will be
are many policy options open to policymakers that considerably more rapid than oveal population
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Table 5.1: SOCAL INDICATORS, 1978/W?-1991 LA

Kiribati East Lower-Middle
Indicator Units 1978-80 1991 is Asia locome

Populadon
- Growth rat %per aumm 2.1 2.3 1.6 2.0

Infa motality rate per 000 87.0 65.0 33.6 49.5

Total fertlity rate births per woman 5.0 4.3 2.7 3.7

Life epectancy at birth
- Male years 50.3 57.7 - -
- Female years 53.8 62.8 69.9 67.9

Gross enrollment ratios
-Primary percent 99 104 130 101
-Secondary percent 20 34 47 58
- Terdary percent 1 3 -

&a Or most recent estim.

Source: Staistcs Office, Mion eimates and World Bank, "Social Indicators of Development", 1991-92.

growth (approximately 234 versus 2%4 percent icludig finacing from aid donors. In addition
aunnally). In addition, the growth rate of the labor results should be expected to accrue only slowly,
force i likely to be pushed up furher by with reforms directed at the most deeply-rooted
continuationof a steeply rising participaton rate for problems rquiring a decade or more to show
women that more than offsets a declining trend for subsanti results.
men. With the prospect in store of labor force
growth rates of 3 percent or more during the next
decade, Knbati faces a sizable quantitaive C. HEALT SECOR4
employment challenge, best addressed by the means
dswssed in earlier chapters. 5.8 Exisag Hea Seices. The basis of

the government-supported health system are the
5.6 Kibati also faces large challenges as Sanitarians and Vilage Health Aides (referred to as
regards the mix of skills of its labor force. Despite MCH Aides), who are trained through
Only fagmented information, the picture that apprenticeship arrangem for about six months.
emerges is of a labor market characerizd by a MCH Aides provide elementary health services
large excess demand for sklled and professional (sometimes including chifld delivery at home),
labor, coeiti with a large excess supply of referring more complex cases to the nearest
unskilled Labor.' To aggravate the situation, the dispensary. Saitis inspect public eating
present structre of school-leavers implies that establishments and public markets, and work to
currt skils shortages will continue for some time improve water suppLies and waste disposal in ural
without the major policy changes discssed in areas.
Secdon D below. Skills shortages are especiSly
severe as regards professional and tenca 5.9 MCH Aides are supervised by Public
workers, of whom less than 10 percent have a Health Nurses (PHNs) from the local dispensaries.
tertay qualificaton. For Adminisative and There were 42 such dispensaries in 1990, supported
Managerid occupations, the proportion is around by 24 larger health centers. The latr serve as the
12 percent. home base of the Medical Assistant (MA), who

supervises the PHNs and Santaian and also deals
5.7 overcoming these difficult issues will with referrals, deliveries, and minor operations.
require a strong commiment on the part of The PHN and MA are members of the health
goverment and large increental exenditures, departmet, while local Island Councils are
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rposible for the salaries of MCH Aides and local 5.15 Health Paerns and Deenniaut.
santuians and for the maintenance of dispensaries Available deahi and disease indicatrs for Kiribaii
and health centers. Ile healdt departmen pays for sgest that impwessive recent gai in child
medical supplies. survival and life expectucy (see above) may be

difficult to sstain in the 1990s. The gais of the
5.10 Centrally. there is an Assistant Health 1980s were largely attrutable to increased
I1pector assin to swpervise Sanitaians in each coverage of immuniaon for childhood diseases,
of six districts, and a Senior Health Inspector with control of vitamin A deficiency, and improved
over responsibility for these activities. In accesstocuivecare. Yet during 1985-90, there
additio, five Health Educators work on program were also increases in the incidence of many acute
areas such as saniation, immunization, and commcable diseases typicaly associated with
nurtion; there are also Pcipal Nursing Officers poverty and crowded living conditions, for
for each distict who have responsibilities for example, a five-fold increase in the incidence of
programs such as nutition or immunization. lower respiratory ta infectons and dysentery in

the 1985-90 interval. In addition, there was a large
5.11 In urban South Tarawa, the pattern of inrease in many "lifestyle sicknesses more
dispensaries and clis is omplemente by a new common in high income countries; for nsance,
100-bed hospital staffed y specialist doctors, all of disease rates for bronchits more than doubled
whom are expatriates made avaible through the during 1985-90; the prevaence of gonorrhea rose
United Nations volunteers program. Medical twelve-fold; and the first two HIV-positive cases
services and medicines are provided free of charge were reported in 1991.
in the hospitat and in the network of dispensaries
and clinics. The only charge in the hospital is a 5.16 Severat factors are relevant in fornuang
modest private room fee ranging from A$10 to an explanation of this pattern of illnesses in
A$20 per day. Kinbati.

5.12 There are no private doctors trained in * Lifestyle Fadors: Consumption of tobacco,
western medicine in Kiribati, although private alcohol, sweets, and other sugar-based
taditional healers are often used by the public. products rose sbarply in the 1970s and has
For their services, traditional figures (whose rtemained at high levels. Meanwhile, large
healn methods include massage, hebs and magic) numbers of I-Khibati men work abroad as
receive food and/or money, with compensation in merchant seamen and miners, and when they
urban areas roughly twice that in rural locations. return to Kiribaui ey bring new paens of

behavior with them (see preceding
5.13 Cost and F ;uiGonsiderataons. The paph).
goverment's health program is funded largely
from the overall recurren budget and through * Allocation of Health Spnin: Some
donor assisted development allocations. Funding quesions ase wih respect to the allocation
from the health depatme's own revenues is of available resources, for insace, the low
negligible, amounting to only 0.5 percent of share of spending on maintenane and repairs,
recurre sector speg, down from roughly 2 high oudays in some years on overseas
percent in the mid 1970s. Over the past year, medical care, and the subsantily hhr
donor spending on specific activities accounted for outlays since the mid-1980s on drugs. In
another 21 percent of the healh departnent's addition, the reduced share of budgetary
regular budget.5 The Island Councils contibuted pending on salaries and allowances has made
another 2.5 percent of healh departnt it difficult to retain well-qualified staff,
expendus. including doctors (see immediatly below).

5.14 The healh deprmnt's share of total * Dwindg Sappy of Doctors: There are
governm eding has risen since the early currendy 14 practicing physica in Kiribati,
1970s, reaching 15 percent in the early 1990s when down from 22 or so in the mid-1970s and 15-
real per capita spending averaged almost A$16. 18 in the mid-1980s.7 This is a troublesome
Since the early 1970s, the share of personnel- situation, which is not solved by substituting
related costs has fallen, while that of drugs, t e es for qualified I-Kitibati. The
port, and utlities has increased. Disaggregated by expatraes are expensive (Kiribati makes a
facilty, over half of the health budget goes to the significant contution to the UN in this
Tungar Cent Hospital in South Tarawa and regard). They have studied and worked in
another 27 percen to clinics and disesaries. diverse medical traditions, have litle
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knowledge of the local language, are less single definitive answer can be provided, but
iy than permentresidents to bring long several options exist for improving the present

term commitn t to their work, and may situation. The following paragraphs list many
wish to leave at sho otice. specific steps that would contibute to a solutionL

* Spending Out-of-fine Vth Health System 5.18 New FbPwwhg Opon. KirDbati is
Prioriies: The Kiibat health program already alocatng a large share of the government
covers a wide rane of activities and targeted budget to health (see para. 5.14). Yet fnding
diseases, including assigning high priority to are likely to continue to rise in order
family planing, safe motherhood, adequate to pay for programs inidtated with donor assistance
food supplies, and mntrition, and provision of and to bear the costs of chronic diseases whose
safe water and basic sanitaton. However, prevalence rates are rising rapidly. Other forms of
among the largest program outlays are those financing that should be considered are oudined
for surgical tream of eye problems and immediately below.
detal hedth, including constrctig and
equipping a dental clinic. By contrast, family * Increased User Fees: Greater recourse will
planning was allocated only 4 percent of the be needed to patents' fees, payments for
development budgctS and only modest drugs and other user charges. As a basic
amounts were allocated to water and principle, it is best to collect fees for those
sanitation and to diarrheal disese. goods and services (that is, dmgs and

surgery) that yield direct and imm_edt
- Unocused, Donor-Driven Development therapetc benefits to individuals.10 As

Spending: In 1991, ten different donor regards the level of fees, charges should be
agencies contributed to 45 different health set with an eye to certain important aims,
projects. At one end of the specrum, most most importanty to capture extra revenue.
donors concente on one or two spending But in addition, fees signal that real resources
areas.8 On the other hand, WHO seemed to are being used to provide services, thereby
lack a sategic focus (exempting perhaps forcing the public to weigh the cost of a
AIDS education and prevention); its 23 health service or of a drug in the same way as
projects spanned nine spending categories, but when purchasig any otier type of scarce
did not provide funds for a number of commodity or service. Finally, payment of
ptmary health cae activites, despie its well- fees raises the qualty standards that users
publicized "Health for AU" orientadon. expect of services, which can become a

powerfil motivating force for health staff.
* Health Awarenas and Edation: The I-

Kinbati people do not have a good knowledge * Inroduion of Health Inswwe: The
of diseases and how to prevent them, as prospect of substatially higher user fees is
illustred by contied use of beaches and likely to raise the cost of health care services
other areas for defecation, even when public to individuals. Also, many I-Kiribad are
toilets are available. Regarding family already covered by this option in one form or
planing, there was early acceptance of another." However, other than the
modern coniceptives by about 20 percent of Govement of Kiribati, only the KPF and the
the population, but further extensions of KIC have the poteal to develop a local type
coverage have proven to be difficult, despite of health insurance coverage, and both
endorsement of a Naonal Plan. institutons lack the professional experdse

needed to develop a full health insurance
* Ineffectivess of Island Concils: Many product line. C 'sequently, many types of

island helth institution; are in a poor state of health insurance uld not be feasible, given
repair (no runnmg water, electricity, obstetric the human resource constrais of these two
beds, or opetng tables in clinics), raising entities.12 At present, the best option would
questions about the orientaion and be for the country to begin considring health
effectiveness of the Island Councils. insurance as a mechanism for financing in-

padent health services provided at the nationa
Pol&7 Op hospital, and possibly for the cost of

emergency evacuation of sick persons and
5.17 What must the Kiribad policymakers do members of the household.'3 This type of
in order to find an exit from the cul-de-sac towards insurance package would be relatively easy to
which the county's health sector is headed? No implement since the numbers of claims would
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not be large, and the plan would conform to marketable in New Zeaand and other possible
the basi princple of iDsung against large international destinations. Finally,
losses. consideration might be given to using the Fiji

School of Medicine as a means to introduce
* Inceasig Seted Import Leies: As a well-qualified nurses and MAs into the

mechanism to increase general revenues. physician stream.
import duties on certain goods (sugar,
tobacco, alcohol, and goods with high salt * Nuses. Nurses are of the view that their pay
conent) should be increased. This would and benefits have not received sufficient
effecfively constitute a 'health tax , even attention. However, nursing opportunities
though the revenues may not be earmarked outside Kiribati are less extensive than for
for the health sector. doctrs, thereby significantdy weakening their

bargaining position. The Government needs
* Secring Greater Cost Savings: The health to ensure that mnrses' pay is high enough to

depatment may be able to realize cost protct the long-run supply of well motivated
savings by developing stndard treatent and skiled employees. It should also enable
protocols for services by health personel and nurses to practice privately on a ful- or part-
through improved mangeme and rationl- time basis, or to work with doctors who have
zation of the use of phamaceuticals. The opened private praices. Purthmore,
curnt drug list is longer than necessary, and career opportuntes within the nursing field
ordering and inventory are not computerized. could be expanded, including the possibilit
A more extesive managerial review should of inroduction to the physician stream (see
yield other savmgs from the non-personl imnediately above).
line items inuded in the budget.

ZOther Skilled Personnel. The terms of
5.19 Reading Skild PersonneL As noted service for pharmacists, laboratory
earlier, Kiribati is experiencing difficulties in technicians, radiographers, and other skilled
rewaining skilled manpower, inter alia, in the health persnel need to be reviewed regularly in
care field. Several options exist for containing this order to retin such needed employees in the
problem, with the nature of the apprach varying country. Health Inspectors merit separate
accordig to the type of skdll, as discussed consideration; this cadre has cntical public

vimediately below. health responsibilities for ensuring safe water
and food and appropriate waste disposal. To

* Doctors: Stemming the Outflw. There are bring their pay into line with responsibilities,
too few practicing I-KinWbt physicians in the it may be useful to link their salary package
country. The Goverment will need to raise to various health status outcomes. The top
pay and benefits to attr and retain managers of the health system could also be
physicians, but other alternatives are also rewarded, at least partally, on such a basis.
available. First, the government could make
greater use of MAs to replace doctors in * More Focused Training of Health Workers.
many activities (such as radiology and As the population grows more sophisticated
anesthesia), as is being done in other and disease problems more varied, it seems
counties. Second, some of the existing likely that a formal course will be needed for
physicians should be encouraged to open part- VHAs to replace the present informal
time practices on their own account, thereby apprenticeship arragemens.14 In addition,
supplementing their incomes and increasing the government could endeavor to integrate
the incentive to remain in the country (or to the cuent MA course into the Fii School of
give up administrative jobs). Third, Kinbati Medicine, thereby enabling the Kiibati
should introduce an effective bonding scheme course to be recognized as the equivalent of a
for recipients of medical scholarships. first step in the Fiji program.
Fourth, if investments are to be made in Commucation channels could be established
physician training, the country should with other nursing schools in the region to
encourage more I-Kiriba to enter the Fiji exchange views on textbooks and other
School of Medicine's new, more clinically topics. MAs could be trained in anesthetics,
oriented program. The graduating cadre of ophthalmology, audiology, and other
doctors would have a level of skills that specialist disciplines like their countparts
would be generally acceptable within the elsewhere in the Pacific. Finally, manuals for
Pacific Island member countries, but less the standard treatments of common conditions
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could be made avalable to health wores at support fidd staff, including Satari who, as
all levels; manuals now in use in Papua New noted above, play a key roe. Th health education
Guinea could be taken as modes. group sbould priorize their activities so ta they

concentae on a small and feasible number of
5.20 1PrevedFwly PlAnng. The tional problems and themes. Media msas, which
program, which made a good start in the late 1960s should be targeted twards carefully deied
and early 1970s, needs to be revived and given audiences, should be based on an undterstn of
sgerleadesip. Program eforts should focus the klowledge, attides, and actvites of the
on higher ferti re a and groups, for example, targeted groups and their reactions to previous
those living in the Northem Gilbert Islands group media messages. Priority audices include:
and ess educat couples. Stepped-up program national and local leaders (cludin memben of
effors would need to cover improved access to Island Councils and religious figure), many of
various forms of ctaception, trai of field and whom may need special courses or traiing sessions
cnical staff, and the development and use of on public health issues; teachers, who are
managment minformation systems. Technical ifluenial social figures m such mat sy '. persn
assistane should be sought from couties with hygiene; workers reQtui from abroad, who are
sucessful programs, such as Indonesia. Results potenialy the media for transmission of the HIV
frm the receny enacted MCH/FP program virus; and high school students, who will be
(financed by the UNFPA) are expected to provide starting their own families shortly. As regards this
improvements in many of these areas. latter group, the high school curiculum needs to

include a strng hedath education component.
5.21 Sresgtle*g bIsd Coacils. The
Island Councils need to be encouraged to play an
increasinly significant role in the heath field. To D. T7H EDUCATION SECOR Is
this end, adequate upkeep of key Council-run
assets-such as healt centers-could be ensured by 5.24 Kinbati has a long tradition of formal
linking central subsidies to maintnae allocations schooling for a substanial portion of the
and acfivities. Also, responsibities for the population. This tradition, wbich began with *e
provision of equipment in health centers need to be missionaies in the nineteenth century, accounts in
better delineated to ensure that facilities are large part for the high rate (96 percent) of adult
adequately supplied with basic items. literacy in the couty. During the 1950s and

1960s the Government steadily became more
5.22 Adkdng Water and Sat_an involved in schools, and today all prmary schools
Conce n,. The insallaon of an upgrded are governme-run. Th churchei have maitaine
sewerage system in South Tarawa based on private their involvement in secondary schools and acually
household toilets is a matter of great urgency. account for an increasing share of enrollments at
Elsewhere, ventlation pit toilets, which have been that level.
adopted in some African countries, should be tested
and adopted, as appropriate, especily in the outer 5.25 The Exising Edation System. At
islands. On the side of water supply, existing present, the educational system in Kiribati
sources should be expanded by tapping new water comprises:
lenses and by providing ramnwater storage
conners (perhaps stored under-ocean). Other (a) primary schools, which consist of lasses
useful actions would involve investigating the I to 9 (with classes 1-7 classified as
cultivation of swamp taro to see if the plant (or lower primary and 8-9 as upper primary);
altnative varieties) could be produced with less
surface wat, thereby reducing mosquito breeding (b) academic secondary schools, which
areas. Finally, sanitation regulations should be consist of junior secondary (forms 1-3)
enforced where they exist and promulgated where and senior secondary (forms 447);"
they are absent; particular emphasis should be
placed on the sanitary disposal of human waste and (c) community high schools for class 9
the appropriate location of burial sites and wells. graduates not entering academic schools;

and
5.23 Ineproved Health EduAcaon. Efforts in
this crucial area need much greater aention and (d) a tertary system consisting of a teachers
fundig. Program staff should visit outer islands college, a technical institute, a marine
more frequently to interact with Island Council training cener, and a nurses training
members and village groups and to brief and school. '7
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5.26 Prmay schools are _government-owned, moderate, and all instiwtions, except for the Marine
and students do not pay fees.u At die econday Taining Cetre (MTC), are severely under-
level, the 4joft (around 70 pecent) of studeus serviced. The major constrait at this leve appes
are in no-gvm ( usually religious) s:hools. to be the quality of the teahng sf; wh the
Thes students ypically pay anal fees of A$480 notable exceptio of the MTC, the academic
withthe Gowenmen providing smal gras to qualficatios of most of the staff are barely above
suppleent school resomces. Students at the the level of qualifcatons that he insiuons are
gov °nm secondary schools pay only A$135 per awading to thei stUeS.
a3Mum, with boaWders paying A$225.

5.31 IdeacmpaDeman te 1990,. As
5.27 Within the governme school system, noted earlier i this chapter, the Kiriba population
about 60 perceut of expediture goes to wages and is young--more than 40 pece are xlder 15 years
salaries; 9 percent is for regional organiatons; and of age. However, a significant reduction in ferdlit
7 percen is for educational materials. Among the in the 1960s and 1970s (a conseqnce of
remainder, less than 2 percen represents grans for foreshned family plng effort) tempoaily
non-govermenal schools and less than 1 percent is reduced the relative size of the child-bearing
reserved for maitane of facilities. By level, cohort. Conquently, the next five years are
about 50 percent is spent on primary educadon, 16 ed to witness decling growth raes in the
perent on goverment secondary schools, and 12 poplation aged 04; the growth rate would pick-up
percen on terty instutions within the Ministry. again in the second half of this decade.
The student teacher ratio is 29:1 and 16:1 at the
primary and secondary levels, respectively. 5.32 As a consequence of this umnsual pater

in the demographics of Kiribati (and assuming
5.28 Zea t en the Sytm.9 Despite imple on of a more aggressive family
acievement of universal primary educadton around planning program), t mmber of students
1980. the quaity of primary education is generaly requiring primary schooling is expected to increase
considered to be inadequate. A significant portion very slowly (by just over 1 percent annually) over
of teachers have insuficit trainin (especialy at the next decade. This will provide the Goverment
the secondary level), there are major shortages of with an oppornity to improve the quality of
educational materias, and schools are in need of primary education and to reduce the droout rate
repar and badly equipped.& In a recent test at the secondary level. Present plans assume that
administrd to class 6 stuen, 20 percent did not secondary enrollments would increase shaIply (by
achieve basic levels of htracy and numeracy. approximaely 4 percent per annum) over the next

five years; most of these will want to complete at
5.29 Until recently, expansion at the secondary least form 5, thereby significantly insing the
level had been explicitdy constamned by policy supply of well-trained entrants to the labor force.
owing to fear of the emergence of educated
unemployed.21 Only 30 percent of those who sit 5.33 Sbteri P?esa. The stated objectives
for the class 7 entry exam are successful in entering of the Govement are laudable, namely: to
academic secondary school, and significant numbers improve the quality and relevance of primary
drop out at the end of forms 3, 4 and S. educatioz to expand participation-especially from
Conseqwently, forms 6 and 7 have only low the outer islands-in secondary education by
enrolmens, seriously restricting the pool of doubling the number of graduates who complete
students qualified for overseas scholarsbips for form 5; to improve the relevance, quality, and
degree level training. There are also quality ardculation of the secondary school curriculum,
problems at the secondary level; some 40 percent of with particular relevance to math, science, and
teachers are underqualfed; less than half of those accountig skills; and to increase the supply of
sitting for the form 5 exam (the basis for entry to skiled manpower for national development.
the permanent civil service) are successful; and
there is evidece that the level of exam reslts has 5.34 However, achievement of theseobjectives
been falling over time. In additon, the school will not be an easy task, especally in view of the
curriculum needs to be strengthened appreciably in high costs 2 involved and the competing demands
the areas of languages, mathematics, and science. that are likely to be mad on Kiribati's limited

fimnia means. Key initiatives that would be of
5.30 At the post-secondary level, all assistance in this regard-including some that would
nstitutions have low enrollments and moderate to ease the finial constaint-are the following:
extremely high unit costs (except the Nurses
Training School). Staff salary levels are quite
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(a) increase user fees, especially those that Wti e support of aid donors, a strateg is needed
are idenifiably linked to the provision of to carry the MTC forwad into de 21st century.
goods (for example, books and supplies) The key elment of tis sategy should be
and srvices (for example, supplementary contidued Ppgadig of aing programs in Hle
tuoring provided by the educadol with the evolving atonal shipping industy.
system;

(b) phasd replaem of scholasip E. 7TERowLFOWOMENINDvW.LOPMZMI
programs by student loans (on Or *IutATI
concessiona tems);

5.36 Women play an importa economic role
(c) desigand imple onof an effective m Krbati. They have responsibility for the

bouning systeM for beneficiaries of production and markedtg of a large share of
foreign training; agnultpral outut.3 they prepare the great buk

of food consumed at home; they are wdl-
(d) where possible, consolidadon of schools, repesented in relng and, to a lesser extent, in

incrased use of mul-clss teaching and the public service; and they perform the vast
increased stuent-teacher ratios; majority of child-rearing and family maintnance

actviies. Moreover, their role in the local
(e) use of the fiani room opened-up by has been elevated as a consequence of

the prmdig suggestions to tt spending the out-migradon of men to South Tarawa or
priorities more heavily in favor of overseas on work as _.
primawy and sconday education by
improved currculum, better qualified 5.37 rhere has been a significant increase in
teaching staff, enmal o Of women ai the Kiribati labor force (avrage annual
progrms. and inreased supply of growd. of almost 10 percent verws less than 1
materias to schools. At the same time, percen for men) between 1985 and 1990.
gras should be increased to non- However, a striking gender gap remains in the cash
govermen auhoies-with conditions work force, where men outnumber women by
atached-to ensure quality and expasion almost three to one. By contast, women dominate
in seconday educaton opportnities; in village work (see Table 5.2). On the positive

side, it should be noted at women cureny have
(f) increasd emphasis on secondary teacher good access to education; they account for 50

traing opportunities under overseas percent of enrollments overall and an even higher
scholarshis/student loan programs for proporion at academic secondary schools. Pre-
government and non-govenment schools; service overseas scholarships (which are generally

allocated on merit) appear relatively well-balanced,
(g) development of quality control but selection for in-service scholarships seems to be

mechanisms for post-secondary tilted in favor of males.
institutions, for example, by using
regional mechamisms to periodically 5.38 Women face special problems in Kiribati.
review curriculum, staff and For example, infant and maternal mortality rates
examinations. are high; conlraceptive use has not changed

substantially since the 1970s, especially in the
5.35 A special word is in order regarding the poorer outer islands; the Development Bank will
Marine Training Center (MTC), which is already not lend to a woman without the full endorsement
training to international standards with an excellent of her husband; domestic violence is widely
reputation for quality. This institution currently accepted as a major problem; and alcoholism
graduates approximately 75 students per year, among men is taking a toll, particulary in South
adding to the pool of 1,800 seamen (of whom about Tarawa where migrant families (who do not have
1,200 are employed overseas in any one year). traditional landights) are heavily dependent upon
With these seamen remitting earnings of about A$4 the cash economy.
million per annum, the MTC provides the basis for
an important source of foreign exchange. To 5.39 The Government recognizes these as
safeguard these earnings and increase the likelihood significant developmental problems and has
of greater receipts (for example, by commissioning undertken some initiatives to resolve them. By
seamen into the officer corps), the quality of staff way of example, the Department of Trade and
and programs needs to be constaty upgraded. Commerce, in conjunction with women's groups, is
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Tabae 5.2: ACrnTE WouxczE IBY GNEM AND EcoNOMc Acnnyr, 1985-1960

% Growth
1985 % of Total 1990 % of ToWa Per Anumm

Cash Work 6,791 25.8 11,142 34.2 10.4
Maes 5,233 31.1 7,972 45.6 8.8
Femades 1,758 18.5 3,170 20.9 12.5

Village Work 18,719 71.1 20,,568 63.1 1.9
Males 11,176 66.4 8,975 51.4 -4.3
Femades 7,543 79.3 11,593 76.6 9.0

Unemployed 627 2.4 900 2.8 7.5
Mlals 414 2.5 528 3.0 5.0
Females 213 2.2 372 2.5 11.8

IYrAL 26.37 llO fA1 100.0 4.4

males 16,829 100.0 17,475 100.0 0.6
Females 9,514 100.0 15,135 100.0 9.7

Souce: Kiribati Population CMsus, 1985 and 1990.

encouraging women in business. Also, the Socia legal recourse for crme agaist women should be
Welfare Division of the Minlsty of Health, the improved. In addition, special attention to these
Womel's Bureau and women's groups meet problems should be provided in the domestic
rguarly to develop strategies to addkess the ector um, and high priority should be
alcohol problem. However, these iniiives fai accorded famiy plnning services and rural
short of the effort that will be needed to change maernit services. Also, special efforts are needed
social atiudes towards women in Kiribati. As to ensure that acdvities such as bank lending and
noted esewhere, import duties on alcohol in-service scholarships are considered on an
beverages should be inreased significany, and equitable basis.
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For example, Kiribati's infant mortality rate, which stood at 65 per thousand in 1991 (versus 82 per thousand
in 1976), is well above that for Polynesia and for Micronesia as a whole, 28 and 58 per thusad,
respectively.

2 The depend ratio is defined as the ratio of the young (under 15 years) and elderly (over 64 years) to the
adult population (15-64 years). For Kiribati, this ratio was 0.73 in 1990. By way of comparison, depndency
ratios average 0.6 in Asia for developed counties, they are in the range of 0.3 to 0.5.

3 Evidence fiom a recent World Bank stud (Kit: Post Secondory E*dcon and the Labor Maket: Issles
and Options. World Bank study on Higher Education in the Pacific, Report No. 10522,1993) confirms skills
shortages and little unemployment among post-seconda graduates. There was also evidence of considerable
job mobility among such graduates.

4 This sction is a summary of the preliminay conclusions from a larger study for Kiribai undetake in August
1992. The study is part of a regional health review of South Pacific countdes, which is expected to be
nearn completion by mid-1993.

s Excluding the substantial support (roughly $10 million in 1991) provided by the Govermnent of Japan to
constuct awl equip the new 100-bed hospital in South Tarawa.

n It should be noted that the nlive level of bealth speding is not considered to be a serious problem, in itself.
Cerainly, real per capita health spending fell during the 1980s, but so did govermeit outlays in other seaors;
per capita bealth expenditures fell by less than non-health outlays from the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s,
suggesting that health programs were protected during the intial period of adjustment following the end of
phosphate mining. As noted above, real per capita outays and health's share of the budget and of GDP rose
in the 1990s, providing fuirther indication that the sector had secured its general position within the
g,overnmen's priorities.

7 The fallm in numbers would have been greater if United Nations- and Chinese-supplied physicians had not
ubsttuted for I-Kiribati doctors who have taken better paying jobs in nearby countries or moved ito purely

administrative positions.

a For example, Canada supports the vitamin A deficiency control and alcohol abuse control programs, and
France paid for the dental clinic.

9 The idea of user fees in the health sector is not new to Kiribati. Payment in some form (perhaps a gift) is
normaly given to traditional birth attendants and healers. Also, the Health Ministry has required payment
for some services (for example, private hospital rooms) since at least the early 1970s. By eady 1993, the
Cabin had already moved in this area, by approving a decision to charge for services, beginning with
etriate patients. Consideration is being given to extending fees to the general public.

t0 Charging for iwmm nzato and other preventive activities is not recommended since such services yield
benefits to individuals only over a long period of time, and provide substatal spillover benefits to other
individuals.

These include customers (apprommatey 300 bscribers) of the KIC, who are rembursed for medica
expenses incurred outside of Kiribati, and those of the New Zealand Medical Trment scheme, which
provides medical treatment for those referred by the Kiribati health depament, up to an anmual amount of
$NZ 90,000. The KPF also pays a pension to members (about 10,000 in 1992) who are certified by two
doctors in Kiribati to have suffered a handiap and who are permanently disabled. Finally, the Govement
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of Kiibati effcdvely acts as an insurer since it pays for health care services when suh services may be
required by any member of the public.

12 From a fhancial perspective, the KPF has the resources to insure against the pott large loss that might
come with an epidemic of cholera. The KIC way be able to rehnsure itself with an external institution if
reuie.

13 Prior to considering health insurance on a broad scale in Klrbati, it would be necessay for the health
depatment to develop a fee structure which allowed for full cost renbursem of the services provided by
health faciities and services coverd by the insurmce plan. This would entail a dedtaled cost study prior to
implementatioo. In addition, the patient record system would need to be srgfthn to ensure that afl
services were recorded prior to processing for reimbuement.

14 One option would be to start a course at the Nures Trning School using the Medex Primay Flalth Care
series, as modified in Papua New Guinea.

is See lso the major World Bank study of post-secondary education in Kiribati, cited in Note 3. Many of the
issues summaized in the main text are discussed in detail in that study.

16 The ma;ority of suxdents enter form 1 of junior secondary from class 7 primay, after an entrance
examination. A minority enter form 2 from other levels of pfimary school.

17 Also, the University of the South Pacific has a university extension center in Tarma to support studies via
distace education, and the Governe opeates an overseas sholarship program for secondary and university
level programs.

s school commitees and Ibland Councils have the responsibility for raising additona funds for school activites
and for building maintenance.

19 It should be noted that gender imbalances are not an issue, as there is no significant dffrence between male
and female enrollments and participaton in shbool. Lewise, Kidbat bas achieved a reasonably equitable
geographical distribution of education facilities.

20 Kirbau does poorly in the provision of bac pedagogical resourc such as text and exrcs book, simple
teahing aids, and healthy, safe work spaces.

21 This policy bas led to an insufficiet mbaer of trainable seconday graduates, and to an undr-supply of
skldled worers.

22 Illustraive caculations by the ADB indicate that a doubling in the seondy school enrollment rate by 2010
wll necessitate a threefold increase in constant-dollar expenditures from current levels of spending.

23 Typically, women market fish but do not participate in catching it.
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6: Growth and the Environment

6.1 Kiribati's fragile atoll evironment has (c) insufficiet uiization of raiall by roof
been ptesrved for many geaons in substantial collection methods; (d) cont_aination C' sources by
part by traditional resoure-use pattes. However, squats on reserves and by 4efecation on the
the low mateial sldard of living of much of the beach; (e) slow pgess in providing potable watr
populaton, combined with rising expectations for to rual communities; and (t) skill shortages,
the fiue, points towards a danger. If not pursued financi deficiencies, and splinUed responsbilities
with a clear view to enviromea susinabili, among too many govenmt dqetm.
dte growth staegies oudined elsewhere in tis
repot could undermine toe resourceuse patte 6.4 Outside of Souti Tarawa, the quality of
and destoy the fragle ance with ne tat has the water resouces is also open to queston. Many
sustained Xirinb fairly well in the past. This is people stil use unprotected (and untested) wells, in
partcurly the case in Sght of the need to rely some cases a short distance from sewage pits and
upon Kiribati's marine and agricultural resources as toilets. On Kiridmati, old partially-renovated
a base for economic development and in view of systems provide water of generally acceptale
the heavy population pressures in South Tarawa. quality, but with very high faecal coliform bacteria

levels and excessive saline levels.

A. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 6.5 Government is addressing water swply
issues through a 1992-2001 National Water

6.2 The major environnl issues in Masteiplan, which is currently under review. The
Kiribati aise in the Giberts Group, especially in draft plan has idendfied potential sources in North
overcrowded South Tarawa where the bulk of the Tarawa, proposes modifying the outer island water
nation's population lives on small, resource-poor supply program to improve its effecdveness, and
urbanized islets. The main issues in this area are: recommends inreased rainwater catchment for both
(a) groundwater depletion, increased saunation for urbaM and rual areas.2 In broad terms, the plan is
whatever reason, and pollution from sewage and reasonable. However, in addition, the Government
ar;mad excreta; (b) shellfish contamination from should establish a regular groundwater monitoring
human and other waste; (c) over-fishing of reefs program, which includes private wells.
and lagoons; (d) waste disposal; (e) coastl erosion
and simeon; (f) depletion of mangrove and 6.6 Sewage. Although South Tarawa has
other tree species refleetng a shortage of fuelwood; basic sewerage facilities,3 the system is ineffeCtive
and (g) breakdown of the traditional subsistence owing to inequat coverage and poor
production systems, resulting in malntition and maintenance, and much of the population relies on
nurition-related diseases. These and related the beach for convenience. A recent study
problems, together with solutioas, are discussed indicates that the water quality in the southern part
immediately below. of the lagoon has not improved since the outbreak

of cholera in 1977, and by some measures the
6.3 Water Supply. Many of the health quality of lagoon water has declined.
problems of the I-Kiribati can be traced to a
shortage or contamination of water. The main 6.7 To resolve this issue, Goverment and a
problems of water supply include: (a) water major donor have agreed in principle to renovate
demand on South Tarawa that exceeds the capacity the South Tarawa sewerage system. Communal
of readily-accessible sources;I (b) high losses; toflet will be replaced by individual household
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unts at a cost of severd mo dollars spread over p elimitm gadns, and
an extended tm peiod, possibly five years or a rapld re of mangrove defo n. The
more. The program will icbe a large e nt of d pce o bung o ic debis is
hygiee educatio, but k does not appear that the said to be leadig to soil Similarly'
progrm wil cover a signficant proportdon of the increased use of inorganic ferlizers on the fragile
rnr Souith Tarawa popua. As additonal atoll sous may lead to water lens conamination.
masres, it will be very impornt tha WHO
goideines for rurwal sanition be sticty enforced. 6.12 Proftcon of the subsistce production
The Government should also consolidate the system should be a priority for sustinable
fi_eMcd administration of urban and ural water development, as this sxor constitutes the doinant
and sewerage into a single authority, perhaps within economic activity for the populaton. The
the Public Utiities Board. government should endeavor to balance

monocopped copra production with protection of
6.8 Soald Wase. Solid waste dipos is more taditional agro-fotesry systems through a
diffult in Kribati due to the limited availability of mof tree COps, ground crops, and various plants
good landfill stes which, iter aa, wil not conta- of economic, cultural, and ecological imporae.
inmategoundwatr. The mited extent of gener Further policy steps to support agriculture are

fuse collection4 has rewlted in mumerous outlined in Chapter 2.
unsightly informd rubbish dumps. To gain better
control over solid was management, tere should 6.13 Causeways. Since the mid-1970s, nearly
be grater use of private conacting for disposal thdrty causeways have been built in the Gilbers
services, and the export tax (of 15 percent) on group to facilitatetavel among the fragmend atl
scrap metal should be removed. Dumping should islets. Research into their effects indictes
be resticted to approved sites with rigorous mangrove forest depletion, reduced natural flushing
enforcemm and the Goveament should follow-up of lagoons, destruction of sea life, altered patterns
with WHO for assistance in designing and admini- of erosion and s ation, declining oxygen
String an adequate solid waste disposal program. levels, coasdine erosion, and the complete

di ippearane of some islets. Future construction
6.9 Toxk Wastes ad Residual RadJaden. In shud emphasize bridge, and open-design cause-
the late 1980s, there were several attempts by com- ways which do not unduly restrct natural curnt.
panes afom metrpolitan countries to dispose of
arge amouns of toxic wastes in unihabited islands 6.14 Canate COange and Sea Levde Rise.
of the Phoenix and Line groups. These proposals Kiribati, with maximum elevations generaLly less
were reected. Hower, there are also lingering th three meters above mean sea level, is among
concerns that residual radiation from atmospheric the countries most vulnerable to the impact of
nuclear testing on Kiridmati Island in the mid- clinate change on high spring tides, storms and
l95% and early 1960s may pose a long-term health tsamis. The effects of possible climate change
hazard. These concems need to be put to rest be- and an enuing rise in the mean sea level are
fore finalizing major developments on that island. widely perceived as Kiribati's most serious long-

term problem.
6.10 Rlodiveruity wnd Agro-Deforestdon.
The limited soils of KiE are infertle, suppordng 6.15 In anticipating this problem, Government
a tenestral flora that is among the least varied in should discourage activities that reduce the
the world.5 Nonetheless, a wide range of resilience of the foreshore-such as coral mining
important products (for example, medicines, and the collection of reef rock, stones, and sand
beverages, animal feed, fuelwood, fertilizer, tools, from areas of flat reef. Major new developments
handicrafts, fishing equipment, construction should be approved only on the wider islands, and
materials, canoes, fencing, fibers, dyes, oils, and these should be set well back from the high water
perfumes) are produced from indigenous species. mark. A long-term program of protecting existing
Their estimated value, together with subsistence coast mangrove forests, replanting indigenous
fising, constitutes a sizeable proportion of the real multi-use species, reclamation, and coastal re-
incomes of rural, outer-island communities. enforcement is suggested to protect the coasts, as

well as to provide resources for food and traditional
6.11 Thra to remaning biodiversity include products. Early-warmng systems for alerting the
the use of fuelwood on South Tarawa at an local population to impending storms should also be
unsutainable rate for cooking, deterioration of the put in place, as well as plans for emergency
traditional agro-foresty system, neglect of tree evacuation of heavily populated areas to protected
planting, overemphass on monocropping for copra shelters on such higher ground as is available.
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B. ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND 6.18 Sever bin ies a been undeaken
INSTMVI ONAL DLOPHeNiT to address this dsuin WHO is reviewin

envro healh legislation and pedhaps solid
6.16 S 80W of ENOWMIT. Ws* _uggemeM An 1, I on p lwaste hve
her are few staff in the Governme with an eVm bs ey been completed through

envIronmenal bakgoud. The E en UNDP/SPREP aistace, and A semina on
Uit of the Misity of Enviome ad Nanal legiSladve needs Is planned. Water resoure
Resou Deveopment consists of one professional legilaon may be separately reviewed by UNDP
officer with occasional support from short-tm altdun the year. It is rwcmmededitat
advisers. The Minatty of Home Affais, which has any new legiation requre ILAs for all coastal
no environmental sta developing environmea developments and forbid the wiescale clearing of
guidelines for outer isnd devopment parldy based 8liofr an r trees.
On a study by a maor donor on the Impact of
causeways. The MnlstiyofWorks and Energy has 6.19 The National Environmental
one engineer with some envirotmental skills and M gement (N S). A Kib Task
rsponibiltes. Given that it is imt for Force on the Environment6 which teviewed the
Kiribati's limied resoures to be developed in a coltants' dft of the UNCED report, is
careful and sustinble manmer, one professional expected to oversee the preparation of a National
envirmental office is unlikely to be sufficit. Envroment Management Strategy by eatiae
A second officer shoud be recited, preferably and local consultant. This is expected to be
with some skills in ovetseeing envirmental completed by late 1993.7
impac assessments (EIs), an area whee the
Mistr i expected to have incos 6.20 To make bet use of this work.
responsbilities. enviounental considerations should be tgrated

into the nadonal planning and anna budgeting
6.17 Legal Frwewerk Althugh Kirbati procese. W'ith Kri8s lmid land area and
does tot have specific environmental legion, high popuation densities, the protection of coast
regutions were passed between 1958 and 1978 vegetaion, reforesion of important local species,
for, inter alia, coastal protecton, consevation of and aroforestry are es that must be addressed
fish, and protection of specified bird and plant at the national policy level if ssinable
species. There are no requiemen for EIA and development is a serious objective.
no regulations that forbid cuttag important plant
species or that promote their replandng. Among 6.21 IlaStves to address many of the issues
such regaions as do exist (for example, requing mentioned in this section are deseving of strong
new buidis to include roof water catbment), donor support
enforement is weak. The regubtions in general
require updating, fffim implemention, and inWga-
tion into a broad evr famework.
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mTh cure freshwater lenses in South Taawa have an estmated sustainable yield of 1,000 cubic meters per
day versus 1,250 that are presenty being extracted. Supply is typically restited to 6 - 7 hours per day
indicating effecdve rationing. Despite contnued restictons on consmption, by 1995 demand is expected
to reach 1,500 cubic metes per day, even at the modest daily level of c tion of 50 liters per capita.

2 Preiinary esdtmates indicate that A$11 million would be e Ard to finance this project, including several
million for sewerage and institional reform.

3 This comnprises a pipe system conncted thrg communal toilet blocks that uses salt water to pump untreated
sewwage beyond the reef.

4 It is estimated that less tan 20 percent of urbm households are served by a weeldy gatbage collection service.

Some 83 species (of which 30-70 p are locally endagered) are indigenous or possibly indigewns to
Kinti. By comparison, there are approxImely 257 in Tonga, 548 in Samoa, 600 in French Polyneia,
and 1100 in Fiji. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the Phoenix and Line Islands are among the most
important seaburd nestg regions in the world.

T The Task Force last met in Februa 199.

? NGOs were members of the UNCED Task Force and are expected to participate in the NEMS prparato.
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7: Prospects and External Financing Requirements

7.1 Kiribati's main maconomic aene t large one-time fish royalties received in 1991,
for the coming decade is to achieve a tunroud in which are not WIkely to be fully offset by the large
the counry's poor growth performance since rebWnd in copa prices and prodcton. Also,
idpden in 1979. On the explicit assumption interest income would be down a LWe owing to
that policy ionso ined ealier in this lower yields on Kiibat's large external assets.
report are implemet, Kia could attain a Ihecpital account would contine in sizable
medim-term growth path that will raise per capita deficit as smanet goveanment borrowings are
real incomes, inrease job opporaities, expand te infficient to offset accumulations of net foreign
provision of basic public sevices, and masinn assets by financial instiions In 1993, the surplus
domestic and extnal financial stabilit. On the on current account would widen considerably as
oher hand, failure to implementthese policies in an yields on exten assets rise, copra production
efective way would lead to contined declines in increases and fish prices recover somewhat from
real incomes; widening disparites of living their depressed levels of recent years. Gross
standards between urban and ural areas; official reseves would increase by a moderate
accerated migration to Tarawa; and deterioration amount in both 1992 and 1993.
in the deivery of basic public services, especially
to rual areas. 7.4 Me& 4n1,1m Gewth PJ.as. As

the recovery gains momentum, Kiribati has the
7.2 Sheiten OudOk Three key potnt1 to acieve sued growth of around 4
considerations dominate Kitn's short-term percent per anm, which would imply an annual
economic outdook: resration of normal operations increase in real per capita GDP of approximately
at the ste fishing company, TML; preservationof 1% percent, versus a decline of nearly the same
a substantia porion of the recent rebound in world maitude in the 1980s (see Table 7.1). As
copra prices; and continuaton of the recently indicated elsewhere in tdis volume, the leading
improved air service to Hawaii and Fiji for sectrs would be agriculture and fisheries (copra
tourism. On the assumpton of a favorable outcome production in the earlier years, followed by
in each of thee areas, the economic recovery that co rl fishing later on), and tourism-related
began in 1991 would pick up some momentum in activities, principally trade, hotels, and
1992 and 1993, led by a rebound in copra nspoation and co caton. The industri
production; commercal fishing (which ir '-vected sector, which would benefit from the privat on
to reque several years to fully recove . the initatves, would be buoyed up mainly by
shutdown at TML) would contribute o the constrcti acivity, but also by public udilties and
recovery, as would tourist-related speding, pualy mg in the outer years. Following Ue
as a consequene of the 50th Annivasay of the proected pattern of interional price increases,
Batde of Tarawa in 1993. The main drags on inflation would pick up a litlle in the coming years
economic actity would be govarnment spendig, before drifting downwards towards internadonal
whih will continue to face fiail constaints, levels over the medium-term.
and the idustial sector, excluding constuction.
Inflation would contin at a moderate pace. 7.5 Certain key policy assumptions underiHe

Kribat's attainment nf these growth rates. In the
7.3 Conernag the blance of payments, the aU-importa fisheric,s stor, norma operations
surplus on current account would narrow need to be restored at TML, ew products should
consderbly in 1992, reflecting the drop-off from be devc!iped, loca markets need to be encouraged,
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Table 7.1: MDU-TERM PROcONS 1992-2001

- . ....... .st.mate P.c
1987-91 1992-96 1997-2001

Growth Rate8 (% myr anuum)
GDP 1.1 3.7 4.2
Agriculture and Fisheries -1.0 4.7 4.0
Industry -3.4 3.1 5.0
Services 1.8 4.1 4.3

Gross Investment -6.5 4.7 7.7

Ratio tl) ODP (%
Gross domestd investment 26.5 22.1 23.7
Gross domestc saving -55.8 -57.1 -51.1

Qther IlldCmtst
Current account balance (% of GDP) 24.2 16.1 22.7
Debt Service (% of exports) 0.5 0.4 0.3
DOD (% of GDP) 1.3 4.3 6.9

Source: Kiribai Statstcal Yearbook 1988 and World Bank estmates.

and EEZ suellance needs to be srengthend Progrms of pest control need expansion, and skills
signfcanly (seeChatr 2). To estore the fin- of local staff (for example, vetears and
ial viability of TMLs operation, there needs to be entomologiss) need to be upgraded, including

signifknt unit cost reductions, er aDa, by through wider distriutdon of local-lnug
allowing TML to generate its own electricity, information to improve cultivaton of crops and
mreasg competition among fuel supplers, selling livestock. To faciLtate the development of all
a substal proportion of TML to a reliable, crops, transportion inks to the outer isands need
private sector parner, and reducing the downtm to be improved by adoptig a more commercial
Of ships (for example, by negotating with mome approach to domestc shiping and port operations.
neighbors for access to other EZa wben the fish
catch drops off at home). Strengthened BEZ sur- 7.7 For Kiribad's nascent tourism sector to
veillance would involve multi-late cost-sharing, conte significtly to growth, the national and
satelite veillacm in cojunction with tanspond- local govermes must initiate a serious
era, high-speed interception equipment, and stiff commimnt to development, based upon
fies and confiscation of equpment and catch. developing effective demand for tourism. Small

spocialty markets should be targeted, with a shaip
7.6 For strOnger, sustained growth in the distinction between the Kiritimati and Tarawa
agricultural sector, the ncentie sctre for cepra markets. For Iiritimati, the objecdve should be to
producton needs improem This would be capitalize on the iand's remotn and oher
accomplished maily by removing the Isad natual attributes, aturacting sports fishemen,
Council tax on copra, by directing STABEX funds birdwahes, other natralsts, and eco-tourists,
(curenly used for copa prce support) to the essially from Honolulu with more frequent air
eventual development of alteative production service or expanded use of charters. For Tarawa,
activities on the outer islands, and by providing war veterans are the best possibilit, although
secure tenure to copra dusters in the Line Isands. cultue- and eco-tourists offer itrestng
The aging treesock shoud be replaced by new opportnities; a clean-up of solid waste in South
hybrid seedlings in a tightly focused replantig Tarawa and reducing pollution in the iagoon will be
program, especay among smallholders where impwant compo of this iniive.
extralities are greatest. For other crops, there
should be greater of nurseries, 7.8 Baance of Paymenti. On the exteal
livestocl, and vegetable farming, while the actvi- side of Kibat's accounts, Kirnbati's traditionally
ties of certain NGOs that are tying to introduce large trade deficit would widen coinumlly over the
vegetabls into the local diet need to be exaded. medium-term as substatl growth in eo is
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Table 7.2: EXTERNAL FINANCING RaQuaREmmm AND SOURICS, 1992-2001
(USS mRioD per am- )

Esdmates Proiections
1987-91 12-9 1997-2001

RteSOs 28S 4 69.3
M rchandise imports 22.9 33.2 49.6
Merchandise exports 4.2 -5.6 -9.7
Principal repaymerns /a 0.3 0.6 0.9
Intere paymens La 0.0 0.0 0.1
Other service paymeuts l 3.4 5.0 10.3
Change in Gross Official Rrves 5.9 10.5 18.1

Sos 28 43.8 iu
RERF interest 9.8 16.8 13.1
Private tranfers 3.1 7.2 11.4
Exteal grants 16.9 20.0 22.7
Public loan disbursemen 0.0 0.6 0.9
Other capital (ne) -1.5 -0.9 1.1

/a Public MLT debt only.
& Excludes RERF inters.

Source: World Bank staff estmats.

ousripped by a rapid risc in imports that reflects 7.9 ExteRNadF a FdX9Requbwwat. Based
the economy's relatively strong medium-term upon the preceding proectionos, a ummary of
growth. Measured in relation to GDP, the Kiribati's estmted externa financing requirements
widening of the trade deficit is expected to be is provided in Table 7.2. The overl financing
roughly matched by a stron suplus on services, reqrement would rise progressively over the next
most notably earnings on the RERF. On transfers decade, averaging around US$55 million per year
acount, official transfers would remain roughly compared with a bit less than US$30 million in the
unchanged in real terms, while private transfers past 5 years. The rise is largely aounted for by
would rise at a pace that reflects larger numbers of imports, but furdter accumulation of gross official
I-Kinlbati working abroad, principally as seamen. reserves and service payments (mainly freight and
After widening in the first years of the decade, the insurance on the rapidly epandn imports)would
suiplus on current account would narrow somewhat also contibute to the rise.
in relation to GDP, ending the projection period
roughly unchanged from the early 1990s. On 7.10 To meet this expanding financing
capital account, there would be a sizable increase in requireme a marked shift would be needed in the
bonrowing by the Govemment to augment official composition of sources of financing. Most
transfers. There would also be substantally higher noticeably, the share of exna grants can be
inflows of foreig direct investment as the pnvate expected to drop, from me than one half in the
secor expands, and slower acmulaton of net past five years to less than onethird by the final
foreig asets by the financial cmmunity as half-decade of the projection period. To offset this
sustained, strong domestic growth opens the way to decline, interest earnings on the RERF would rise
more bankable local projects. Gross official (brought on by higher yields as wel as growing
foreign exchange rserves would rise in absolute balances in the Fund) and greater private tansfers
terms toughout the projecton period, but would would be needed. Public loan disbursements would
drop off slowly in relation to import cover, ending need to rise a Ittle and net foreign assets of
the decade at the equivalent of approximately 6 financial institutions would need to accumulate at a
years of imports. slower pace.
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TABLE 1 1: POPILATIOCN STIMTES (MID MEAR), 1901-92

1001 192 1988 1984 1985 1980 1007 1988 1989 190 19 19992
Eat.

Sanb. 80 70 00 s0 40 04 89 124 178 240 246 251ilt'In 1,510 1,578 1,844 1,715 1,704 1,781 1,779 1,770 1,775 1"70 1,010 1,051Butaritari 5,a55 8,424 5,491 8,660 8,,080 5,07 5,0S6 8,?18 8,741 ,7009 8,866 8,948MaraeW 2,488 2,585 2,588 2,04a 2,098 2,720 2,759 2,789 2,020 2,052 2,917 2,9&6Abaleog 5,745 a,a8s 4,159 4,227 4,40a 4,547 4,096 4,040 6,005 5,170 ,6280 5,409H. Taprew 2,445 2,021 2,809 5,011 8,227 8,504 a,a82 5,40 5,54s ,029 8,7n2 5,n0S. Tarwa 19 ,7 20,197 20.605 21,017 21,489 22,110 22,815 25,650 24279 25,040 2S60l8 20,204Malana 1,892 1,955 2,016 2,080 2,147 2,154 2,101 2,108 2,176 2,18 2,25 2,284Ab_em 2,593 2,084 2,778 2.875 2,970 8,020 a,o66 ,111 8,167 5,205 a8270 a,ssKuria 8" 910 957 1,008 1,067 1,045 1,O84 1,025 1,012 1,000 1,028 1,040ranukso 10 985 960 O 8 989 99 998 990 1,000 1,028 1,040Nonoutl 2,470 2,581 2,696 2,018 2,942 2,984 2,s90 5,007 8,029 .,061 8,121 8,102N. Tabiteues a,107 8,125 8,189 5,156 8,172 5,177 80 5,1O8 ,S194 8,199 8,2 8,847S. TabiltOe 1,282 1,277 1,292 1,07 1,525 1,525 1,520 1,27 1,829 1,881 l,51 1,920.ru 2,528 2,41? 2,611 2, 09 2,71 2,748 2,766 2,822 2,00 2,8 2,ss5 8,0 8Nikunau 1,922 1,95? 1,992 2,020 2,005 2,055 2,040 2,028 2,01 2,004 2,060 2,097Onotoa 2,061 2,025 1,00 1,950 1928 1,953 1,984 2,015 2,047 2,079 2,129 2,176Tameas 1,572 1,574 1,575 1,570 1,878 1,579 1,550 1,502 1,888 1,584 1,410 1,440Arorae 1,529 1,514 1,408 1,485 1,408 1,450 1,457 1,462 1,440 1,441 1,474 1,509

"9 Total Gilberts 66,740 67,071 68,457 69,879 01,875 62,440 5,5s97 04,708 05,ssc 07,262 0,787 70,360

Washington 429 435 440 440 452 510 590 073 701 878 898 919FnnIrng 438 440 441 443 446 541 059 802 9" 1,197 1,214 1,242Christuec 1,454 1,607 1,583 1,003 1,748 1,875 2,000 2,149 2,850 2,487 2,625 2,501

Total Llne 2,801 2,382 2,484 2,552 2,045 2,930 8,255 5,024 4,027 4,58 4,835 4,742- n--- - … -- -_ - ef_ l_- 

Total PhoonIx 24 27 80 34 as 42 48 44- - -- -- 
-- -- - -

Total Kiribati 68,041 S9,45s 60,921 82,481 04,044 66,597 00,802 08,428 70,060 71,820 78,406 7,140

'e Source: Data provided by Kiribati authorities.

X Notes: (1) Estlmates shown In this table tae linto *co6un6 the reptriatIon of
858 Tuvaluane, about 400 xxptrtater (Including Chines Laborers)
and over on thousand I-Kiribati from Satab when the British Phosphate
CommisIlon oeased Its .luln operstlon In 1979. Of the I-Kiribati
repatriated 940 were a,cm to return to their respectiv how Islands
In 1979 and the remalolng 400 In 190. Tho Islands growth rates
calculated from the adjusted 1900 population *ad the 1985 flgure *re
then used to derive the IntervenIng yars' estloate.. Interpolation
betwee 195 wa 1990 use the 195 and 1990 Cmsus cote with
respect to each Individual Island. Estimates for 1991 nd 1982 are
derived by applying a natural poulaton growth rate of 2.252 per annum.

(2) Tho 198S figures shown above are *Ilthtly hihor than the 1906 ceasue figuresbecauso of the aid-veer estImate 0d.i0toents.



TABLE 1.2: ACTIVITY STATUS OF THE INDIGENOUS POPULATION (16 YEARS & OVER)
BY SEX AND ISUHD, 100

MALE FEMLE TOTAL

Cash Ville Home Une- Cost VIlloag HO" Unem- Cub VIlI Is " low. Uose-employ- work duties ploye employ- work duties ploy. employ- work duties ployed: n~~~~~~~~~ot "at nmt

B nabe 13 21 1 7 8 32 62 1 1t 0 13 8lskin t2 U37 6 1 26 8 48 2 98 04 48 8uteritri $0 641 iS 4 n sO 146 2 65 1,401 0 8arr kot S1 171 72 107 S0 198 2O 8 e244 067 S12 192Ab0n7 192 931 S? 2 6B 1,127 77 2 249 2,008 10 4N. Torow n 22 613 86 19 119 STB 24C 10 441 1,091 280 29Melons so 291 148 4 28 28 294 -- 122 870 442 4AbomeJ S69 808 17 1 848 20 28 2 ,C00 740 802 1Kuri O 76 171 ,18 16 1, 229 8 90 400 47 1Arenuk8 220 46 1 -- 12 261 6 1 2682 29 1 1Nonouti 123 69 684 8 39 82 736 2 162 91 I,am 6H. Trbitt u's 860 4B7 to t 90 41? $B2 0 440 904 B9 isS. TbTl tou 71 218 24 1 28 224 161 -- 94 812 11anrn 481 281 81 24 178 216 274 so 869 480 106 104CrNiksnau 426 891 4 -- 99 454 26 - 242 826 29 --oo ~~Onotoo 2 5al B 2 sO 88B 11t _ 102 1*149 19 2
TCnon 69 2S4 83 1 23 47 422 -- 2 7 486 1Anoreo 82 8B3 82 I 33 428 37 -- 96 79 as I

Total: Oter Island 7,780 6,834 1,11 529 116 11,826 8,6,0 193 6,076 12,459 4,094 s86
S. T rowe 3,221 2,670 2B0 341 1,848 3,900 1,406 174 4,889 S,476 1,6BS Sg1W shtngton 184 104 4 1 1 i 221 is -- tT:6 B 26 19F nntng B 7 el -- 17 276 27 - - 304 a 68 2t ChrTsto*s 428 B 27 2 - -116 661 12 641 878 14 --
Coa*"lo -- -- 8 I . 7 I -- 7 4 1

Total : Kiribati 7,S48 8,918 1,386 C29 B,118 11,686 6,040 887 10,984 20,601 8,425 858

Source: 1990 Population Census.

Notes: (1) A significant proportion of those in csnh eeploymegt ore we" ond salary erners.

(2) Village work includoe subsistence activities lko fishing, cutting toddy, etc.

(3) The definition of un-employed here may be different from thos doptOd by other
countries. Not Included ore the disabled, jail-Inmates, students,
old age persons, etc.



TAE 1.8: CASH EMPLOM BY INDUSTRY, SEX AND AGE RP, 1990

Male Female Total

16-24 25-U4 a5-49 50 total 15-24 2-U4 38-49 60+ Total

AgrIcSutar. A Flihing 512 735 649 s81 2,277 t9 90 92 52 8o 2,5680
kIlltng I- -- - - - - __ - - -- -

nautacturlig 8S 47 53 81 186 70 129 155 96 465 621
Electrilcty a water 21 T0 101 e1 211 28 82 28 6 so 299
Con tructl. 53 128 11o 21 810 4 10 8 -- 22 882
Dlstributlvo Trade 144 a80 297 156 90R 148 165 so 87 424 1,320
Transport & Comunicatlon 06 819 827 49 791 80 56 a8 -- 119 910
Floasa ServIce 53 92 98 39 282 41 48 47 12 148 428
Public Adnlatratlon 158 484 662 246 1,645 10 243 l8 17 148 2,088
Education 42 108 185 22 857 75 189 116 10 890 747
"tlth 21 42 44 1S 122 52 104 90 10 256 876

Othr Service 140 225 2162 127 754 106 96 61 26 307 1,061
N ot Stated 21 48 47 28 189 18 23 16 6 68 202

TTAL 1,291 2,602 2,836 1,128 7,860 791 1,171 68 2609 ,116 10,972

Source: 1990 Population Cens.



F TABLE :2.1 GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT BY ECONOMIC ACTIVITY, 1981-19092; ~~~~~~~~~~~~~(WOOD0 at curm t prle")

s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~981 im 1o 993 1984 1986 1988 :1911? lo" 1989 1990 1991 199

Agriculte 6,2a w393 9,o6 12,083 :,939 :,681 7,,98 1,26o 9,571 9,024 9,253 10,870Cop,. 242 1,982 2,804 5,223 2,764 -242 1,91 a ass8 1,608 861 1,794 2,600CF?211no 1:407 1, 98 2,92C 2,920 2,040 3*6No 1,936 3,208 a,014 2,393 2,544 a,c20Other Com re}*l Actlv1ty 70 90 lo* iao 170 SooN-- monetary 8,114 s,1 3,824 8,940 4,185 4,303 4,400 4,480 4,589 4,e60 4,746 4.$60Pophatb mining -- - -- -- - -- - -- -- - -- -Nanutactur)ng 685 572 849 070 705 723 761 762 020 040 076 920Mon eary 232 218 224 214 183 170 180 .. ..Non-monetary 803 854 425 46 522 558 51 .. ..SElectricIty a later a6B as8 69S 788 797 782 871 832 1,129 1,035 759 s;;Construction 1,480 1,510 1,417 1,879 1,007 2,227 1,980 2,200 2,880 2,020 2,840 2,800Monetry 1,228 1,237 1,108 1,044 1,206 1,746 1,400 ..Non-_onetary 254 273 809 885 402 482 s00 .o ..Trade and Hotels 3,804 4,808 8,902 4,261 4,439 4,034 5,000 ,6500 6,060 6,650 0,600 7,260Transport *nd Communications 38082 0,278 5,600 4,683 6,841 6,727 5,750. 8,100 6,340 ,s0 0,790 7,180Transport 8,487 5,837 5,064 4,237 4,653 4,776 4,794 6,086 ..Communic_ tions 876 441 546 446 8 8 952 9ON 1,014 ..Finance snd Insurance 628 6s8 819 877 1,470 1,932 1,960 2,000 2,190 2,190 2,260 2,200Real Etstat 12 o08 284 -21 261 266 98 268 240 170 200 230Owner-occupied Dwelling 427 478 542 ss0 645 687 700 714 730 743 780 780Governent 7,301 7,856 0,129 7,962 8,851 8,837 8,420 8,708 9,866 10,013 11,746 12,338Commnity ServIces 456 703 787 714 838 1,040 1,098 1,148 1,200 1,280 1,260 1,800Less: lmputed bank charge -672 -643 -498 -832 -1211 -1802 -1860 -1900 -1960 -2010 -2080 -2000
GOP (at factor cost) 26,331 29,879 81,011 83,109 82,170 32,783 82,569 8,0083 30,586 88,135 41,062 43,010Plusi IndIrect taxes 8,992 8,960 8,860 8,906 4,880 4,980 6,809 6,199 5,819 681 8476 75 500Loss: Subsidles -8818 -4906 -4632 -8670 -3837 -1800 -728 -780 -501 -556 -815 -898
GOP (at mrket prices) 25,605 28,733 80,229 83,6355 2,797 86,943 87,180 42,496 43,884 43,480 46,922 60,018oneotary CDP 21,40? 24,020 26,129 28,224 27,093 29,910 80,780 86,55 88,714 30,849 40,004 60,016Hon-monetary GOD 4,090 4,718 6,100 6,811 5,704 6,025 8,420 6,540 8,670 0,781 8,918 --7.7 6.6 0.3 5.4 4.6 0.6 8.5 8.1 6.3 4.8 6.5 6.0Memorandum Items:
Real GOP (1980 Prices) 23,671 25,276 25,019 26,331 24,639 26,343 24,818 27,296 20,463 26,278 26,887 28,201CPI (19060lOO) 107.7 118.7 120.6 127.4 188.1 141.8 161.0 156.7 188.9 171.8 181.8 190.8Notminal GNP .. 84,746 U8,994 42,846 42,167 53,012 64,940 69,668 63,164 #4,070 07,802 70,080Rel CW (1980 Prices) ;. 80,54 80,010 88,248 81,870 87,878 a8,877 ss,a24 88,647 87,291 87,460 88,828

Sources Data provided by Kirlbati authoritle and staff ostimates.

Note R.1 sertte have ben dor)ved by using CPI as detlstor.



TABLE S.1: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1981-92
(ASi illion)

1981 1982 1988 1984 16 1968 1987 1988 19 1990 1991 1992
£st.

Exports, f.o.b. 3.0 2.' 4.0 12.5 0.1 2.S B.1 8.7 6.4 5.0 4.2 6.7Imports, f.o.b. 22.3 22.8 19.0 20.9 21.8 21.6 26.1 28.2 28.0 34.4 38.2 45.0Trade Balance -19.2 -20.4 -15.6 -8.4 -16.6 -19.0 -19.1 -21.6 -22.2 -28.6 -29.1 -39.3ServiceS (net) -2.4 -2.6 -3.4 0.1 1.3 9.2 6.5 4.4 7.2 6.4 10.4 8.4Reo¢ipt. 12.6 12.0 12.0 16.2 18.4 28.4 26.0 26.2 27.6 30.3 37.0 30.1of which RERF Intor.st 5.8 4.8 6.5 0.7 6.6 10.9 11.1 11.0 13.2 13.0 16.0 14.0Payent" 14.9 14.6 18.0 15.1 17.1 17.2 19.5 20.8 20.3 21.9 20.6 21.7Private transfers, not 1.2 1.8 1.8 1.6 1.8 2.4 8.2 8.4 8.9 4.8 5.7 7.8Official transters 16.7 18.8 18.4 16.2 17.8 22.0 22.4 19.8 19.3 26.3 23.3 32.2Current Balaneo -3.7 -7.3 0.7 9.4 4.9 14.0 12.0 0.0 8.2 9.2 16.3 9.1Capital balance 2.1 -0.4 -2.8 2.2 -1.0 -1.4 -4.8 -7.1 -3.0 -1.7 -0.4 -1.8Borrowing, not 1.6 -0.1 -0.8 -1.8 0.0 0.1 -0.4 - -0.1 0.8 - 0.0Stabex accounts abroad 0.9 0.4 -0.9 3.8 0.0 0.0 -3.1 1.9 -0.1 -0.6 1.9 -Non-bank finance institutions -0.3 -0.7 -1.0 -0.? -0.9 -1.8 -1.1 -7.6 -2.3 -2.4 -1.9 -1.6Others 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.2 -0.1 0.8 -- -1.5 -0.4 0.4 -0.4 -0.4Errors and Omissions -0.8 0.4 6.8 1.2 8.0 -6.0 -1.8 -0.0 2.0 8.4 0.4 -0.6c WOv rall Balance -2.4 -1.3 3.7 12.3 8.9 7.4 8.1 -1.9 7.9 10.8 16.3 7.4monetary Movements (incresse
in foreign asoet.) 2.4 1.3 -3.7 -12.8 -8.9 -7.4 -8.1 1.9 -7.9 -10.8 -18.3 -7.4Coumercial bank 2.4 1.8 -8.5 -11.5 -8.8 -0.6 -0.8 4.6 -1.7 -1.9 -1.1 -monetary authorities -- -- -0.1 -1.2 1.8 -6.9 -6.6 -3.0 -4.2 -8.8 -16.8 -7.4Reserve Fund -- -- -0.2 -1.2 2.2 -7.1 -0.1 -3.5 -4.3 -8.8 -16.3 -7.4Govornment foreign account -- -- 0.1 -- -0.4 0.2 -0.6 0.6 0.1 -- -- --Reserve position In the IMF -- -- -- - -1.0 1.0 -- -- -- -- --

Memo Items:
Curront Balance/ODP (5) -14.6 -26.4 2.8 28.0 14.9 40.0 32.8 14.1 18.9 21.2 34.7 18.2Official Wd/GOP (M 68.6 48.0 00.9 48.8 64.8 81.2 60.2 40.0 44.6 56.8 49.7 04.4Cross Official Reserve. (Alm) .. 90.8 101.6 110.6 107.1 200.4 240.6 201.9 220.4 222.6 268.5 276.2(in years of imports) . 4.0 6.2 6.0 7.7 9.0 9.6 7.2 8.0 6.6 7.9 8.1

Source: Date provided by Kiribnti authoritie and staff estimates.



TIgLE 3.2: VALUE OF EXPORTS BY COMMODITY: 1981-91
(AS'000)

t ~~~~~~~~~1981 1982 198a 1984 loss 168B 1987 19888 19B9 19S0 196

Copra 2,8 1,464 2,168 0,987 4,718 459 1,178 4,203 3,127 1,023 2,089

Handicrafts 3 2 1 4 8 3 3 -- 4 3 1

Shark fin 15 80 18 49 85 22 16 10 42 32 24

Fish 701 616 1,603 1,718 1,017 1,776 823 1,808 2,800 964 277

Seaweed -- - -- -- - 21 02 15 86 723 676

0g Pot Fish -- - - -- -- -- -- -- 336

Otb r dbromtic, mm 20 17 9 10 12 14 41 6 115 264 11

Oobe4ttXcxport 38,377 2,018 3,689 8,768 5,790 2,294 2,118 5,848 6,973 8,009 3,414

Re-exports 200 336 316 3,687 286 202 7t1 823 442 872 748

TOTAL EXPORTS 3,677 2,363 4,006 12,466 6,056 2,498 2,869 6,811 6,435 38,81 4,162

Source: Dat provided by Kiribeti authorities.



TABLE &.St VOLUE AND uNT VAUMS Of VAJOR DOVMETIC EWORM, 192-91

1962 1283 1194 2.96 196 2"9?7 S9a 1 1i90 1099

Volme (etric btns)

Copra 6,795 0,764 11,333 20,376 4,611 4,437 11,790 10,275 4,662 7,01?

Fish 579 1,56 2,269 1,038 1,524 656 1,46 2,66? s6t 146

S_aw - - - - 22 a6 32 11it6 T 6s

Sharck Flat 2 1 $ 2 1 1 1 2 1 1

Untt Values (AS/metrie too)

Copra 6 U9 17 455 100 204 35 so 218 27

Fish 960 809 761 960 1,165 1,251 1,108 1,013 1,120 1,697

-3Weed .. 5 94 469 739 go 9

Shark Flns 16,750 20,000 16,383 19,444 20,000 16,000 15,000 21,000 29,0M1 24,000

Sourcs D0a provlde by Kliribti authorities.
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TABLE 3.4: DOMESTIC EXPOM BY DESTINATION, 1981-91
(At '000)

1981 1982 1988 1964 1985 1988 19B7 1968 1989 1960 1991

st ~OCEANIA
Australia 15 al 18 50 s8 22 108 1s 89 11 18
Now 2"1and -- -- O 2 a to 60 is I 1I-
Flj 1 74 211 247 2 202 1,140 461 1,a68 2,3116 4162..
Marshalls 407 321 61 1.e8 710 32 1 5 40C 2
A. Sea.o -- 281 1,188 1,489 246 140 -- -- -- --
Tongs -- -- -- -- -- 181 144 10 -
Othr 4T o 148 721 209 22 10 11 1 8 28

TOTAL OCEANIA 542 914 1,598 3,932 1,410 1,a84 767 1,544 2,848 944 606
- c - cac caa _ec cm ac eae me _- _

ASIA
Japan 38 887 239 -- 101 -- -- - - -
Other 524 - -- 2 1,171 -- I 3 21 1,669

TOTAL ASIA 560 687 239 2 1,272 -- 1 3 3 21 1,689

AMERICAS
USA 819 210 371 230 484 481 824 247 273 542 442

TOTAL AMERICAS 819 216 871 230 484 481 824 247 273 542 442
- -- a - -- --- -- -- c- -- -- _ - --

EEC
Denmark -- -- 1,482 4,604 -- es -- 5 723 678
W. 0.rany -- -- -- 1,181 -- -- -- -- -
Netherlands -- -- -- -- -- 181 1,037 4,054 2,784 78 -
Other EEC _- -- --_

TOTAL EEC -- -- 1,482 4,804 1,181 101 1,037 4,054 2,849 1,501 S7e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-- - -- -- - -- -- - -- - -- -- -- -__

OTHER, ne 1,067 -- -- -- 1,489 288 c - cc - --

GRAND TOTAL 3,378 2,017 8,890 8,788 6,798 2,294 2,119 S,846 6,978 8,008 3,413

Sources: Data provided by Kirlbett authoritlos.

Note: Exportes to Fiji consist mainly of freh tuna from To Mautarl Ltd, the national fishing compny.



TABLE 3.6: IMPORTS BY COMMoDm GROUP, 1982-91
(As 000)

1982 1983 1984 1986 1988 1987 1988 1969 1990 1901

Food and Liv. Aninals 5,213 6,188 6,028 5,975 6,091 7,783 8,080 8,009 9,147 9,9S3

Beverge. and Tobacco 1,174 1,147 1,130 1,039 1,283 1,540 1,588 1,606 1,630 2,285

Crude Material. 376 617 '*8 184 888 268 674 451 954 503

Mineral Fuels 3,441 2,520 8,088 3,232 2,239 2,671 2,960 3,201 8,694 8,631

Animal and Vogetable Oil and Fats 30 18 a8 29 24 29 44 128 149 83

Chemicals 917 822 1,090 1,086 1,142 1,248 1,371 2,389 1,764 1,838

Manufacturod Goods 2,843 3,378 2,169 2,060 4,408 8,833 3,684 2,949 4,074 4,113

Machinery and Transport Equipment 6,276 4,448 6,062 6,864 4,251 6,219 7,081 8,656 60,56 8,241

Miscollanoous Manufactured Artilels 2,385 1,516 1,314 1,417 1,064 2,400 2,161 2,406 0,381 2,382

Other Miscellanoous 148 106 5n 202 159 293 192 314 197 208

Total 22,771 19,606 20,678 21,582 21,452 26,142 28,186 28,696 34,440 83,237

Sourco: Data provided by Kiribati authorities.



TABLE 8.86: PORTS BY COtNTRY OF ORICIN, 1961-91
(A$'OOO)

1961 1982 1988 1984 19s5 1968 1987 1968 1999 1990 199

Austral a 10,661 9.839 9,120 6,490 6,866 9,66 10,988 12,862 18,119 11,496 18,418Now Zs& Iand 1,10t 1,^82 2,318 2,141 1 ,8w I'Ds I 019 1,a82 1,aet 1,927 2 1ttFiji 1,S79 1,683 1,289 1,692 1,822 2,643 1,8s3 4,a1a a,621 6,85 5,708Othor S64 851 388 1,496 2,101 1,691 2,2s8 1,570 462 209 86
TOTAL OCEANIA 14,210 13,235 18,088 18,619 13,165 14,162 18,691 19,817 18,619 20,287 21,838

Japan 2,682 8,995 3,5T2 3,478 4,668 4.1Sf 2,980 3,068 4,a81 8,140 6,101Hong Kong 805 8s1 868 a84 422 421 724 810 791 447 468China 228 231 a96 410 760 591 1,121 1,478 1,87 1,529 1,742Other 183 173 206 274 576 461 1,051 646 g65 1,096 ,699
TOTAL ASIA 8,393 4,716 4,62S 4,61.. 6,343 5,828 S,878 6,217 7,490 11,212 10,026

USA 4,265 2,239 1,28S S48 660 696 1,076 1,368 1,839 2,279 1,180Other 10 S 4 6 8 95 142 22 12 27 24
TOTAL AMERICAS 4,286 2,244 1,269 654 663 793 1,218 1,876 1,651 2,t80 1,204- - -- - _-- - -- - - -- - - - _ _ __ 

Notherlands -- 4-- - 145 1tIU 906 560 622 "a 1,192 s7o 281 42 410 3a 869Other 85 40 79 1,067 I50 186 187 5N8 106 6 121
TOTAL EEC 941 6o6 701 1,966 1,842 756 416 980 S16 597 491

Other countries, n.e 22 1,974 22 24 169 91 740 43 118 44 154
GRAND TOTAL 22,831 22,t74 19,60S 20,877 21,5682 21,462 25,143 26,186 26,596 34,448 83,237

Source: Data provided by Kiribati authorities.



Tablo 4.1: EXTERNAL ORANTS AND LOANS, 1962-92
(In millions of USS)

1982 1963 1984 19N 19B8 1"? 1966 1989 1990 109t 1992
Est.

United Kinodg. 8.5 9.0 5.2 4.9 8.5 8.7 2.4 2.1 1.7 1.7 1.4a dbe*. spent 8.6 8.2 1.6 1.0 -- -- -- - -- -prro at old 1.9 8.2 1.9 1.8 0.6 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.6VWel sbl s .tano. 8.2 2.8 1.7 2.4 2.7 2.7 1.4 1.1 0.7 0.9 0.?
Austra lIa 2.8 2.0 2.8 1.8 1.9 1.9 2.0 a.s 1.9 2.1 2.3Sewage proJect 1.1 0.4 0.1 -- -- -- 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0%tbtr proliot -- 0.5 1.0 0 1.8 1.2 0.0 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.8Otber aid 1.1 0.9 0.9 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.0 2.9 1.0 0.0 1.1Bank of Kiribati *quity loan - -- 0.8 - -- -- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0DWfonno cooperation program -- - -- - -- -- 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0Technical =ln satnce 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 .8 0.8 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.6
NOw Zt land 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.6 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.4 1.6 1.5Of which: Technical *ssistance - -- -- -- 0.1 0.1 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Ja an 1.1 2.2 1.4 2.6 4.2 8.6 1.6 2.6 6.6 1.. 9.0Fishing Vessel s - 1.2 1.8 2.1 -- -- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Cold wronge, facilities 0.7 0.7 -- - -- 1.4 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.4Causeway -- -- -- -- 3.9 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Technical asstatnce 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2O" spita -- -- -- -- -- -- 0.0 0.2 8.2 1.? 0.1New Ship -- -- -- -- -- -- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 7.9Other 0.8 0.2 -- 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.0 1.7 0.2 1.1 0.4
European Community 0.8 1.6 2.2 0.7 0.6 2.1 3.6 0.8 0.9 4.1 6.0Oirect 0.8 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.7 0.1 2.7 0.2 0.7 3.0 2.1ilegional -- -- 1.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 1.1 3.4STABEX -- 0.9 -- O.l - 1.6 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6Trnalnng - - -- -- - -- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Asian Developmnt Bank 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.6 1.0 0.6 1.7 0.6 0.6 1.1Loans -- - -- 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.8 1.4 0.8 0.2 0.6Technical assistance 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6
Other 1.2 1.8 2.1 1.6 2.1 2.3 8.9 4.2 4.8 6.0 8.6WIO 0.8 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.3 0.8 0.6UNDP/UNFPA/IUICEF 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.6 1.0 1.2 0.9 0.9 0.6Save the Children/FSP 0.2 0.3 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1Canada/Fod. Rop. of eromany 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.8China -- -- 0.8 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.8SPC/SPEC/ESCAW 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.$ 0.2USAID/P e Corps 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.9 0.8 O.8 0.4Frnce Kor- -- -- -- 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2Others -- -- -- -- -- 1.7 1.3 2.2 2.4 0.6
Tots1 14.1 11.0 14.2 12.6 14.6 16.4 16.8 16.7 20.1 16.4 24.9
Memorandm iems:

evoloepment expenditure 1/ 6.6 6.9 9.6 7.7 11.0 10.2 11.6 11.1 16.1Technieal assitance 7. 7.6 4.6 4.6 B8, 6.2 8.6 2.9 4.0

Sources Date provided by Kribaeti authorities and stff estimates.
1/ Boaed on central government budget data.



Table 4.2: ROCS EXTERNAL ASSETS, 1982-92
(t(In *llonI of AS)

1962 1io3 1984 1086 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1901 1892
Est.

Total extrnal as 94.98 107.25 128.11 174.60 216.62 260.83 219.76 246.09 246.08 287.96 275.20| RERf 03.80 90.10 97.10 180.60 176.56 207.46 176.00 200.94 220.40 268.26 276.00F Rbsrve poeitlon in we IMF - -- - - 1.05 - - - - - -Overtmet 'bnk actount *broad 2.69 3.46 0.11 0.50 0.38 S.98 1.48 1.63 2.09 0.20 0.20STANK accounte abroad 2.40 8.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.16 1.21 1.88 1.07 -Other 1/ 0.10 0.18 0.11 0.60 0.88 0.70 0.27 0.20 0.22 0.20 0.20National Provident Fund 4.20 5.00 6.60 7.40 9.20 10.85 17.89 20.22 22.59 24.50 -Bank of Kiribati 4.40 7.90 19.40 28.00 28.60 29.10 24.80 26.00 - --

Ummorandum Ite st

Reserv Fund
Cbaneoe, net 10.77 8.64 6.17 6.82 10.47 28.94 -81.87 24.8S 19.46 42.86 11.76Interest rece ved 4.97 6.89 6.81 6.13 11.46 11.14 11.64 18.15 18.56 14.03 14.00V lUation gaIn* 2/ 10.77 3.64 8.98 8.78 9.95 22.10 -86.01 16.71 9.88 28.27 4.89Transfer to the budget -4.97 -5.39 -5.59 -8.67 -2.94 -5.00 -4.00 -5.00 -4.00 0.56 -4.4Currency c=poltion

U.S. dollar 27.20 26.60 31.30 82.61 88.19 27.00 41.22 48.68 40.76 5.64 00.00Dboetche mrk 12.30 11.80 11.60 81.89 50.80 87.20 21.08 24.48 9.07 16.01 15.00Japanes yen 22.40 26.69 28.90 46.10 62.70 44.70 19.13 16.89 28.94 48.08 85.00Pounds orinI 14.80 14.71 13.00 18.80 10.89 40.86 17.81 10.40 16.41 28.01 26.00Australian dollars 7.10 10.50 11.10 16.20 26.10 34.60 89.80 62.28 71.16 78.02 80.00Othr -- -- -- -- -- 23.10 86.94 40.76 48.0? 48.60 60.00Portfolio
Bonds 83.80 00.10 97.10 188.60 170.68 207.45 148.00 167.66 166.80 162.74 146.00Equitios - -- - - - - 27.48 43.29 63.00 110.51 130.00

External debt service -- 0.40 0.14 0.86 0.46 0.47 0.36 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.04(In percont of export. of
goo" and services) - 2.43 0.60 1.48 1.7 1.68 1.11 0.64 -- - --

Sourcet -t. provided by Kiribati authorities and staff estimates.

1/ Consists of the Crown Agnt Account, Coinage Account, and until 1987, Surplus Rewnue Account.2/ Including accrued into not receved, unralized capital gains, end the effect.
of exheng rate changes.



Table 5.1: SUMMARY OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT FINANCES, 1982-02
(Alt mI Ilon)

1002 190B 1904 1986 1086 1987 1980 1909 1900 1991 1992

Budget Est.

Total Revenu. and Grant. 22.0 20.6 20.? 80.1 29.6 82.4 88.3 84.4 41.6 44.8 61.2 51.2
Tax Revenue 4.6 4.6 4.6 5.0 5.t 7.5 7.4 S.3 9.2 10.1 10.8 10.8Non-tax Revenue 0.8 6.9 9.6 12.7 0.1 11.8 11.7 10.6 12.2 10.0 14.9 14.9

Of which: RERF drawdown 4.0 6.6 6.6 7.t 2.8 6.1 0.0 6.0 4.0 2.0 6.6 0.6Crant 1/ 9.9 13.B 12.7 12.6 16.0 18.1 14.2 15.0 20.1 18.0 26.0 26.0Curr nt Expenditure 10.0 10.4 15.7 16.0 16.6 16.9 19.8 20.2 19.9 22.0 24.6 24.0
Of which: Pesronal

Emolumnte 6.0 6.8 8.9 0.9 6.8 7.6 7.0 S.8 0.0 10.4 11.0 11.0Capital Expenditure 0.4 9.0 10.9 11.0 10.4 18.7 14.0 16.8 21.4 18.8 27.0 27.0
overall Balance 0.2 0.5 0.0 2.8 -8.5 1.8 -0.6 -1.6 0.2 8.2 -0.8 -0.9STABEX Transactions (net) -- -- -- -- - 1.9 0.6 0.2 -0.2 -0.3 -0.0 -0.6IncoA R.-lnvested tn RE63 -- -- 1.2 -2.2 0.1 6.1 8.6 0.1 9.6 12.7 7.0 7.0
Adjusted Overall Balance 0.2 0.6 1.8 0.1 4.6 9.7 8.3 6.9 9.6 16.6 6.6 6.8

1/ External assistance excluding STABEX, technical assistance, food aid end loans. Include IJK budgetary support for 1982-86.

Source: Date provided by Kiribati authorities and staff estimates.



TALE 6.2: CENTRAL OOVEiFEKT REYNU AM CtANTS, 19-92

1982 198S 1984 19M6 1986 1967 1988 196 I6 9M 192

DIrect tax 1,020 1,276 1,064 1,202 1,5681 2,880 2,816 8,090 8,520 8,617 8,750
Personal 747 1,067 964 1,038 1,160 1,231 1,807 1,601 1,70 2,006 1,610
Company 273 211 100 164 401 1,129 1,011 1,269 1,767 1,811 1,900

Indirct tax 3,445 8,832 8,482 8,77 4,076 5,161 6,068 5,241 5,69 6,318 6,606
Import duty 1,428 8,299 8,472 8,789 4,028 6,090 5,014 5,218 6,628 6,213 6,500
Export duty 2 15 - - -- -- -
LiUene. 15 16 10 11 12 10 21 -- -- 
Hotel tax -- -- - 2S 48 6a 83 26 78 100 65

TAX REVENUE 4,485 4, 10 4,638 4,978 6,069 7,626 7,836 6,881 9,219 10,180 108336

Entrepreneurial Income i,S90 674 666 281 128 425 21 272 878 s29 1,260
How" rent - 1 1 19 6 s6 SO 79 906 84 201
Philetelic sales 1,047 -- 2 2 28- - -- -Shipyard sales 6 146 87 - - - -- -
Telecom 183 171 248 - - -
Fih bsales 78 67 22 28 47 217 47 42 68 2 8o0
P I Rncom 221 soo 8ol 164 20 115 126 l5 244 418 1,049
Private work -- -- - 12 - - - - -

Property Income 6,178 8,746 7,568 11.202 7,086 7,452 10,427 6,224 8,252 14,606 11,639
Fish licence -- 98a 1,980 8,105 8,70 2,146 2,218 8,009 8,974 11,917 4,723
RERF drawdown 1/ 4,750 5,500 6,600 7,700 2,600 6,062 6,000 5,000 4,000 2,000 6,S6O
Intorest receivWd 2/ 426 266 18a 875 893 76 116 109 144 183 16O
Bank of Kiribati -- -- -- 22 68 14 96 1oo 184 465 306

Adminlstratlve Fees, Charps 1,511 1,233 1,244 1,226 922 8,874 1,002 2,184 8,653 1,641 1,774
Aircraft lending fees -- -- 2 -- -- 114 109 04 67 62 170
School foes 10 104 108 98 97 so 98 6o IS 180 154
Nesds contribution 8/ 816 228 660 229 104 194 -- 511 24 800 878
Other 1,067 906 s09 901 721 8,470 795 1,478 8,077 1,069 1,0??

ONWTAX REfVENUE 6,277 6.865 9,478 12,661 6,081 11,751 11,690 10,680 12,161 1,8536 14,983

TOTAL REVENUE 12,742 18,465 14,009 17,389 18,740 19,276 19,076 18,961 21,400 20,765 26,228

GRANTS 9,900 18,800 12.674 12,4U 1,6B00 18,100 14,200 16,600 20,100 16,000 26,000

TOTAL REVENUE A MRMNTS 22,642 26,786 28,688 30,128 29,540 32,876 88,276 84 3,1 41,600 44,7 51,226

Source: Date providd by Kiribati autorities.

1/ Amunt witdrawn. Th blanco of psyments shows the awunts earned.
2/ Does not Include intoreet from STBEX doposet.
8/ Payment by Japanese space agency for the mm of Christmas Island taciIItlk to obtain estorologloal Information.



TABLE 5.3: CENTRAL GOVERNMENiT REOIRUT EXPENDrIVURE: 1981-42

1981 1982 1968 1964 1908 1698 1987 1006 1989 1990 1991 1002

Solar)e 4,867 4,156 4,72 5,277 5,897 6,497 6,927 0,281 7,185 7,141 0,260 90470Wva 016 018 70Q 473 440 400 489 348 442 820 80S u9sAlloance s "I1 28 no 89 8? 288 a84 466 6 an 408 J8?Ovortim@ 205 183 160 299 212 228 849 344 SW0 O10 us 428Provident fund 260 81o 326 818 402 228 304 251 818 34? 405 810Pension. a ortuitios 185 139 169 179 10C so 128 68 4 98 es 8C
Land rents 845 286 218 212 229 221 248 252 226 224 G16 290Water supplies 880 830 880 380 280 280 160 130 00 60 26 20S. Tarawa *swerags - 96 189 189 140 140 200 810 106 1S0 115 100Maintenance of governent housing 506 478 880 200 S80 815 148 98 100 161 148 1t0Othor subsidies 1,253 1,806 1,164 686 1,139 540 106 884 877 284 179Outer Islands grant 151 280 258 268 25? 297 "4 866 459 670 516 700Transfer. to non-profit institutions 41 6 76 s6 71 72 60 84 25 162 17 263Transfers to houshold 14 89 386 3 26 94 19 40 - - -- -Trasfors abroad 377 179 U82 268 164 579 398 261 864 641 615 624OffIce exFpnu 148 164 18 179 190 828 319 883 802 92 89m 460Travelling 1,277 1,412 1,196 1,401 1,581 1,074 1,018 1,695 1,845 1,8C1 2,095 2,286Hire of vehicles 1,174 e66 1,006 1,067 1,288 026 1,028 028 90w 010 90 1,207Overse travel 124 132 06 18S 190 197 171 808 g60 468 468 603Utilties 406 529 656 526 S0? 669 466 622 644 S86 584 00
Others n.e.c. 5,559 8,580 8,473 8,348 3,408 3,574 4,013 8,537 4,773 4,631 6,485 6,022

TOTAL 17,970 18,016 18,439 15,780 16,015 186,85 1868,0 19,825 20,139 19,8W7 22,834 24,478

Source: Date provided by Kiribati authorities *ad staff estiate.

Notes: (1) Magistrteo's sitting allowance, volunteer assistance and speocil conetabulry
paets aIl included in *alowoncesO.

(2) Oov*rnment contributos half of Its employee total provident fund paymentsto the Kiribaet Provident Fund (KPF).

(3) "Furniture for houses' expenditure Is included with %maintenu¢ce of govornmtI:ioao"



TABLE 6.1: MONETARY SURVEY, 1987-91 1/
(In I lions of AS)

End Of period 1097 1m 1989 1090 1901
Est.

Foreign Asse t (not) 29.1 24.8 28.0 27.9 29.8

Dometlc Credit -0.2 -1.6 -0.8 -0.8 -0.4
Claims on Government (neb) -2.1 -5.1 -5.1 -4.9 -5.1
Clcims on Public Enterprie. 1.2 1.2 O.6 0.6 0.1
Claims on Private Sector 0.7 2.8 8.7 4.0 8.9

epositt 28.9 29.9 24.2 20.1 28.0
Demead 4.2 4.2 4.1 4.4 4.9
Savngs 8.9 4.7 6.0 5.6 6.5
Tit 20.8 15.0 16.1 16.2 17.2

Other Items (net) - -1.2 0.9 1.5 0.8

Source: Data provided by Kiribati authorities.

1/ Balance, shet of Bank of Kiribati, tho only commercial benk.

SAtIcI AppJaIw: Kbbat 72



TABLE 0.2: NTEREST RATES STRUCTURE 1062-1092 1/
(percent per annum)

1082 1068 1984 1986 1986 1987 1988 1089 1900 1001 1092
2/

LENDING RATES
Secured 10.60 10.50 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 10.00Unsecured 10.50 10.50 13.00 18.00 15.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 13.00 13.00 11.00

DEPOSIT RATES
Term Depostt under

As 5o, 000
S-S months 7.00 7.00 0.00 6.00 6.00 .. .. ..0-12 months 7.25 7.26 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.60 7.60 8.00 8.00 0.0012 months A ovor 7.60 7.50 8.00 8.00 6.00 8.00 8.60 6.60 9.00 9.00 7.00

Torm Deposits over
IN. As 60,000

7 days .. .. 9.00 14.00 - - 11.126 16.00 10.20 0.826
14 days .. .. 9.00 14.00 - 11.126 15.50 10.80 0.B2C1 month .. .. 0.37 16.31 - 11.90 10.00 10.00 7.026
2 months .. .. 10.46 18.44 12.16 10.25 10.70 7.125
a months .. .. 10.37 10.82 -- -- 12.275 18.50 10.80 7.2250 months .. .. 11.12 18.10 -- - 12.626 16.60 10.90 7.852

Savings Accounts 4.00 4.26 5.00 6.00 6.00 5.00 S.60 5.60 8.00 0.00 4.00Islond Accounts - -- - -- - 0.60 t.00 7.00 7.60 7.50 5.50

1/ Bank of Kiribati interest rates as of September.
2/ Rates became effective June 15, 1092.

Sourco: Date provided by Kiribati authorities.



TABLE 7.1: COPRA PRODUCTION AND FISH CATCK, 1902-90
(metric tons)

1962 1968 1964 1965 1986 1987 19E8 1989 1990

CORA PRODUCTION
Gilbert Islands 6,061 6,862 11,408 5,834 4,411 5,168 12,731 7,28 4,00S
Line Islands 1,806 565 1,0' 8,149 1,600 8650 1,711 2,602 1,57
Total Klribati 9,669 6,947 13,869 6,468 5,911 6,03 14,442 9,92 5,608

FISH STATISTICS: TiL 1/
Vesies' Catch 492 1,686 2,058 716 1,856 884 1,504 2,S30 677
Local Purchasr 177 so? 387 846 227 4 252 302 169
Total Supply 6O9 2,085 2,440 1,066 1,565 S86 1,756 2,632 746
Local Sales 159 164 183 151 162 204 168 67 54
Exports 497 1,769 2,219 959 1,498 224 1,206 2,474 767
Total sale. 656 1,953 2,352 1,110 1,595 428 1,861 2,561 6U

Source: Data provided by Kiribati authorities.

1/ To Mautar; Ltd., the national fishing company.

SWIIcal Appendix. Mir" 74



TAELE 7.2: VISITOR ARRNIVALS BY COM1MRY OF RESIDECE ANM MODE OF RAUNSPORT, 1967-91

TARAWA KIRITIMATI TOTAL

19? 1988 199 1900 1991 1988 1989 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

United States 230 804 238 221 141 588 703 421 218 280 892 9839 642 357
Japan 101 141 144 130 183 65 62 122 88 101 206 206 262 171
United Kingdom 72 111 96 78 48 17 12 22 2 72 126 107 100 60
Australia 271 862 439 362 375 15 81 19 17 271 877 470 881 802
New ZoosInd 184 187 197 141 96 26 14 17 4 184 212 211 188 100
FiJi 226 812 812 804 277 8 11 2 -- 225 820 323 8S 277
Nauru 702 464 79 628 897 -- -- -- - 702 484 79 288 97
Tuvalu 896 197 99 164 178 -- 9-- 96 197 99 164 178
Other Oceania 893 881 186 182 241 7 9 -- 1 893 3888 196 182 267
Othor Countries 200 187 834 381 215 44 48 8 25 200 281 880 419 240

TOTAL 2,774 2,896 2,121 2,781 2,101 769 888 "81 31B 3,06 B,4865 8,009 3,422 2,419
BY AIR 2,881 2,519 2,008 2,879 2,101 871 828 587 816 8,741 8,190 2,831 3,266 2,419
BY SEA 118 1n 118 82 -- 98 66 74 -- 164 276 178 166 --

Source: Data provided by Kiribati *uthoritios.



TA8LE 8.1: INDEX OF CONSUMER PRICES, I1091
(anui o verage prcentage change)

Alcohol A Housing A
Food TbWcco Clothing Transport otousho'd Misc. All ltes
600 140 80 80 76 126 1,000

1981 6.6 1.0 8.4 24.7 14.0 1.8 7.7
1982 3.7 9.9 6.0 7.9 9.6 6.1 6.6
1083 3.5 14.5 8.9 7.2 11.4 4.6 6.8
1984 4.6 6.1 8.9 2.4 10.4 6.0 5.4
1986 4.2 8.6 14.0 11.8 -2.t 2.0 4.5
186 7.8 8.0 1.0 10.8 4.8 7.1 6.6
19087 6.0 4.0 6.0 8.1 14.9 1.6 6.6
1I88 4.1 2.2 7.0 1.1 -0.1 2.7 8.1
1080 8.7 0.4 8.8 6.3 8.9 15.0 5.8
1990 3.0 6.6 4.2 6.4 3.0 13.0 4.8
1091 4.2 9.8 1.7 6.5 12.0 1.7 6.6

Source: Data provided by Kiribati authorities.

Sta&*ds Appmnei: KbVwbo 76
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